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Nine west-northwest-trending faults on the continental margin of
Oregon and Washington, between 43° 05'N and 47° 20'N latitude,have been
mapped using seismic reflection, sidescansonar, submersibles, and swath
bathymetry. Five of these oblique faults are foundon both the Juan de Fuca
and North American plates, and offset abyssal plain sedimentaryunits left-
laterally from 2.0 to 5.5 km. These five faults extend 8-18 kmnorthwestward
from the deformation front. The remaining four faults, found onlyon the North
American plate, are also inferred to have a left-lateral slipsense. The age of
the Wecoma fault on the abyssal plain is 600±50 ka, and hasan average slip
rate of 7-10 mm/year. Slip rates of the other four abyssal plain faultsare 5.5 ±
26.7 + 3 mm/yr. These faults are active, as indicated by offset of the
youngest sedimentary units, surficial fault scarps, offsets of surficial channels,
and deep fluid venting.All nine faults have been surveyed on the continental
slope using SeaMARC 1A sidescan sonar, and three of themwere surveyed
with a high-resolution AMS 150 sidescan sonar on the continental shelf off
central Oregon. On the continental slope, the faultsare expressed as linear,
high-angle WNW trending scarps, and WNW trending fault-parallel folds that
we interpret as flower structures.Active structures on the shelf include folds
trending from NNE to WNW and associated flexural slip thrust faulting;NNW to
N trending right-lateral strike-slip faults; and WNW trending left-lateralstrike-
slip faults. Some of these structures intersect the coast andcan be correlatedwith onshore Quaternary faults and folds, and othersare suspected to be
deforming the coastal region. These structuresmay be contributing to the
coastal marsh stratigraphic record of co-seismic subsidenceevents in the
Holocene.
We postulate that the set of nine WNW trending left-lateralstrike-slip
faults extend and rotate the forearc clockwise, absorbingmost or all of the arc
parallel component of plate convergence. The high rate offorearc
deformation implies that the Cascadia forearcmay lack the rigidity to generate
M > 8.2 earthquakes. From a comparison of Cascadiaseismogenic zone
geometry to data from circum-Pacific great earthquakes of thiscentury, the
maximum Cascadia rupture is estimated to be 500 to 600 kmin length, with a
150-400 km rupture length in best agreement with historicaldata.Active Deformation of the Cascadia Forearc:Implications for
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CHAPTER 1:INTRODUCTION
This thesis is composed of four main chapters, each of which isa
journal manuscript that is either published or ready for submissionas of this
writing. Chapter 2 was published in Geology in February, 1992. Chapter3
was published as U.S. Geological Survey Open File Report 92-441-s in 1992,
in advance of publication as a chapter in U.S. Geological Survey Professional
Paper 1560, Assessing and Reducing Earthquake Hazards in the Pacific
Northwest, edited by A. M. Rogers, W. J. Kockelman, G. Priest, and T. J.
Walsh. This book has been in press since 1991. Chapter 4 is intended for
publication in Tectonics, and Chapter 5 is intended for the Journal of
Geophysical Research. Plate 1 and Appendix A were published by the State
of Oregon Department of Geology and Mineral Industries, Open-FileReport
0G-92-4, entitled Neotectonic Map of the Oregon Continental Margin and
Adjacent Abyssal Plain.
Chapters 4 and 5 are not the actual submission versions of these
manuscripts, as I have taken the opportunity to include material that couldnot
fit into the intended publications. Thus, these chaptersare too long for
submission, but contain many details that would otherwise remain
"unpublished data".
The unifying theme of this research is active tectonics of the Cascadia
subduction zone. As originally conceived, we intended to "map active
structures and determine the timing of deformational events" in the submarine
forearc. The Principal Investigators (La Verne D. Kulm and Robert S. Yeats),
and I were not sure initially what direction this work would take, butwe shared
the impression that study of the submarine forearc in Cascadiawas a
necessary step toward understanding the structure and seismic potential of
this unusually quiescent subduction zone.Fortuitously, an unusual strike-slip2
fault was discovered in 1986 using SeaMARC 1A sidescansonar (L.D. Kulm,
C. Fox, R. Embley unpublished data). This fault, namedthe Wecoma fault for
the R.V. Wecoma of Oregon State University, provedto be the first of nine
unusual oblique structures discovered from 1989 to 1993, inthe course of this
project. These structures extend across much of the submarineforearc in
Oregon and Washington. Five of the nine have demonstrableleft-lateral strike
slip displacements, and cut the sedimentary section of thesubducting Juan de
Fuca plate. The Wecoma fault probably also cuts the basalticcrust of the Juan
de Fuca plate. To our knowledge, these are the first reportedstructures of this
type that cross a subduction boundary.
Much of our subsequent research has focusedon the unusual strike
slip faults and their implications for forearc deformation inan oblique
subduction setting. An important aspect of this work is the possible
implications for great earthquakes in Cascadia. Until the late 1980's,
Cascadia was assumed to be an example of an aseismic subductionzone,
based mostly on the absence of large historical earthquakes. ButCascadia is
too quiet, having less seismicity even than traditional "aseismic" subduction
zones like the Marianas, and less than most circum-Pacific "seismic gaps".
The Cascadia paradigm changed in the late 1980's with the discoveryof
sudden submergence of buried marshes in most of the bays andestuaries of
the Cascadia coastline. These marshes may signify theoccurrence of
paleoearthquakes, and suggest that the quiescence in Cascadia isnot due to
aseismic subduction, but simply to long recurrence intervals. Whilethe
subsided marshes are evidence for large earthquakes, the issues ofjust how
large the earthquakes are and how often they occurare less clear.
In Chapters 2 through 5 we present evidence of significantrotation and
extension of the Oregon and Washington forearcs by strike-slip faultingand
folding. We then investigate the implications of this deformation in lightof
other subduction zones that do generate great earthquakes. We examine
whether our observations can shed any light on the remaining questions
about Cascadia seismicity.3
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ABSTRACT
A remarkable set of WNW trending left-lateral strike-slip faults intersect
the Cascadia subduction zone. Three of these faults have been mapped off
northern and central Oregon by using seismic reflection, SeaMARC-1A
sidescan sonar, and Sea Beam bathymetry. These faults are highly oblique to
the north-south structural grain of the active accretionary wedge. One of them
has 6 km of horizontal slip, with an average slip rate of 7-10 mm/yr. The faults
cut the subducting Juan de Fuca plate, and can be traced into the North
American plate. Folds that deform late Pleistocene and Holocene sediments
on the upper continental slope and shelf strike north-northwest to west-
northwest. Some of the WNW-trending folds are associated with the
throughgoing strike-slip faults, whereas other NW-trending folds are
approximately normal to the plate convergence direction. Many of these folds
are mapped across the shelf, and several active shelf synclines project toward
Oregon's coastal bays, where marsh subsidence events are inferred to be the
result of great subduction-zone earthquakes. These subsidence events may
actually record the growth of local synclines, possibly as secondary effects of
slip on the megathrust. We postulate that shortening of the forearc region by
clockwise tectonic rotation, associated with movement of the left-lateral faults
and folding of the upper plate, may accommodate a significant amount of plate
convergence.5
INTRODUCTION
The Cascadia subduction zone off Oregon andWashington should be
capable of generating great earthquakes. Theconvergence rate is fast
enough (4.0 cm/yr; DeMets and others, 1990) and thesubducting Juan de
Fuca plate is young (10 Ma) and buoyant enoughto characterize Cascadia as
a Chilean-type margin (Heaton and Hartzell, 1987) capable of generating
earthquakes with M >8.0. The first geologic evidence forgreat earthquakes
was found in buried marsh deposits of the coastal bays of Washington
(Atwater, 1987). Peat layers overlain abruptly by marinesands are perhaps
best explained by rapid coseismic submergence accompaniedby tsunamis
(Atwater, 1987; Darienzo and Peterson, 1990). The absenceof historic great
earthquakes in Cascadia is explained by longrecurrence intervals; the
problem is that Cascadia has the lowest incidence of instrumentalplate-
boundary seismicity of any subduction zone. The unusuallack of seismicity
raises the question: can modern convergence be accommodatedby means
other than slip on the megathrust? We presentnew structural data from the
Oregon continental margin and subducting Juan de Fucaplate that bear on
the response of both plates to obliqueconvergence and on the development
of repeated coseismic marsh burial deposits along the Oregonand
Washington coasts.6
ACTIVE TRANSVERSE STRUCTURES OF THE CENTRALAND
NORTHERN OREGON CONTINENTAL MARGIN
ABYSSAL PLAIN
On the abyssal plain, three west-northwest (WNW)-trendingleft-lateral
strike-slip faults (A, B, and C in Fig. 2.1) extend from the abyssal plainacross
the plate boundary. First discovered in 1986 by SeaMARC 1A sidescan
sonar, these faults were imaged extensively in a follow-up 1989 narrow-
swath, high-resolution survey (Appelgate and others, 1992). In migrated
multichannel seismic reflection profiles, all three faults offset the entire 3-4-km-
thick sedimentary section, as well as the oceanic basement of the incoming
Juan de Fuca plate (MacKay and others, 1992; this study). Magnetic
modeling of fault A (Appelgate and others, 1992) and reflection profiles both
indicate about 75-100 m of vertical separation of the basaltic basement,
northeast block up. SeaMARC 1A sidescan imagery shows that fault A offsets
left laterally a late Pleistocene channel and an older slumpscar on the
Astoria submarine fan. Horizontal displacements are about 120 and 350m,
respectively (Appelgate and others, 1992; this study). Isopachs (two-way
time) of prefaulting sedimentary units (AP in Fig. 2.2) within the abyssal plain
sequence show that these units are offset horizontally 5-6 km by fault A,
which represents the net slip on this structure near the deformation front
(Goldfinger and others, in press). Horizontal and vertical displacementon
fault A dies to nearly zero 17-20 km seaward of the deformation front. Faults A
and B both cut or have generated plunging anticlines near their intersections
with the deformation front. The doubly-plunging anticline associated with fault
A, 9.3 km seaward of the deformation front, appears to be the result ofa
compressional right step in the left-lateral fault, and is hereinafter referred to
as a pressure ridge (Figs. 2.1 and 2.2). Stratigraphic correlations suggest that
growth of the pressure ridge was approximately coeval with dip-slip motionon
fault A. Stratigraphic thinning over the crest of the pressure ridge and
thickening on the downthrown side of the fault are pronounced in thesyn-
faulting section (Fig. 2.2, upper part of Astoria Fan unit AF). Faulting began at
about 600±50 ka, on the basis of the age of strata that separate prefaulting
and synfaulting parts of the section, assuming that dip-slip and strike-slip7
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motion began concurrently (Goldfinger and others, in press). Thisage is
derived from sedimentation rates and correlation of the base ofthe Astoria
submarine fan section with dated strata drilled at Deep Sea Drilling Project
(DSDP) Site 174, about 70 km to the southwest (Ku Im andothers, 1973b; Fig.
2.1, see inset). This range of ages and net slip yielda slip rate of 7-10 mm/yr.
The offset late Pleistocene channel is blocked 18 kmto the north by
slump debris from a 32 km3 bedding-plane slump off the leadingaccretionary
thrust ridge. The age of this slump is estimated to be 10-24 ka,on the basis of
a 14C date from a core taken from one of the slump blocks and tied to high-
resolution seismic records (Goldfinger and others, in press). Because thefault
is older than either the slump or the channel, these relationscan be used to
infer a slip rate based on the offset. The channel wallwas cut prior to
blockage by the slump, setting the minimum age of the offset at about10 ka.
Because channel cutting would have ceased or been greatly reduced
following the blockage, subsequent fault motion would offset the channelwall
as observed, without modification by erosion. Thus, the maximum age of the
offset is approximately the same as the maximumage of the slump, or 24 ka.
The age of the channel wall is then approximately 10-24 ka, yieldinga slip
rate of 5-12 mm/yr, comparable to the 7-10 mm/yr based on offset isopachs.
In SeaMARC 1A sidescan records fault A intersects the initial thrust
ridge as a complex flower structure, with blocks forced upward and westward
as pop-ups as they impinge on the deformation front. Several splays cut
upslope on the initial thrust ridge (Fig. 2.2) and continue into the structural
basin to the east. Alvin submersible dives on these splays confirm theyare
shear zones associated with chemosynthetic biological communities, fluid
flow and carbonate cementation (Tobin and others, 1991), indicatingactive
faulting. On the initial thrust ridge, a seaward vergent thrustsegment
occupies the area between the splays of fault A inan overall landward vergent
thrust setting, which suggests that a local reversal ofvergence is induced by
the interaction of the thrust and the strike-slip fault. Fault B also coincides with
a reversal of thrust vergence at its intersection with the deformation front
(MacKay and others, 1992). Faults B and C are also inferred to be left-lateral
faults on the basis of offset sediment isopachs in the abyssal plain (Goldfinger
and others, in press). Faults B and C offset the deformation front 3.7 and 2.210
km, respectively, in a left-lateral sense. The active frontal accretionarythrust,
on the other hand, does not appreciably offset the traces of the strike-slip
faults where they cross the plate boundary. These relationssuggest that the
strike-slip faults may actually be part of the plate boundary, coeval withthe
frontal accretionary thrusts.
CONTINENTAL SLOPE AND SHELF
We have correlated three throughgoing WNW trending, left-lateral
strike-slip faults on the lower to upper slope with faults A, B, and Con the
abyssal plain (Fig. 2.1) using GLORIA long-range sidescan, Sea Beam swath
bathymetry, and a network of academic and U.S. Geological Survey seismic
profiles. At least one of the strike-slip faults (A)on the subducting plate clearly
crosses the deformation front into the accretionary wedge. The connection of
faults B and C is supported by numerous crossing reflection profiles. Several
other WNW trending faults on the slope have, as yet,no documented abyssal
plain extensions. Crossings by individual seismic profilesare augmented by
GLORIA imagery and Sea Beam bathymetry, where sigmoidal bending and
offset of fold axes and linear WNW trending scarps constrain the orientation of
faults observed on reflection profiles (Goldfinger and others, in press). In
northern Oregon, the continental slope consists of upper and lower terraces
separated by a major landward-dipping thrust fault and a coincident break in
slope (SB in Fig. 2.1). Seaward of this boundary, thrusts and folds of the
accretionary wedge trend north-south, subparallel to the continental margin.
Landward of the boundary, folds of the upper slope and shelf, with the
exception of outer-shelf submarine banks, trend mostly north-northwest to
west-northwest, oblique to the margin. In the structural province traversed by
faults A, B, and C, a few of the folds are subparallel to the principal strike-slip
faults (Fig. 2.1). While the genetic relation between theseyoung strike-slip
faults and oblique folds is not yet documented, we postulate that they both
developed in the regional stress field related to oblique Juan de Fuca
subduction. Although many folds on the continental shelf and upper slope
involve older rocks ranging in age from Eocene to Pliocene (Ku Im and Fowler,
1974), Pleistocene and Holocene strata are also deformed. Continued activity11
on older folds and faults on the shelf has resulted in scarps of probable
Holocene age on the sea floor, although the continuity of the faultsis difficult
to document due to absence of sidescan sonar data.
Because the active structures of the inner shelf commonly projectinto
the coast, we postulate related active deformation of the coastalregion. We
have correlated several offshore faults with onshore structures, notablythe
Tillamook Bay fault (T in Fig. 2.1) mapped onshore by Niem andNiem (1985).
This structure may have as much as 19 km of left slip in rocks of Mioceneage,
but the age of movement is still under investigation (R. E. Wells,1991, pers.
comm.). Offsets of the uppermost units in a reflection profile 8.5 kmoffshore
show that it is probably active in the nearshore region. Furthermore,active
inner shelf synclines project toward Tillamook, Netarts, Nehalem, Nestucca,
Siletz, and Yaquina bays. This relation is similar to that noted in the CoosBay
area of southwestern Oregon (CB in Fig. 2.1 inset), where South Slough
occupies the axis of a late Quaternary syncline that intersects thecoast
(Mclnelly and Kelsey, 1990). We propose that, like Coos Bay,many of
northern Oregon's bays are influenced by growth of local synclines.12
IMPLICATIONS FOR CASCADIA SEISMICITY
The structural features mapped off central and northern Oregon
suggest a mechanism for the rapid, periodic submergence of marshes as
documented by other investigators in Oregon's coastal bays. Co-seismic
downwarping along a coastal strip with simultaneous uplift offshore, similar to
the vertical response noted by Plafker (1972) for the 1960 Mw = 9.5 Chilean
and 1964 Mw = 9.2 Alaskan events (Heaton and Kanamori, 1984), has been
invoked as the mechanism for sudden submergence of coastal salt marshes
in Oregon and Washington (Atwater, 1987; Darienzo and Peterson, 1990).
However, these two margins differ significantly from the Cascadia margin in
that convergence is approximately normal to the margins of Chile and Alaska,
whereas convergence is oblique to the Oregon part of the Cascadia margin
(DeMets and others, 1990).If active synclines are associated with bays in
northern and central Oregon, then growth of local folds may influence or
control the burial of marsh surfaces during earthquakes in Oregon. We
speculate that both co-seismic plate flexure and growth of folds may
simultaneously account for the downwarping of the bays, but their relative
importance is unknown.
The question remains as to whether the transverse folds and faults
described on the slope and shelf are activated in sympathy with movement on
the megathrust, or whether they act independently. The very low seismicity of
the upper plate offshore northern and central Oregon shows that the structures
we have mapped are relatively quiescent at present. Independent activity on
the structures we have mapped would probably call for a higher incidence of
instrumental seismicity than observed, if the convergence rate is accurate.
Given the evidence for late Pleistocene to Holocene activity on these faults
and folds, and the evidence for large Cascadia earthquakes, their present
quiescence circumstantially supports their role as structures secondary to the
megathrust.13
PLATE COUPLING AND ROTATIONS
Several lines of evidence suggest that the Juan deFuca and North
American plates are well coupled. The strike-slipfaults discovered on the
subducting plate also cut the overriding North Americanplate, which strongly
suggests coupling between the two plates. We donot know whether the faults
originate within the upper or lower plate,or in which direction they propagate.
However, the presence of these faults in both platesindicates that interplate
shear stress must be high enough at the plate boundaryfor them to propagate
from one plate to the other. The dominant NNWto WNW trending structural
grain of the upper slope and shelf also indicatesstrong plate coupling. The
active folds are generally orthogonal to the inferredplate convergence
direction and direction of crustal shortening (062°at 45° N; DeMets and
others, 1990), which suggests thata broad coupled zone extends from the
mid-slope region to the vicinity of the coast. The sharpdivision of structural
domains in the mid-continental slope (Fig. 2.1, SB)may correspond to the
seismic front of Byrne and others (1988). We speculatethat seaward of this
boundary, basal shear stress is less than that neededto form structures
normal to the maximum principal stress (61), and thata "backstop" effect at or
near the slope break (SB) dominates the margin-parallel orientationof the
youngest structures. Landward of this boundary, folds thatare oblique to the
continental margin but close to normal to the inferred plateconvergence
direction dominate structural orientations, suggestingstrong coupling
eastward to the coastal region.
A set of parallel strike-slip faults of thesame sense of motion requires
that the intervening segments and the faults themselvesmust rotate with time
(Freund, 1974). Such rotations are documented forthe Transverse Ranges of
southern California (Jackson and Molnar, 1990), and forthe Oregon and
Washington Coast Ranges (Wells and Coe, 1985)on the basis of
paleomagnetics. In fact, Wells and Heller (1988) reportedclockwise rotations
of 16°-22° in 12-15 Ma Columbia River Basaltat coastal sites in western
Oregon and Washington. They attribute these rotationsto dextral shear
distributed across the forearc region, witha monotonic westward increase in
rotation. We speculate that the left-lateral faultswe have mapped may be R'
(secondary) shears within an overall dextral shear coupledriven by oblique14
convergence, similar to the model proposed by Wells and Coe (1985) for
southwestern Washington (Fig. 2.3) and toa block rotation model proposed by
Geist and others (1988) for the Aleutian Ridge.If this model is correct, upper-
plate shortening due to growth of the submarine fold belt and clockwise
rotation may account for a significant part ofconvergence between the Juan
de Fuca and North American plates. Some additional shorteningdue to a
thrust component on these transverse faultsmay also occur.If this is the case,
nonelastic deformation of the upper plate may bea significant process acting
to absorb some of the plate convergence, and thus the rate ofaccumulation of
elastic strain energy. At present, quantitative dataare insufficient to calculate
rotation rates and shortening due to these mechanisms, but additionalmarine
field studies of these transverse structures should shednew light on the
problem of very low plate-boundary seismicity in Cascadia.
Figure 2.3. Development of left-lateral R' faults within dextral setting driven by
oblique plate convergence. As clockwise rotation occurs, line perpendicular
to sites A-B and C-D of parallelogram shortens in direction of plate
convergence. After Wells and Coe (1985).15
CONCLUSIONS
Three left-lateral strike-slip faults in the Cascadiasubduction zone that
offset both the Juan de Fuca and North Americanplates, as well as folds in the
upper continental slope and shelf, trend obliquely to the continentalmargin.
These transverse structures suggest that thetwo plates are well coupled.
Furthermore, a considerable amount of plateconvergence may be
accommodated by folding and clockwise rotation of theforearc region in
northern and central Oregon. We propose that Holocenesubsidence events
in the Oregon-Washington coastal baysare, at least in part, a response to the
growth of active synclines that trend obliquely to thecoastline. This style of
deformation does not support either arguments forgreat earthquakes or
earthquakes of more moderate magnitude.It does, however, offer an
alternative mechanism for the sudden submergence of saltmarshes that does
not require a great earthquake. Nevertheless,we suspect that growth of these
structures is triggered by movement on the megathrust becauseof their low
modern seismicity and because geodetic evidencesuggests that elastic strain
accumulation and uplift on the adjacent coastare occurring at the same time.16
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ABSTRACT
Three west-northwest-trending left-lateral strike-slipfaults on the
abyssal plain off northern and central Oregonbetween 44° 40'N and 45°
12'N. latitude have been mapped using seismic reflection,sidescan sonar,
data from ALVIN submersible dives, and Sea Beambathymetry. These
oblique faults, the Wecoma fault and faults B and C, intersectthe north-south
striking structures of the active accretionary wedge. Thefaults cut the oceanic
lithosphere of the subducting Juan de Fuca plate andappear to cross the
plate boundary. The best studied of these, the Wecomafault, extends 18 km
(kilometers) northwestward across the abyssal plain fromthe deformation
front.Displacement on this fault is 5.5± 0.8 km at the deformationfront,
decreasing to zero at the northwestern fault tip basedupon piercing-point
offset. The Wecoma fault has been active for about600±50 thousand years,
and has an average slip rate of 7-10 mm/year (millimetersper year). The
latest Pleistocene-Holocene slip rate is 5-12 mm/year.These faults are active,
as indicated by the offset of the youngest sedimentary units, thepresence of
surficial fault scarps, and the venting of deepsource fluids. The Wecoma fault
intersects the deformation front in a complex structuralzone consisting of fault-
bounded pop-ups (uplifted asymmetrical triangular plateaus),an embayment
in the deformation front, and a local reversal ofvergence in the basal thrust of
the accretionary wedge. Fault B also is associated withan abrupt change in
vergence direction of the basal accretionary thrust.
Linear gullies and scarps in the Wecoma faultzone extend into the first
several thrust ridges of the continental slope, suggesting thatthis fault remains
active beneath the accretionary wedge. Changes in foldorientation and
amount of shortening in the initial three to four thrust ridges of theaccretionary
wedge suggest that the strike-slip faults have influenced thedevelopment of
coeval accretionary-wedge structures through differentialslip of the
downgoing plate.
Several west-northwest-trending deformationzones have been
mapped on the continental slope off northern and central Oregon.The
deformation zones are composed of west-northwest-trendinglinear scarps,
en-echelon northwest to west-northwest-trending folds, and left-steppingand
sigmoidally bent folds. Oblique folds are commonly fault-propagationand21
fault-bend folds developed above high-angle faults. Someof these active
faults and folds striking north-northwest to west-northwestare refolding
somewhat older north and north-northeast-trending folds.Deformation in
these zones is consistent with a left-lateralsense of shear. Three of these
deformation zones adjoin the three abyssal-plain strike-slipfaults, whereas at
least one zone and possibly several othersare restricted to the continental
slope. We postulate that the deformationzones are shear zones developed in
the upper plate above the subducted strike-slip faults,or alternatively, that
strike-slip faulting in the upper plate has propagated seawardinto the
subducting plate.22
INTRODUCTION
The Cascadia subduction zone (Fig. 3.1) off Oregon and Washington
may be one of the best studied subduction zones in the world.Its proximity to
major United States ports and three decades of study by oceanographic
institutions, government agencies, and industry have produced an extensive
data set for use in geological and geophysical investigations.In recent years,
attention has been focused on the anomalous seismic quiescence of much of
the Cascadia subduction zone in comparison to other subduction zones. The
moderate plate convergence rate of 40 mm/year directed 062° (calculated
from JDF-NAM (Juan de Fuca-North America) Euler vector of DeMets and
others, 1990) and the relative youth of the subducting lithosphere (9-10 Ma
(mega-annum) according to Wilson and others, 1984) should characterize the
Cascadia subduction zone as a Chilean-type convergent margin (Heaton and
Kanamori, 1984). Because most Chilean-type margins have had great
(M>8.4) earthquakes in historic times, the Juan de Fuca-North America plate
boundary should also be capable of generating great earthquakes.
Geological evidence for great earthquakes has been inferred from buried
marsh deposits of the coastal bays of Washington (Atwater, 1987; Atwater and
Yamaguchi, 1991), Oregon (Darienzo and Peterson, 1990), and northern
California (Carver and others, 1989; Clarke and Carver, 1989; Vick, 1988).
Rapid coseismic submergence in the bays accompanied by tsunamis is
inferred from peat layers overlain by marine sands (Atwater, 1987).
Presently, the Oregon Cascadia convergent margin may have the lowest
incidence of plate-boundary seismicity of any subduction zone. Although
earthquakes in the upper and lower plates are well monitored by the
University of Washington seismic network, no thrust-type earthquakes at any
magnitude level have been located on the plate interface (Ludwin and others,
1991). The absence of historic great earthquakes on the Cascadia plate
boundary can be explained by long recurrence intervals of 300 to 1,000 years
or more (Adams, 1990; Atwater, 1987; Darienzo and Peterson, 1990; Atwater
and Yamaguchi, 1991; Carver and others, 1989), yet the Cascadia plate
interface nonetheless remains singularly quiet among the world's convergent
margins.48° 00
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Figure 3.1. Index map showing tectonics of the Cascadiasubduction zone.
Heavy dashed line, Plate convergence boundary; lined box,study area of this
chapter; site 174A, Deep Sea Drilling Project site 174A; BFZ,Blanco fracture
zone; JDFR, Juan De Fuca ridge; GORDA SEGMENT, Gorda segment of the
Juan de Fuca plate.24
The low seismicity of the Cascadia subduction zone has led
investigators to explore a variety of hypotheses to explain the apparent
seismic gap along the Cascadia margin (Ando and Balasz, 1979; Sykes,
1989; West and Mc Crumb, 1988). Our investigation of the structure of the
plate boundary and forearc off the Oregon coast arose in part from the
discovery of several oblique strike-slip faults in the abyssal plain off north-
central Oregon. These faults cut the downgoing Juan de Fuca plate andcross
the plate boundary, extending some distance into the overriding North
America plate. To our knowledge, faults of this type have not previously been
described from other subduction zones around the world, although strike-slip
faulting restricted to the upper plate has been described in both orthogonal
and oblique convergent settings (Lewis and others, 1988, and references
therein; Geist and others, 1988).This discovery is almost certainly the result
of the increased resolution in sea-floor mapping tools in recent years, but
these faults may also represent something unique about the Cascadia
convergent margin. The discovery of these faults suggests that detailed
structural investigations may offer new information about oblique subduction
in general and the Cascadia subduction zone in particular.
The purpose of this chapter is to document the structural characteristics
of the Wecoma fault, the largest and best known of three strike-slip faults
discovered on the abyssal plain off Oregon, and to discuss the relationship of
this fault to new mapping of active tectonic features of the continental slope.
The long-term goal of this study is to better define the active tectonics of the
Cascadia subduction zone and thereby develop a better understanding of the
regional tectonics and seismic hazards of the Pacific Northwest. The chapter
concludes with a discussion of possible origins for the oblique faults, and the
implications of the oblique faults and folds we have mapped for plate-
boundary processes within the Cascadia convergent margin.25
METHODS OF STUDY
We are studying the submerged plate boundary and forearc region off
Oregon and Washington (Fig. 3.1) using SeaMARC 1A and GLORIA sidescan
sonar imagery, Sea Beam swath bathymetry, ALVIN submersible
observations, and a dense network of single-channel and multichannel
seismic (MCS) surveys. We are mapping the Oregon-Washington plate
boundary and submarine forearc at a scale of 1:500,000. We have used
about 30,000 km of seismic-reflection profiles collected by Oregon State
University, University of California at Santa Cruz, University of Hawaii,
University of Washington, Scripps Institution of Oceanography, U.S.
Geological Survey, U.S. National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration,
and the oil industry (Fig. 3.2).
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Figure 3.2. Trackline map showing the location of all seismic-reflection
profiles used in this study. Tick marks are hourly or quarter-hourly ship
positions. Deformation Front, deformation front of the accretionary prism. Box
shows area of Figure 3.3.26
The seismic-reflection profiles vary widely in quality, depth of
penetration, and navigational accuracy, and range from single-channel
sparker records navigated with Loran A to 144-channel digital profiles
navigated with GPS (Global Positioning System). Partly in preparation for
Ocean Drilling Program (ODP) Leg 146, a site survey consisting of closely
spaced, high-resolution multichannel seismic lines, SeaMARC 1A sidescan
mapping, Sea Beam swath bathymetry, and ALVIN submersible dives focused
on the plate boundary and accretionary wedge at the proposed drilling sites
near 45° N. latitude (Fig. 3.3). Within this 6,000-km2 (square kilometers) area
we were able to map submarine structures in considerable detail.
Within the ODP site survey area (Fig. 3.3), the 144-channel reflection
profiles were navigated with GPS, and position information from these lines
was used as the datum for mapping that portion of the larger study area.
Processing through time migration was carried out at the University of Hawaii.
Several other U.S. Geological Survey 24-channel and Oregon State
University single-channel lines also constrain the structural interpretations.
The sidescan and bathymetric surveys were navigated witha combination of
GPS and Transit satellite navigation, with Loran C tracking used between
satellite fixes. Navigation of the deep-towed sidescan towfish was by the
method described by Appelgate (1988). Where spatial misfits occurred,we
adjusted the sidescan data to best fit the GPS navigated MCS linesor the
Sea Beam bathymetry where appropriate. SeaMARC 1A sidescan datawere
collected with a deep-towed 30-kHz (kiloHertz) system capable of imaginga
2-km or a 5-km swath width, with spatial resolutions of 1 and 2.5 m (meters),
respectively. A magnetometer attached to the towfish recorded total field
intensity over the sidescan tracks. Our technique with sidescan surveyswas
to cover the study area at the wider 5-km swath width, then return toareas of
interest and conduct detailed surveys using the higher resolution 2-km swath.
Sidescan processing, which included geometrical and speed corrections,
correction for towfish position, georeferencing of image pixels to a latitude-
longitude grid, and image enhancement (as described in Appelgate, 1988)
was done at the U.S. National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration image
processing facility in Newport, Ore. Outside the ODP site survey area,
navigational accuracy was more variable. Loran A navigated profiles have
maximum errors on the order of 1-3 km, Loran C errors are about 0-1.5 km,45 °30'
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Figure 3.3. Map showing seismic-reflection tracklines and bathymetry in the
Ocean Drilling Program (ODP) site survey area. Location of this map shown
on Figure 3.2. Contour interval 100 meters. Bold numbered lines are referred
to in text. Bold segments of profiles 37, 45, and 77-11 are sections of profiles
shown in Figures 3.8, 3.9, & 3.20 respectively.28
and Transit satellite errors range from near zero up hundreds of meters. The
dense coverage of reflection profiles allowed adjustment of older lines where
crossed by satellite-navigated lines.29
STRIKE-SLIP FAULTS ON THE JUAN DE FUCA PLATE
Along the central and northern Oregon convergent margin, three west-
northwest-trending left-lateral strike-slip faults (Wecoma fault and faults B and
C, Fig. 3.4) extend from the base of the continental slope 10-18 km
northwestward across the abyssal plain.First imaged using SeaMARC 1A
sidescan sonar in 1986, these faults were surveyed in detail in 1989 using a
narrow-swath, high-resolution survey (Appelgate and others, 1992) and were
crossed several times by multichannel seismic (MCS) profiles made in 1989.
In reflection profiles on the abyssal plain, the three faults show vertical
separation of both the oceanic basement and the 2-3-km-thick overlying
sedimentary section (Appelgate and others, 1992; MacKay and others, 1992;
this study). The three faults strike 290° to 295°, and all three are primarily
strike-slip with a minor up-to-the-north component of displacement as
evidenced by offset surface and subsurface features. In this paper we
discuss primarily the Wecoma fault, because this fault is better covered by
seismic and sidescan surveys. Faults B and C appear to be similar in
structural style to the Wecoma fault, but the more sparse data available on
these faults presently precludes as detailed an assessment of them.
CHARACTERISTICS OF THE WECOMA FAULT
The Wecoma fault is the longest and best developed of the three strike-
slip faults on the abyssal plain (Fig. 3.4). The general physiography of the
Wecoma fault, its associated structures, and the adjacent abyssal plain and
accretionary wedge are shown on Figure 3.5. The surface trace and
morphologic features associated with the Wecoma fault and the complex
intersection of the fault with the deformation front are shown on Figure 3.6.
We have integrated all of the available geophysical data in a geologic
structure map of the Wecoma fault on the abyssal plain and adjacent frontal
accretionary wedge (Fig. 3.7).Migrated multichannel seismic profiles of the
Wecoma fault reveal that it is nearly vertical, in some places consisting of a
main strand with little other deformation (Figs. 3.8A, B) , and in other places
characterized by an upward-branching positive flower structure (Fig. 3.9), asEXPLANATION
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Figure 3.4. Structure of the central Oregon continental margin. This map
emphasizes active features; most structures shown cut or deform the sea floor.
The deformation front is a thrust fault south of Fault B, and is the base of a
seaward-dipping thrust ramp north of fault B. Structure offsets along faults
shown only where known. No offsets across faults may indicate 1) insufficient
data, 2) no horizontal separation, or 3) horizontal separation not visible at this
scale. Areas showing sets of structures intersecting and crossing other
structures result from large age differences in the two structural sets.31
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Figure 3.5. Perspective mesh plot of SeaBeam swath bathymetry data off central and northern Oregon.View from
the southwest showing the physiography of the abyssal plain and accretionary wedgenear the Wecoma fault (WF)
and faults B (B) and C (C). Figure 3.4 shows map location of faults. BSC, base-of-slope channel;PR, pressure
ridge; PU, pop-up plateau; SD, slump debris; CH, Cascade Headon the Oregon coast. Arrow shows location of
Figure 3.21. Diagram provided by National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration/National Ocean Survey.125°34' 125°32' 125°30' 125°28' 125°26' 125°24'
Figure 3.6. Mosaic of SeaMARC 1A 5 km swaths near the Wecoma fault off the central Oregon coast. PR,
pressure ridge; WF, Wecoma fault; PU, the pop-up structure that marks the intersection of the Wecoma fault with
the deformation front (DF); A, apex of pop-up, corresponds to point A in Figure 3.17; OC, offset channel; OS,
offset slump scar; S, fault splays that occupy gullies on the seaward flank of the marginal ridge (MR). Embayment
in the deformation front (discussed in text) is just east of the pop-up (PU). Numbered lines show location of MCS
lines 37 and 45.EXPLANATION
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Figure 3.7. Structure map of the western part of the Wecomafault, adjacent
abyssal plain, and frontal accretionary wedge off thecentral Oregon coast.
Structure compiled from migrated and unmigrated seismic-reflectionprofiles,
SeaBeam bathymetry, and SeaMARC 1A sidescan imagery.A, apex of pop-
up, corresponds to point A in Figure 3.17. Structures shownas offset only
where known.Figure 3.7, Continued.A
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Figure 3.9. Part of MCS line 45showing the Wecoma fault and thepressure-ridge anticline off the central Oregon coast. Location of line 45 is shownon Figure 3.3. Reflector S marks the stratigraphicpoint in the section above which seismic stratigraphic unitsthin over the ridge crest. Belowreflector S the stratigraphy doesnot show the influence of ridge growth. This profilecrossed the fault just east of theeastern terminus of the northern strand of the Wecoma fault.A small normal fault is located justnorth of the Wecoma fault; barbsshow direction of movement. op39
defined by Harding (1985). Blocks within theflower structure mostly show
minor reverse motion. In both seismic andsidescan records on the abyssal
plain the displacement and surfaceexpression of the Wecoma fault diminish
toward the northwest. On the high-resolution2-km sidescan swath, the trace
of the fault was lost about 18 kmwest-northwest of the deformation front.An
MCS profile (line 33, Fig. 3.3)crosses the along-strike projection of the fault 7
km west-northwest of the point at whichthe scarp disappeared on the 2-km
sidescan record. At the projected location, onlyminor deformation wasseen,
suggesting that this profile crossesnear the fault tip. Two other crossing
reflection profiles, located 3.7 and 5.5 kmwest of the line 33 crossing of the
fault, show that the fault does not extendwest of longitude 125° 41' W (Fig.
3.3)
Seismic-reflection profiles indicate that the Wecomafault is a structural
break in the downgoing Juan de Fuca plate. OnMCS line 37 near the
deformation front (Fig. 3.8A, B) vertical separationof the basaltic oceanic crust
is apparent, the northeast block upthrown(Appelgate and others, 1992; this
study). Although the vertical separation of thebasement seen in Figure 3.8 is
not large, identical vertical separation alsooccurs in the overlying
stratigraphic units. A corresponding basementoffset is required to produce
the vertical separation of the sediments, thusthe observed basement offset
cannot be a hummock on the basement surface.
The overall strike of the Wecoma fault fromthe base of the continental
slope to its northwestern terminus is 293°, andit extends 18-km across the
abyssal plain from the deformation front. Thetrace bends gently southward 7-
km northwest of the deformation front, thenabruptly terminates along the
southern boundary of a structuralupwarp (pressure ridge, PR, Figs. 3.6 and
3.9). Displacement is takenup by a second northwest-trending right-stepping
segment that originates on the northern flank of theupwarp and strikes
northwest to its terminus (Fig. 3.6;see also Appelgate and others, 1992). This
upwarp was initially thought to be a mud volcano, but deep-towedseismic-
reflection data showed internally coherent reflectors,suggesting a structural
origin (Cochrane and Lewis, 1988). Theupwarp gives much information
about the timing and development of theWecoma fault and is therefore
discussed here in some detail.It is a complex structure that is boundedon the
south by the southern strand of the Wecoma faultand on the other three sides40
by minor reverse faults, but it is best describedas a doubly plunging north-
northwest-trending anticline (pressure ridge, Figs.3.9 and 3.10). The three-
dimensional structure of the upwarp is shownin Figure 3.10.
Magnetic modeling of the upwarp and Wecomafault indicates that
basaltic basement is upwarped beneath the foldin the sedimentary section
and is vertically offset about 100m by the fault, north block up (Appelgate and
others, 1992). Based on the involvement ofthe basement and the right step in
the fault, we interpret the upwarpas a restraining-bend anticline (Sylvester,
1988) formed by compressionacross the right step in the Wecoma fault. We
here refer to the upwarp asa pressure ridge. Alternatively, the ridgemay be a
truncated early formed anticline of the typedescribed by Wilcox and others
(1973).If so, the anticline may have formed in thesedimentary section in
response to left-lateral displacement of the underlying Juande Fuca plate and
then was partly truncated by twoen echelon segments of the fault as they
propagated upward with increasing fault motion.If this model is correct, the
lack of a single throughgoing trace impliesthat the fault has not completed its
final stage of development intoa throughgoing single strand as modeled in
clay experiments and observed innature (Wilcox and others, 1973). A second
alternative explanation of the ridge is that theupwarp is related to the growth
of the accretionary wedge (Cochrane andLewis, 1988).If so, the ridge would
be linked to the master decollement byan undetected basal fault. However,
analysis of the growth history of the ridge,discussed below, indicates that the
ridge is roughly twice the age of the firstridge of the accretionary wedge, and
began its growth when it was 28-32 km west ofthe longitude of the present
deformation front, using the 40 mm/year Juan deFuca-North America plate
convergence rate of DeMets and others (1990). The relativelongevity of the
ridge and the evidence for a basementupwarp suggest that the ridge's
formation was unrelated to growth of the frontalthrusts of the accretionary
wedge. However, recent growth probably hasbeen augmented by horizontal
compression due to the proximity of the plateboundary.PRESSURE RIDGE
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Figure3.10. Composite block diagram of thepressure-ridge area and intersection ofthe Wecoma fault and the deformation front as viewed from thesouthwest. Other faultsare also shown. Migrated seismic sections (two-way time) shown with selected reflectorsenhanced. Vertical scale is two-waytravel time. AP, abyssal plain section; AF, Astoria fan (note thickeningacross the fault and thinning over thepressure ridge); OC, oceanic crust; A, motion away from viewer; T, motiontoward viewer; SV, seawardvergence; LV, landward vergence; DF, deformation front.42
Age, Net Slip, and Average Slip Rate of the WecomaFault
Stratigraphic relationships within the abyssal-plainsedimentary section
near the Wecoma fault and the pressure ridge can be used to infer thegrowth
history of the pressure ridge as well as the slip rate andhorizontal separation
on the Wecoma fault.
Abyssal-Plain Stratigraphy
We have informally divided the abyssal-plain sedimentarysection into
four seismic-stratigraphic units on the basis of reflectioncharacter and
stratigraphic coherence, using the 1989 MCS data (Fig. 3.8B).The lowest unit
(unit 4) is a weakly reflecting seismic unit that directlyoverlies the basaltic
rocks of oceanic layer 2. The poor reflectivity of this unit isprobably due to its
lithologic homogeneity, consisting of poorly stratified carbonateoozes,
calcareous mudstone, and silt turbidites at Deep Sea Drilling Project(DSDP)
drill site 174A on Astoria Fan (Kuim and others, 1973b).Thickness of this unit
is variable because it fills in the rough basement topography,but it averages
about 300 m near the pressure ridge. Units 2 and 3 (Fig. 3.8B)are defined
somewhat arbitrarily on the basis of prominent reflectors andconsist primarily
of distal thin-bedded silty clay turbidites interbedded withhemipelagic clay
(Kulm and others, 1973b). Units 2 and 3are an abyssal-plain sequence that
is thought to have either a Klamath Mountainor Vancouver Island source
(Kuim and Fowler, 1974). Units 2 and 3 both thicken uniformlyeastward in
response to increasing rates of sedimentation and the eastward slope of the
9-11 Ma crust presently being subducted (Wilson and others, 1984).The
uppermost unit (unit 1) is composed of overlapping lobes of the middleto late
Pleistocene Astoria submarine fan (Kulm and others, 1973b).The lithology
of unit 1 is dominated by thin- to thick-bedded medium-to very fine grained
sand intervals with sharp lower contacts, grading upward into siltsand silty
clays (Kuim and others, 1973b). A capping fifth unit consists of1-2 m of
Holocene hemipelagic silt and clay (not visibleon Figure 3.8B) (Nelson, 1976;
this study).43
Timing Constraints
Seismic profiles are notoriously poor at resolvingstratigraphic and
timing relationships in strike-slip faultzones. However, the closely spaced
MCS lines near the Wecoma fault and the fortuitouspresence of critical timing
indicators allowed us to bracket the interval in the stratigraphicsection at
which vertical motion of both the fault and thepressure ridge began. On MCS
line 37 (Fig. 3.8B) unit 1 clearly shows thickeningas a whole and of individual
acoustic intervals on the downthrown (south) side of thefault, indicating that
the Wecoma fault has been active for most of the depositionalhistory of the
Astoria Fan. On line 45 (Fig. 3.9), thesame units thin across the pressure
ridge, indicating that vertical development of the ridgeoccurred during the
same time interval. Thickness trends in units lower in the sectionon both lines
are unaffected by the presence of the fault, indicating that they predate the
Wecoma fault. Alternatively, Appelgate and others (1992)have interpreted
apparent stratigraphic pinchouts against the pressure ridgeas suggesting an
early history for the basement upwarp, inferring that ridge formationoccurred
shortly after the formation of the crust at the spreadingridge (see unit 4 on Fig.
3.9). However, the morphology of the basementupwarp as determined from
magnetic modeling and MCS profiles matches that of the foldedsedimentary
section, indicating that folding occurred following depositionof most of the
sedimentary section.Additionally, the pinchout of unit 4 only is observedon
some reflection profiles of the upwarp, whereas on others is clearlyan artifact.
We therefore now interpret this apparent pinchoutas a side echo of the
upwarped basement superimposed on unit 4. Oregon StateUniversity MCS
line 30 and U.S. Geological Survey line 77-12, neither ofwhich cross the
upwarp, show this superimposed side echo clearly (see Fig. 3.3 for location of
these lines).
On close inspection, the division between prefaulting unitsand
synfaulting units (reflector S, Figs. 3.88 and 3.9)can be identified at a depth
of 4.30 seconds on line 37 (Fig. 3.8B; abyssal plain, upthrownside), and 3.82
seconds on line 45 (Fig. 3.9; top of thepressure ridge). Reflector S was
identified by examining the thickness of each stratigraphic subuniton these
two lines and picking the reflector that separated units showingfault-related
thickness trends from those that did not. Units 2 and 3 show justthe reverse
thickness relationship, with thinner units on the downthrown side of the fault44
(Fig. 3.88). This relationship is maintained along the length of the fault,
suggesting that the fault was not active in a vertical sense during unit 2 and 3
deposition or that the sense of vertical motion was south block up. Because
reflectors consistently show a south-block-down separation, we can attribute
these thickness changes across the fault to left-lateral strike-slip displacement
of the eastward thickening wedges of sediment (that is, left slip moves thinner
wedges of sediment eastward on the south side of the fault relative to the
north side). Note that not all reflectors need show any vertical separation on
seismic profiles of strike slip faults, and in fact some on Figure 3.9 do not, even
though other evidence discussed below demonstrates 5-6 km of net slip on
the fault. Growth of the pressure-ridge anticline appears to have been coeval
with slip on the Wecoma fault, as the seismic reflectors in both lines 37 and 45
(reflector S) that separate prefaulting and synfaulting sediments can be
correlated over the intervening distance on MCS line 32. The high quality of
the data allows correlation over tens of kilometers with a high degree of
confidence.
In order to establish the time at which fault motion began, we have
correlated a prominent seismic reflector at the base of the Astoria Fan with the
same interval drilled at DSDP site 174A, 70 km southwest of the pressure
ridge (Figs. 3.1 and 3.11). Fortuitously, during the initial survey for site 174, a
seismic-reflection profile was made that connects the drill site to the pressure-
ridge anticline (Ku Im and others, 1973a, Fig. 3.2, line A-C). This profile allows
a direct tie between the anticline and the drill site. The change in reflection
character above this reflector (Fig. 3.8B, base of unit 1) can also be traced
from the pressure ridge to the drill site. At the drill site, the profound lithologic
change between the sand turbidites of the fan and the silt turbidites of the
abyssal plain sequence was observed at the depth of this reflector in the cores
(Fig. 3.11). Matching reflectors with their respective lithologic changes in the
cores also allows accurate calculation of seismic interval velocities at the drill
site.
Ingle (1973) plotted the coiling directions of the planktonic foraminifer
Globigerina pachyderma in the cores from site 174A (Fig. 3.12). Notable are
three dextral coiling events at depths below the surface of 0-40 m, 125-135 m,
and 238-295 m. The earliest of these three events brackets the depth at which
the base of the Astoria Fan section was found in the hole (284 m). Ingle (J. C.126°00' 125°30'
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Ingle, Stanford University, writtencomm., 1991) has related these dextral
coiling events to regional northeastPacific paleooceanographicevents, which
are dated with magnetostratigraphy andtephrochronology. By this method
the upper and lower bounds of thelowest coiling eventare dated as 600 ka
and 800 ka, respectively (Fig. 3.12).Interpolating from these bracketingages
with sedimentation rates, theage of the base of the Astoria Fan sectionat site
174A is 760 ± 50 ka, with the margin oferror reflecting uncertainties in using
uniform sedimentation rates and in theprecision of determining theage of the
coiling events.
To estimate the age of thissame reflector near the Wecoma fault,we
infer that there is no significant timetransgression between site 174A andthe
pressure ridge. We make this inference becauseno significant onlap or offlap
relationships were observed within severalhundred vertical meters of the
base of the fan (Fig. 3.11); the reflectoris nearly horizontal, and the trendof
the seismic section is about perpendicularto the sediment transport direction.
Using an average sedimentationrate of 110 cm/1000years (centimeters per
1,000 years) calculated from theage, thickness, and seismic velocity of the fan
section at the Wecoma fault, theage of reflector S, and thus the age of vertical
motion on the Wecoma fault,is estimated to be 600 ± 50 ka.Although
additional uncertainties exist in sedimentationrates, age correlation of the
base of the fan, and seismic velocities,we use the same margin of error here
because we are unable to quantify themindependently.
Fault Restoration
We have taken advantage of thegeometry of the abyssal-plain units in
order to calculate the net slipon the Wecoma fault. Prefaulting sedimentary
units strike mostly north-south andthicken uniformly eastward, resulting in
eastward thickening sedimentary wedges.Slip on the Wecoma fault hascut
and juxtaposed these wedgesso that thickness changes across the faultare
pronounced. On MCS line 37, units 2 and3 (Fig. 3.8B) are thinneron the
south (downthrown) side. We attributethis abrupt thinning across the faultto
be the result of left-lateral translationof the eastward-thickening wedges
making up these two units (weassume negligible differential loading of these
units due to thickness changes in unit1).In order to estimate the horizontal
separation along the Wecoma fault,we have restored the abyssal-plain48
section by reversing the left-lateral motionon the fault (Fig. 3.13). The blocks
were translated right-laterally until the eastward-thickeningwedges of
sediment matched. Using this method, thethickness match across the fault
was made simultaneously with 18 individual reflectors withinunits 2 and 3,
reducing the error inherent in picking onlya few reflectors. The horizontal
motion needed to restore the section is 5.5± 0.8 km.
NW
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Figure 3.13. Cartoon illustrating the method used inretrodeformation of the
Wecoma fault, off the Oregon coast. Fault motionwas reversed graphically by
moving seismic time sections on both sides of the faultuntil eastward-
thickening sediment wedges of units 2 and 3 matchedacross the fault,
resulting in a horizontal separation of the units of5.5 ± 0.8 km.49
We also plotted isopachs of units2and 3 as an alternative method for
determining horizontal separation. Figure3.14 is a pseudo-isopach plot
(contours in two way travel time) ofunit 2, following smoothing of the dataand
removal of a velocity artifact from thepressure ridge area. The pseudo-
isopach plot reveals a pattern of left offsetsof individual contours, decreasing
northwestward to zero at the fault tip17-20km seaward of the deformation
front. The offset of the contoursnear the deformation front is3.7 ± 0.5km,
determined by averaging the threeeasternmost contours. We attribute this
somewhat different result topoor constraint on the contours south of the fault
and on disruption of thickness trendsnear the adjacent pop-up. Additionally,
the isopach offset dependson only 3 piercing points, whereas the
retrodeformation uses18.We thus infer that the retrodeformationmethod is
the best method of estimating horizontalseparation, and we use the value
5.5 ± 0.8km in the slip-rate calculations below.Neglecting the 100 m of
vertical separation, this value representsthe net slip on the Wecoma faultnear
the deformation front.
A potential source oferror in the use of time versus thickness is the
possibility of lateral velocity changes inthe selected units. However, lateral
velocity changes, if present,are most likely to be oriented normal to the
deformation front and thus have negligibleeffect on restoration of the
sedimentary section. Unfortunately, theyoungest unit (1), (Fig.3.8B)cannot
be used for an independent estimate ofnet slip during deposition of the
youngest part of the fan section because verticalmovement on the Wecoma
fault has influenced thickness of this unit.
Using the previously calculatedage of the fault and the net-slip
estimate above, we calculated that theaverage slip rate of the Wecoma fault
since its inception600 ± 50thousand years ago has been7-10mm/year near
the present deformation front. These ratesdepend on the estimatedage of
the fault, which may includea margin of error that is too small, as discussed
above. Thus the calculated slip ratemay have a larger error bar than
calculated here.125°45'
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Figure 3.14. Pseudo-isopach plot of abyssal-plainunit 2. Contours are in two
way time, rather than thickness; see Figure 3.8 for unit designations.Note
westward-decreasing left offset of unit 2 by the Wecomafault (barbs show
direction of movement). Average offset of 0.625,0.600, and 0.575 contours is
about 4 km. Contours dashed where inferred. Soliddots are control points
along MCS profiles. Line numbers correspondto the tracklines shown in
Figure 3.3.51
Late Pleistocene-Holocene Slip Rate
SeaMARC 1A sidescan imagery showsthat the Wecoma fault offsets
left laterally a late Pleistocene distributarychannel and an older slumpscar on
the Astoria submarine fan (OC and OS, Fig.3.6; offset channel, Fig. 3.15).
Horizontal separations are about 120 ± 5m and 350 ± 10 m, respectively
(Appelgate and others, 1992; this study). Thesecrosscutting relations can be
used to obtain an independent estimate ofthe slip rate during latest
Pleistocene and Holocene time. The offsetchannel, in particular, offers the
best opportunity for estimating the Holoceneslip rate. The channel is blocked
18 km upstream (to the north) by slump debrisfrom a 32-km3 (cubic kilometer)
slope failure (Fig. 3.4; Fig. 3.5, labeled SD). Theslump is apparently a
bedding-plane slide from the western flank ofthe leading landward-vergent
accretionary thrust ridge. We estimate theage of this slump to be 10-24 ka,
based on a 14C date from a gravitycore taken from a sediment drape on top
of one of the slump blocks andon onlapping relations observed on a high-
resolution seismic record. In the reflection profile,the slump debris rests
directly on the sea-floor reflector withno visible sediment onlap or ponding
around the slump blocks. Usinga composite late Pleistocene-Holocene
sedimentation rate derived from Nelson (1968)and this study, we estimated
that sediment accumulation following theslump could not continue formore
than about 24,000 years without depositinga thick-enough unit to be
detectable on the MCS profile, thus settinga maximum age for the slump. We
derived the minimum age for the slump from the 140age of sediment at the
bottom of the above-mentionedcore. The core sampled only postslump
hemipelagic sediment, and thus the 10,300 radiocarbon years before present
(R.C.Y.B.P.) date from the lowermost part of thecore sets the minimum age of
the slump at about 10 ka.
Because the fault is older than either the slumpor the channel, a slip
rate can be estimated from the channel offset shownin Figure 3.15. The
channel wall must have been cut prior to blockageof the channel by the
slump, establishing the minimumage at about 10 ka (that is, the minimum age
of the slump). Similarly, a maximumage for the channel wall is constrained to
be the same as the maximumage of the slump. Channel cutting should have
ceased or been greatly reduced following theblockage; thus younger faultFigure 3.15. High-resolution SeaMARC 1A sidescan image of the Wecoma fault offsetting the west bank of a late
Pleistocene distributary channel on the southeastern Astoria submarine fan. Horizontal separation is 120±10 m.
Light tones represent high backscatter; insonification (direction of sonar illumination) is from the south. Vertical
scarps (highest backscatter at right-center of image) are the result of strike-slip juxtaposition of irregular sea floor
topography. Fault strike is 293°. Minor faults (dashed lines) that also offset the channel wall are interpreted as CTI
IV
part of the surface expression of the flower structure shown in Figure 3.10.53
motion would offset the channel wall,as presently observed, without
modification by erosion.If channel cutting and fault motionwere
simultaneous, the high frequency of latePleistocene turbidity currents carrying
large quantities of sand and gravel (Duncan1968; Nelson, 1968; Griggs and
others, 1970) should have eroded the offsetto something other than the crisp
separation seen in sidescan images (Fig.3.15). Seismic-reflection records
showing the truncation of deepsea channel walls (Griggs and Ku Im, 1973)
and numerous sediment hiatuses incores from the axial part of these
channels (Griggs and Ku Im, 1970) documentthe erosive character of the
coarse-grained late Pleistocene turbiditycurrents in this region. Therefore,
the age of the channel wall is probably10-24 ka, consistent with incision
during the last episode of high turbidity-currentactivity during the latest
Pleistocene low stand of sea level. Usingthis age range, we calculateda
latest Pleistocene-Holocene slip rate of5 to 12 mm/year. These ratesare
comparable to the 7 to 10 mm/yearaverage rate calculated from the net
horizontal displacement since inception of thefault.
Intersection of the Wecoma Fault and theAccretionary Wedge
The complex structure of thearea where the Wecoma fault intersects
the initial thrust ridge indicates that this faultis not simply overridden by the
accretionary prism. High-resolution SeaMARC1A sidescan records of the
intersection zone on the abyssal plain show thatthis area is dominated bya
nested series of uplifted asymmetrical triangularplateaus, called pop-ups,
bounded by reverse faults (Figs. 3.6, 3.7, and3.16). The single trace of the
Wecoma fault separates into several divergingsplays at the western tip of the
largest of the pop-ups (A, Figs. 3.6, 3.16, and3.17), and the largest of these
splays is the southern bounding fault of thepop-up. Sidescan and MCS
records suggest that the main trace is buriedby slump debris along much of
its length in this area (Appelgate andothers, 1992). The pop-up plateaus
appear to be the result of a complex interaction betweenthe strike-slip fault
and the evolving deformation front. The modelwe prefer to explain their
development is shown in Figure 3.17. The plateauswere uplifted between
divergent splays of the main strike-slip fault andpossibly were driven54
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Figure 3.16. Structural interpretation of the intersectionzone and pop-up
structure at the intersection of the Wecoma fault and the deformationfront.
OS, offset scarp; PR, pressure ridge; OC, offset channel;PU, pop-up; A,
apex of pop-up, corresponds to point A in Figure 3.17.S
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Figure 3.17. Block diagram illustrating structure of the pop-up at the
intersection of the Wecoma fault the
flower structure of the Wecoma fault are forced upward and westward by
increasing horizontal compression as subduction progresses. Point A
corresponds to point A on Figure 3.6. Modified from Sylvester (1988, Fig.
3.21 C). Arrow in channel show flow direction. Barbs show relative motion on
faults. Sawteeth on upper plates of thrust faults; faults dashed where inferred,
dotted where concealed.
westward by horizontal compression because of their proximity to the plate
boundary. Appelgate and others (1992) suggested that the high vertical
scarps between the offset channel and the western tip of the pop-up (Fig. 3.6)
are the result of 2.5 km of left-lateral displacement of a part of the pop-up.
INFLUENCE OF THE WECOMA FAULT ON THE ACCRETIONARY WEDGE
The eastern end of the above-described pop-up directly abuts the
western flank of the first accretionary ridge of the North America plate (MR, Fig.57
3.6). On the west side of the initial thrust ridge, the plate boundary forms an
embayment corresponding to the width of the adjacent pop-up on the abyssal
plain (Appelgate and others, 1992). A seaward-vergent thrust segment
occupies the area of the embayment in an overall landward-vergent thrust
setting described by MacKay and others (1992). This configuration suggests
that a local reversal of vergence in the leading accretionary ridge may be
related to the effects of the strike-slip fault subducting beneath the wedge.
The mechanism for this vergence reversal may be a local reduction in pore
fluid pressure due to fluid venting by the Wecoma fault. Such a pressure loss
would increase the basal shear stress along the decollement, promoting
development of the seaward-vergent segment (Tobin and others, 1993). The
ridge formed less than about 300,000 years ago, based upon microfossil
evidence from rocks dredged from the ridge (Carson, 1977). The embayment
is bounded by linear gullies that cut upslope into the initial thrust ridge, and
other such gullies lie within the embayment (Fig. 3.6). We interpret these
linear gullies as fault splays related to slip on the Wecoma fault. Observations
and samples from the submersible ALVIN confirm that the linear gullies visible
in sidescan records are zones of active oblique faulting. Several dives (Fig.
3.18) showed that bedding is extensively sheared, with multidirectional
slickensided surfaces and mullions. Shear planes striking west-northwest,
roughly parallel to the Wecoma fault, were observed in these gullies. Linear
west-northwest-trending scarps along the strike of the Wecoma fault are also
present on the eastern flank of the initial thrust ridge, the crest of which has a
small left-lateral offset (Fig. 3.19). These lineations follow the Wecoma fault
trend and are interpreted as fault scarps because (1) they lack the dendritic
drainage pattern commonly observed in nearby erosional gullies, (2) they
strike at an angle to the bathymetric contours, and (3) because they originate
at the highest point on the marginal ridge. MCS line 29 crosses the area of
these scarps and shows a strong vertical disruption of the marginal ridge that
we interpret as the cause of the sea-floor scarps.
Rocks collected with the ALVIN submersible from the gully sites on the
seaward flank of the marginal ridge consist of sheared siltstone, sandstone
and pebble-to-cobble conglomerate (Sample and others, 1993; Tobin and
others, 1993) that probably originated on the Astoria Fan and were re-125°30'
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Figure 3.18. Bathymetry and ALVIN submersible tracklines near the intersection of the Wecoma fault and the
deformation front. Several dives focused on the gullies visible on the SeaBeam bathymetry and SeaMARC 1A
sidescan images (see also Fig. 3.6). PU, pop-up; DF, deformation front. Contour interval 20 m. Ticks face
downslope. Tracklines show dive numbers. Wecoma fault dotted where concealed.125° 25' 125° 20' 125° 15' 125° 10'
Figure 3.19. SeaMARC 1A sidescan image of the Wecoma fault crossing the accretionary wedge. A, Wecoma
fault splays cutting the eastern flank of the first accretionary ridge are dimly visible at upper left. At lower right, the th
co linear scarp marking the surface position of the fault is clearly visible.Figure 3.19. B, Interpretation showing offset of anticlinal axis (marginal ridge, MR). Smaller offset bya right-lateral
fault shown at lower left. See Figure 3.23 for location of image. WF, Wecoma fault, dashed where inferred; Line cno with hachures, fault scarp; SPLAYS, minor splays of the Wecoma fault.61
cemented with a secondary carbonate cement (KuIm and Suess, 1990). The
carbonate cement, derived from fluids venting fromthe shear zones, bonds
the sheared sedimentary fragments intoan angular breccia that fills the
bottoms of the gullies. Isotopic analyses of thesepore-fluid-derived carbonate
cements show that cements in the faultzone differ significantly from those
elsewhere in the young accretionary wedge. Fault-zonecements from the
Wecoma fault have 8180 values ranging from -4.27to -12.66%0 (permil)
standard mean ocean water (SMOW) and 813C valuesof -1.12 to -25.01%0
Peedee Belemnite (PDB). Cements froman accretionary-wedge thrust fault
on the second thrust ridge 38 km to the south have 8180 values of+4.37 to
+6.70%0 and 813C values of -38.47 to -54.23°/00.Sample and others (1993)
attributed these isotopic ratios within the Wecoma faultzone to (1) higher fluid
temperatures near the Wecoma fault, perhapsas high as 100 °C, and (2) a
seawater-dominated carbon reservoir derived from deeplyburied sediments
or oceanic crust. In contrast, isotopic ratios from the site distant from thestrike-
slip faults are best explained by oxygen ratios dominatedby ambient
seawater and carbon from an oxidized thermogenic methanesource or from
biogenic methane and seawater (Sample and others, 1993).
The evidence from fluid chemistry, sidescan images, andseismic
profiles indicates that the leading edge of the accretionarywedge is disrupted
and offset by the Wecoma fault. We have studied sidescanimages, Sea Beam
bathymetry, and seismic profiles of the frontal accretionarywedge in order to
determine the extent to which these effectscan be observed on the
continental slope.In high-resolution SeaMARC 1A sidescan images,a steep
west-northwest-trending scarp is observed to terminate the bathymetric
expression of several thrust ridges 8-15 km landward of thedeformation front
(Fig. 3.19, labeled "scarp"). This scarp is subparallelto the Wecoma fault and
lies along the projected trend of the fault into the accretionarywedge. Using
image-enhancement techniques, we observed that, in detail, thisscarp is
composed of several subparallel west-northwest-trendinglinear scarps that
also parallel the trend of the main scarp and the Wecomafault. These linear
features are clearly fault scarps as they cutacross the erosional spurs and
gullies of the main escarpment at nearly right angles. Theseawardmost
synclinal axis of the accretionary wedge lies between the northwestend of this
scarp and the fault splays that cut the marginal ridge. Near the center of this62
basin is a west-northwest-trending linear feature that also lies on the
projection of the Wecoma fault (Fig. 3.19). Eight kilometers southeast of this
scarp and 22 km southeast of the deformation front, the projected trend of the
Wecoma fault is crossed by U.S. Geological Survey line 77-11 (Figs. 3.3 and
3.20). This reflection record shows a near-vertical fault at the western edge of
a bathymetric bench near the projected position of the Wecoma fault. A
Figure 3.20. Unmigrated 24-channel seismic profile of the Wecoma fault on
the lower continental slope, 26 km landward of the deformation front. Arrow
shows fault location. A, Uninterpreted section. B, Interpreted section. Note
near-vertical trace, the sharp dip reversals across the fault, and the up-to the-
west (north block up) surface expression. Vertical exaggeration = 2.7:1. See
Figure 3.22A and Figure 3.7 for location. (U.S.G.S. Open-File Report 87-607,
Snavely and McClellan (1987),line 77-11).63
surficial bump or scarp overlies thefault, which affects the uppermostflat-lying
sediments of a broad basin. Reflectorsdeeper in the section showa sharp dip
reversal and loss of coherence. The dipreversal might be resolvedas a basin
if the line were migrated, butwe think it is too abrupt and the radius of
curvature of the beds too short for thisinterpretation. Thus we interpret this
feature as a vertical fault, possibly thelandward extension of the Wecoma
fault.
Having found possible evidence foran upper plate continuation of the
Wecoma fault some 10-20 km southeastwardinto the accretionary wedge,we
searched for evidence of terminationor continuation of the fault, as wellas
faults B and C, higher on the continentalslope. We used academic, U.S.
Geological Survey and U.S. National Oceanicand Atmospheric
Administration, and industry seismic-reflectionprofiles, as well as GLORIA
long-range sidescan images and U.S. NationalOceanic and Atmospheric
Administration Sea Beam high-resolutionbathymetry, now available from the
abyssal plain landward to about thecontinental shelf break in northern
Oregon.
We observed that several prominentwest-northwest-east-southeast
bathymetric trends cross the continentalslope off central Oregon (Fig. 3.5).
These trends are composed of north-northwest-to west-northwest-trending
folds and scarps of 5-40 km in length.They appear prominentlyon the slope
because they cross obliquely the north-to northwest-trending grain of the
accretionary wedge and because the deformationwithin these zones ismore
intense than in the surrounding wedge. Inseveral places the oblique folds
are accretionary-wedge folds whose axes have beensigmoidally bent to the
northwest, whereas others are fault-bend andfault-propagation folds
overlying steeply dipping oblique faults.In map view, Sea Beam bathymetry
and GLORIA images show left-steppingsigmoidal bending of foldaxes along
these trends, left offsets of foldaxes, and linear west-northwest-trending
scarps (Fig. 3.21). These features were mapped using continuousGLORIA
long-range sidescan on the continental slope andcontinuous Sea Beam
bathymetry on the slope and outermost shelf. Thedeformation of
accretionary-wedge structures observed in the perspectiveSea Beam mesh
plot (Fig. 3.5) and in map view (Fig. 3.21)has a variety of forms, but older
structures are systematically disrupted andyounger structures developed64
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Figure 3.21. Shaded relief plot of Sea Beam bathymetryand structure of a part
of the central continental slope crossed by the Wecomafault. The fault is
expressed as a wide zone consisting of several fault strandsand intervening
fault related folds. The sigmoidal pattern and offset offold axes indicate left-
lateral offset on the Wecoma fault. Location of Shell line7380 (Fig. 3.22B)
shown by dotted line, bold segment is the part shown inFigure 3.22B. Figure
is located at the arrow on Figure 3.5.65
Figure 3.21, Continued.66
along these throughgoing zones to the extent thatthey are well expressed in
the bathymetry.
Three of the west-northwest-trending slopedeformation zones (WF, B,
and C, Fig. 3.5) adjoin the Wecoma fault andfaults B and C, respectively, and
have similar trends to the abyssal-plainfaults. The zones begin on the middle
to lowermost slope and continue southeastwardto the shelf break, where
bathymetric expression dies out (Figs. 3.4 and3.5). Zone WF on Figure 3.5
extends southeastward from thearea where scarps and offsets related to the
Wecoma fault were mapped with sidescan imagery(Fig. 3.19). This
deformation zone is crossed by several seismic-reflectionlines, including four
Oregon State University lines, two U.S. GeologicalSurvey lines, and two
industry lines in our data set. These profilesclearly show the oblique folds
observed on the Sea Beam bathymetry, andmost also show that the
deformation zone includes several major andmany minor high-angle faults.
Several profiles reveal that the oblique folds thatdefine the bathymetric
deformation zoneare fault-bend and fault-propagation folds, both landward
and seaward vergent, developed above high-anglefaults. Detailed mapping
suggests that some of these oblique foldsare superimposed on somewhat
older northwest-to north-northwest-trending folds.Those that overlie high-
angle faults show, by their trends, that the underlyingfaults also trend
northwest to west-northwest. In reflection crossings,the high-angle faults are
expressed as a nearly vertical main trace,commonly with attendant flower
structures of varying degrees of development (Fig. 3.22 A-D).Development of
oblique folds and faults decreasesor becomes more distributed
southeastward (landward) toward theupper slope and outermost shelf within
the deformation zone.45° 00'
44° 00'
125°3W 124°30'
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Figure 3.22. Seismic profiles showing the Wecomafault and deformation
zone off the Oregon coast. A, Location of seismic profiles shownon Figures
3.20 and 3.22 B-D. B, Line drawing of part of Shell line7380. This single-
channel sparker record crosses the Wecoma fault anddeformation zone and
shows a northwest-trending anticline anda truncated syncline separated by a
high-angle fault, the central of three mapped strands ofthe Wecoma fault.
Other dipping faults may be minor splays. The anticlineis typical of young
oblique structures in the deformationzone.C
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FAULT ORIENTATION AND THE REGIONALTECTONIC SETTING
The Wecoma fault strikes 293°on the abyssal plain, the same as the
strikes of faults B and C (Fig. 3.4). This orientation isvirtually the same as the
295° strike of the Blanco Fracture Zone, the transformfault that separates the
Juan de Fuca and Pacific plates and forms the boundarybetween the Gorda
segment and the main segment of the Juan de Fuca plate (Fig.3.1). Detailed
mapping of the continental slope off Washington and Oregonhas also
documented an additional six oblique deformationzones with similar strikes,
three of which adjoin abyssal-plain strike-slip faults (Goldfingerand Ku Im,
unpublished data). Thus, the Wecoma fault, the eight otheroblique faults,
and the Blanco Fracture Zone are oriented along smallcircles of rotation of
the Juan de Fuca plate with respect to the Pacific plate.It is presently
unknown if this orientation is coincidentalor if there is a fundamental
relationship between plate motion and the orientation of thestrike-slip faults.
An attractive explanation for this similarity might be thatthe strike-slip faults
are reactivated minor transforms formerly generated at the spreading ridge
that are currently responding to the subduction-relatedstress field at the
deformation front. Detailed reconstructions of the spreading historyof the
Juan de Fuca plate by Wilson and others (1984), however,indicate that the
Juan de Fuca ridge (Fig. 3.1, labeled "JDFR")was oriented nearly north-south
at the time the presently subducting crust was generated. Any relict
transforms generated at that time should be orientedeast-west, making it
unlikely that reactivated faults are responsible for the observedstructures.
Although the reflection profiles have been interpreted to include thepossibility
of a long (more than 6,000,000 year) history for the Wecomafault (Appelgate
and others, 1992), our preferred interpretation suggests that thefaults are on
the order of 600,000 years old, eliminatinga spreading-ridge origin. The
youth of these faults and their proximity to and influenceon the plate boundary
suggest that they are a subduction-related phenomenonas opposed to relict
structures or structures related to regional Juan de Fuca plate stresses.
Indeed, limited seismological evidence that suggests the regionalstress field
may be roughly north-south in much of the Juan de Fuca plate (Spence, 1989)
is incompatible with the orientation and slip direction of the abyssal-plain
strike-slip faults.70
STRIKE-SLIP FAULTS AND THE ACCRETIONARYWEDGE
We have shown that the Wecoma fault influencesthe seawardmost
accretionary wedge. Seismic and sidescan records showthat the intersection
of the fault and the deformation front isa complex zone of interaction between
the frontal thrust and the strike-slip fault. Strands of thefault extend into the
seawardmost three or four thrust ridges on sidescan records,and these
observations are supported by direct observation from ALVINand analysis of
carbonate material derived from venting fluidson the marginal ridge.
In addition to seismic-reflection and sidescan evidence,we observed
significant differences in the style and growth history of theyoungest thrust
ridges near the Wecoma fault. Considerablymore shortening has occurred
on equivalent structures immediately south of the projection of the Wecoma
fault than to the north. Both fault-bend folds and fault-propagationfolds are
better developed to the south, and an additional thrust ridgeis present to the
south that is not present to the north (Fig. 3.23). This changein fold and thrust
development across the Wecoma fault is clearon reflection profiles and can
also be seen in the bathymetry, which showsan abrupt bathymetric change
across the fault (Fig. 3.23; see also MacKay and others, 1992). The
bathymetric change corresponds to thescarp discussed above and shown in
Figure 3.19.Much of the bathymetric change is due to the abruptincrease in
development of the thrust ridges on the south side.
The structure map of this area (Fig. 3.7) shows that otherchanges in
accretionary-wedge structures also occur along this bathymetrictrend and
escarpment (labeled scarp on Fig. 3.7). Some foldaxes and thrust faults step
or bend to the left, whereas others terminate altogether. The left offsets and
sigmoidal bending are consistent with a left-lateral shearzone. Similar
relationships between trench-parallel accretionary-wedgestructures and a
conjugate set of strike-slip faults have been mapped in the Shumagin
segment of the Aleutian forearc (Lewis and others, 1988). The projectedtrend
of the Wecoma fault also coincides withan abrupt change in strike of the
seaward thrust ridges. North of the fault they strike about north-south;south of
the fault, the strike is 340°. The differences in thrust ridge developmentacross
the projection of the Wecoma fault also support thepresence of an active left-
lateral shear zone. Given the plate convergence rate of 40 mm/year(DeMetsWECOMA FAULT
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life span of the Wecoma fault.72
and others, 1990) and a simple calculation of the shorteningon these
structures, we estimate that the four westernmost thrust ridgesmust have
formed during the 600±50 thousandyears that the Wecoma fault has been
active. We postulate that the difference in shortening is dueto a local change
in the subduction rate across the fault resulting from subduction ofthe active
Wecoma fault. Using the net slip of 5.5 ± 0.8 km and the 600 ±50 ka age of
the Wecoma fault, the difference in subduction across the fault hasbeen
8.4-10.0 km, or 41-44 percent of the 19-24 km of normalconvergence that
has occurred during the life span of the Wecoma fault. Figure3.24 illustrates
this geometric result and shows that the effective localconvergence rate is 28
percent greater south of the Wecoma fault than to the north. We postulate that
increased convergence south of the Wecoma fault due to this differencehas
caused the extra shortening in the seaward thrust ridges and probablyalso
the early development of the extra thrust ridge (Fig. 3.23).
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Figure 3.24. Vector diagram of the inferred local effect of Wecoma fault slip
on the plate convergence vector. A, The regional Juan de Fuca-North
America plate vector of DeMets and others (1990). B, JDF-NAM vector
(dashed) on the north block of the Wecoma fault. Shortarrow is the local
vector due to motion on the Wecoma fault. New resultant andconvergence
rate are shown by bold arrow. C, JDF-NAM vector (dashed)on the south
block of the Wecoma fault. Short arrow is the local vector due to motionon the
fault. New resultant and convergence rate shown with boldarrow. Increased
convergence south of the fault may be responsible for the greater shortening
and topographic expression of the thrust faults south of the Wecoma fault.
Calculated from the Euler pole of DeMets and others (1990), North America
fixed.73
KINEMATICS OF OBLIQUE FAULT- ACCRETIONARY
WEDGE INTERACTION
We suggest three hypotheses to explainthe possible interactions of the
abyssal-plain faults and the accretionary wedge:1) The strike-slip faults
extend from the abyssal plain beneath theaccretionary wedge and are the
source of the deformation zones; 2) the strike-slip faultsoriginate within the
North America plate and propagate intothe subjacent subducted slab and
seaward into the abyssal plain; and 3) thedeformation zones on the slope
are unrelated to the abyssal-plain faults.
If the strike-slip faults originate in the Juande Fuca plate (hypothesis 1),
the deformation zones in the accretionary wedgemay have developed in
response to strike-slip motion of the Juan de Fuca plate beneaththe
accretionary wedge and thick Tertiary shelfsequence. If so, the presence of
such deformation in both the overriding anddowngoing plates presentsa
problem in reconciling strike-slip motion andoblique convergenceover the
last 600,000 years. Obliqueconvergence of about 24 km directed N.62° E.
has occurred over the past 600,000years, according to the plate vectors of
DeMets and others (1990). During that time,the points at which the three
strike-slip faults on the abyssal plain intersectthe present deformation front
should have moved some 20 km to the north(neglecting the unknown amount
of advance of the deformation front),yet we observed little or no offset
between the abyssal plain and accretionary-wedgesegments of these faults.
The discrepancy could be due toa very recent cessation or slowdown of
subduction. Although cessation is unlikely givenpreponderance of geologic
and geophysical evidence, a significantslowdown cannot be ruled out and
could reduce the missing component ofconvergence (Riddihough, 1984).
Three structural explanations might also beconsidered: (1) The existence of
right-lateral strike-slip fault(s) in theupper plate to the east of the youngest
accretionary thrusts. Such faultscan decouple the seaward part of the
accretionary complex and accommodate the margin-parallelcomponent of
oblique convergence (Fitch, 1972; Jarrard, 1986;Karig and others, 1986).
Snavely (1987) has mapped sucha fault (the Fulmar fault) on the Oregon
shelf. More than 200 km of dextral slip occurredon this fault, primarily in the
Eocene, but minor offsets of younger unitsmay indicate continued or renewed74
activity (Snavely, 1987; Snavely and others,1985). (2) A right-lateral
component on the accretionary thrusts themselvescould accommodate the
missing north-south convergence component,distributing the expected offset
of the strike-slip faults overmany crossing structures. The deformationzones
on the continental slope do show a tendency to stepor bend to the south, a
requirement of this mechanism. Or (3) the subductedstrike-slip faults leave
progressive deformation behind in theupper plate as they pass beneath it to
the northeast. Two oblique deformationzones limited to the accretionary
wedge have been mapped on the continental slopeand shelf, one in northern
Oregon off the Tillamook Bay area, andone off southern Oregon northwest of
Cape Blanco. This process might be analogousto the trail of volcanoes left on
a lithospheric plate as it passes over a fixed mantle hot spot. Asthe Juan de
Fuca plate is subducted, lower plate faults leavebehind a trail of deformation
in the accretionary wedge as theypass obliquely beneath the North America
plate.
If the strike-slip faults originate within theupper plate (hypothesis 2),
several problems with hypothesis 1 are avoided.Because not all the mapped
deformation zones on the slope have abyssal-plaincounterparts, an upper
plate origin does not require a separate explanationfor those structures.It is
also more mechanically reasonable to envision faults inthe thicker upper
plate propagating across a locked interface into the thin,relatively warm
subducting plate than the reverse.The apparent incompatibility of west-
northwest-trending left-lateral faults with the focal solutionsand inferred north-
south principal stress of Spence (1989) for theJuan de Fuca plate is resolved
if the abyssal-plain faults are only the western extensionsof faults that
originate within the upper plate to the east.If this is the case, the regional
stress field in the oceanic plate might coexist witha somewhat different stress
field within the upper plate and near the deformation front,with a transition
somewhere seaward of the abyssal-plain faults. Lastly,a domain of
subparallel left-lateral strike-slip faults should rotate clockwisethrough time
(Freund, 1974; Ron and others, 1984; Scotti and others,1991). Such
rotations as a result of progressive slipon these faults were suggested by
Goldfinger and others (1992b) and could resolve thequestion of offset across
the deformation front expected in hypothesis 1,because clockwise rotation of75
the upper plate could make up the missing north-southcomponent of plate
convergence.
Hypothesis 3, that there is no connection betweenthe slope
deformation zones and the abyssal-plain faults,must be considered, as data
positively linking these structures is not availableat present. However, the
trends, shear sense, and youth of thesestructures all strongly suggest at least
a genetic connection, if not a physical one.If these structures are not directly
linked, they may be separate but similarresponses by the respective plates to
interplate subduction stresses.76
CONCLUSIONS
Three west-northwest-trending left-lateral strike-slipfaults in the
Cascadia subduction zone offset both the oceanic basementand sedimentary
cover of the Juan de Fuca plate. The Wecoma fault, the largest of the three
faults, has a measured net slip of 5 to 6 km at the plateboundary, dying out in
the Juan de Fuca plate 18 km to the northwest of its intersectionwith the
deformation front. Two independent estimates of the sliprate on this fault
during two time periods show similar rates of 5 to 12 mm/yearfor the most
recent 24,000 to 10,000 year period, and 7 to 12 mm/yearover the 600,000
year life span of the fault.The Wecoma fault intersects the deformation front
in a complex area of structural pop-ups andan embayment in the deformation
front. Sidescan images show that scarps and linear gulliesextend along the
projected strike of the subducted Wecoma fault about 15km into the
accretionary wedge. Slip on the Wecoma fault beneath theNorth America
plate has influenced the development of the initial thrust ridgesin the
accretionary wedge. Three deformationzones in the accretionary wedge lie
along the landward projections of the three abyssal-plainfaults. These zones
are composed of west-northwest-to northwest-trending folds, sigmoidally bent
fold axes, and west-northwest-trending linearscarps. The style of deformation
in these zones is consistent with left-lateral shearzones superimposed on the
structural grain of the accretionary wedge. We postulate thatthese
deformation zones are the result of subduction of the active strike-slipfaults, or
alternatively, that the shear zones originate in theupper plate and propagate
across the plate boundary into the Juan de Fuca plate. The orientation of the
Wecoma fault and the other strike-slip faults along small circlesof rotation of
the Juan de Fuca-Pacific plate system, is not yet understood.77
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ABSTRACT
The Oregon continental shelf was subjected to subaerial and
submarine erosion during the Pleistocene fluctuations in sea level ending at
the close of the Pleistocene about 10,000 years ago. This erosional planation
left a low-relief erosion surface and a lowstand sea cliff that we have used to
investigate the nature and timing of Late Quaternary tectonism on the
continental shelf. Active structures on the shelf include folds trending from
NNE to WNW and associated flexural slip thrust faults; NNW to N trending
right-lateral strike-slip faults; and WNW trending left-lateral strike-slip faults.
Some of these structures intersect the coast and can be correlated with
onshore Quaternary faults and folds, and others are suspected to be
deforming the coastal region. These structures may be contributing to the
coastal marsh stratigraphic record that has recorded co-seismic subsidence
events in the Holocene. The likelihood of a local structures contribution to the
vertical marsh record makes the use of these vertical data for location of a
"zero isobase" or for elastic dislocation modeling of subduction earthquakes
problematic. Three major submarine banks constitute large salients in the
highly irregular seaward edge of the Oregon continental shelf. These banks
differ significantly from the interbank basins between them in that they have a
long term uplift history, different fold trends, and a lack of oblique folding and
faulting that is common in the interbank basins. Left-lateral WNW trending
strike-slip faults bound the northern and/or southern limits of the three banks,
requiring clockwise rotation of these blocks about vertical axes. We interpret
the localization of strike-slip faulting in the interbank basins to indicate that the
banks are high-strength clockwise rotating blocks within a dextral shear
couple driven by oblique subduction of the Juan de Fuca plate.85
INTRODUCTION
The possibility that great earthquakes may rupture all or large parts of
the Cascadia plate interface has sparked a number of studies focused on
mounting evidence of co-seismic uplift, subsidence, and shaking, as well as
evidence of modern elastic strain accumulation that must eventually be
released by slip on the plate interface.Evidence for seismic activity on the
coasts of Washington, Oregon and northern California has been found by
many investigators in the form of buried marshes and coeval tsunami sand
layers in coastal bays and estuaries, and drowned forests in some of the same
bays (Atwater, 1987; Darienzo and Peterson, 1990; Atwater and Yamaguchi,
1991). Although some of these buried marshes probably result from non-
tectonic processes (Nelson, 1992), the premise that marsh burials are
evidence of co-seismic sudden subsidence remains the best explanation for
the sudden lowering of upper marsh surfaces and, in some cases, forests to
the intertidal zone in many of the estuaries and bays of the Pacific Northwest.
Dating and correlating these geographically separated but stratigraphically
similar marsh stratigraphies can potentially determine the timing of past
earthquakes and extent of individual ruptures along the Cascadia margin.
The limitations of 14C dating techniques presently available, and the rarity of a
complete tree-ring record with which to ground truth the radiocarbon dates
have made this correlation problematic. The similarity of the separate marsh
records makes a strong circumstantial case for major earthquakes; however,
the rapid, apparently tectonic, subsidence of coastal marshes may also be the
result of movement on local upper-plate faults and folds. We present
evidence from the continental shelf of Oregon that active upper plate
structures are widespread and most likely affect coastal areas in which the
buried marshes are found. We also summarize published onshore data that
suggest that many of the sites of marsh burial are adjacent to active upper
plate folds and faults that could produce rapid vertical motion at the marsh
sites. On a larger scale, we also present new evidence for discrete high
strength blocks within the forearc that may be the nucleation sites for
subduction earthquakes.86
METHODS
We are studying the continentalshelves of Oregon and Washington
(Plate 1) using 30, 50 and 150 kHzsidescan sonar imagery, NOAA SeaBeam
and BS3 swath bathymetry, DELTAsubmersible observations, anda dense
network of single-channel (SCS) andmultichannel seismic (MCS)surveys.
We are mapping the Oregon-Washingtoncontinental margin usinga
Computer Aided Design (CAD)/ GeographicInformation System (GIS) system
in which we can arrange the variousdatasets as layers and viewany
combination of raster and vector data. Thissystem allows us to work at the
best scale for each data set withoutthe limitations of a fixed-scale basemap.
We have used approximately 15,000 kmof seismic-reflection profiles
collected by Oregon State University, Universityof Washington, Scripps
Institution of Oceanography, U.S.G.S., N.O.A.A.,and Shell, Chevron, and
Exxon Corporations. (Plate 2).The profiles vary widely in quality,depth of
penetration, and navigationalaccuracy, ranging from single-channel sparker
records navigated with Loran-A, to 12 and24-channel digital profiles
navigated with TRANSIT satellite navigation.
The sidescan and bathymetricsurveys were navigated with a
combination of GPS and Transit satellitenavigation, with Loran C tracking
used between TRANSIT satellite fixes. GPSnavigation during high resolution
sidescan surveys and DELTA diveswas continuous. Navigational accuracy
for GPS navigated dives and sidescanswaths is 100 m (due to selective
availability, the error introduced into the civilianuse signal by the Department
of Defense). Navigationaccuracy for the seismic reflection profiles varies
according to the systems inuse at the time. Transit satellite errorsrange from
near zero up to 200 m,Loran C errors are approximately 0-1.5 km,Loran A
navigated profiles have maximumerrors on the order of 1-3 kilometers. Shell
Oil Company lines were navigated witha company SHORAN radio navigation
system. Horizontal errors with this systemare approximately 50 meters.
Although these profiles were shot in 1961-62,their navigational accuracy isas
good or better than the GPS navigated lines.The dense coverage of
reflection profiles allowed adjustment of olderlines where crossed by satellite-
navigated lines. The NOAA/NOS multibeambathymetric surveys were
navigated with an ARGO shore basedsystem; navigational accuracy is 50m.87
These bathymetry data were contoured ata 10 or 20 m interval and also
rendered as shaded relief images and incorporatedin the mapping as layers
in the GIS system. The bathymetry is accurateto within 1% of the water depth
across the swath. Where spatial misfits occur, we have adjustedthe older
seismic data to best fit the GPS navigated MCS lines,sidescan swaths, or the
Sea Beam bathymetry where appropriate. Kleinanalog sidescan data were
collected with a deep-towed 50 or 100 kHz system imagingan 800 m or a 400
m swath width, respectively, with spatial resolutions of 0.4 and 0.2meters,
respectively.
In 1992 and 1993 we conducted two cruises usingthe two-person
submersible DELTA to investigate active structuresat the outcrop scale. We
constructed a handheld electric gyrocompass and used this in conjunction
with a digital level to obtain strike and dipmeasurements in the all steel
DELTA. The submersible is equipped with still andvideo cameras as well as
a sampling arm, and has a maximum depth capability of 1200 feet.
Submersible navigation used an ORE Trackpointsystem that logged range
and bearing of DELTA from the ship, and these datawere merged with the
ships GPS position to obtain sub position accurateto about 100-150 m. Delta
dives were made in daylight, while sidescansonar surveys were done at
night. Our mode of operation during sidescansurveys was to cover target
areas previously located with seismic reflection profiles, then returnto specific
targets and conduct additional surveys and submersibledives for detailed
observation and sample collection with DELTA.88
AGE CONSTRAINTS ON LATEQUATERNARY STRUCTURES
The Oregon continental shelfwas subjected to multiple Pleistocene
transgressive/regressive cycles during the sea-levelfluctuations caused by
glacial advance and retreat. The lasttransgressive/regressive cycle lefta
widespread unconformity over whicha thin Holocene sequence of
transgressive sand was deposited on the middle toinner shelf, and a
hemipelagic mud deposited on the middle to outer shelf(Ku Im and others,
1975; Peterson and others, 1984). Theage of the underlying strata ranges
from Pleistocene (conformable insome locations on the middle to outer shelf)
to Eocene and older on the southern Oregon inner shelf(Ku Im and Fowler,
1974). This unconformity representsa relatively low-relief seaward-dipping
surface, and thus serves as an effective strain markerfor latest Pleistocene
and Holocene deformation. This erosional event istime-transgressive over
the shelf. The last sea-level minimum of 70-130m below modern sea-level
occurred approximately 18,000 yearsago, with sea-level rising to within a few
meters of present level by about 6000 yearsago (Curray, 1965; Blackwelder
and others, 1979; Chappel and Shackleton, 1986;Fairbanks, 1989;
Matthews, 1990). Thus tectonic activity that deformsthis surface has a
maximum age of about 18,000 years. Deformation ofthe Holocene shelf sand
or mud on the middle to outer shelf has a maximumage of about 6000 years.
Deformation of these sediments on the inner shelf is lesscommon, as water
depths less than about 150 m are subject to active erosionand sediment
transport by bottom currents and storm waves (Komar andothers, 1972).In
some areas of the inner shelf where sediment supply is low,recent sediments
are thin and patchy or altogether absent. Deformation mapped inthese older
rocks is difficult to evaluate withoutyounger sediments, however faults can be
evaluated in terms of late Quaternary deformation bysatisfying one of two
possible criteria:1) The fault can be traced seaward into deep enoughwater
that a Holocene scarp in unconsolidated sandor mud is preserved along the
same structure, or 2) the fault can be correlated to a known onshore faultthat
offsets late Quaternary deposits.
The Pleistocene-Holocene transition can easily bedistinguished
visually in cores and in outcrop over much of the Oregonshelf.The Holocene
hemipelagic muds are olive green in color, andvery poorly consolidated. A89
sharp transition to more consolidatedgray silty clay marks the transition into
Pleistocene sediments (Barnard and McManus,1973). The color change is
due to the abrupt upsection decrease in theterrigenous sediment fraction, and
thus a relative increase in organic content,at the end of the Pleistocene.This
occurrence was time-transgressive, decreasing inage from the abyssal plain
to the continental slope, and occurred at about 12 kaon the upper slope after
application of a reservoir correction to the radiocarbonages (Barnard and
McManus, 1973). A shift from foraminiferan dominatedto radiolarian
dominated biostratigraphy lagged somewhat behind thecolor change,
occurring at approximately 9-12 ka on the lower continentalslope, and 8 ka
on the upper slope (Barnard and McManus, 1973; Fig. 4.1).
11,000 yr B.P.
sediment thickness
Holocene olive-gray
mud
several mm to
several meters
late
Pleistocene gray mud?_ several meters
Figure 4.1. Color change across the Holocene/Pleistocene boundary.The
color change was found in cores and by direct submersibleobservations on
the Oregon-Washington continental margin. Change in color is theresult of
the sharp reduction in the terrigenous sediment fraction (gray) at the closeof
glaciation, while the organic (green-brown) fractionwas relatively constant.90
ACTIVE STRUCTURES ON THE OREGONCONTINENTAL SHELF
Active deformation of the Oregon continental shelfcan be characterized
by three structural styles: folding and associatedflexural slip thrust faulting,
left-lateral strike-slip faulting on WNW trendingfaults, and right-lateral strike-
slip faulting on NNW to N trending faults.
FOLDING AND FLEXURAL-SLIP FAULTING
In numerous seismic reflection profileson the Oregon shelf we found
varying degrees of late Quaternary deformationon folds that had been
truncated by the Pleistocene transgressive/regressiveepisodes. This post-
Pleistocene deformation is most commonly expressedas warping of the
seafloor and offsets of the seafloor by flexural-slip faults,or bedding plane
faults (Yeats, 1986) on which dip-slipor oblique-slip motion occurs as folds
grow (Fig. 4.2). These structures are common on the Oregon shelf, butare
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Figure 4.2. Single channel airgun seismic record (OSU lineSP-118) showing
an active syncline and flexural-slip faults. The flexural-slip faults offset thesea
floor (latest Pleistocene abrasion platform) and Holocenecover. Location is
west of Tillamook Bay, Oregon.91
best expressed in areas landward of the majorsubmarine banks discussed in
more detail below (see Plate 1).In the central parts of the major banks,post-
Pleistocene folding is more difficult to evaluatedue to the thinning or absence
of late Quaternary sediment. In seismic reflectionprofiles, the origin of the
flexural slip faults is clear and unambiguous, sincethey commonly occur as
outward facing pairs of scarps symmetric about thefold axis, and fault dips are
parallel to the dip of the underlying beds. Individualfaults in plunging folds
can be traced on sidescan images along single bedding planesfrom one limb
of the syncline, through the fold axis, toa corresponding fault on the other
limb. Vertical separation at the seafloorranges from a few centimeters to
several meters, based on reflection data andcorresponding observations from
DELTA. The effect of this type of faultingon the seafloor topography depends
on the style of the underlying fold.If the folding is gentle, growth ofa set of
flexural slip faults produces a topography that mimicsthe underlying fold, that
is, the seafloor is topographically lowestat the synclinal axes, highest at the
anticlinal axes. With tighter folding,an interesting topographic inversion
occurs. With tighter folds, more displacement occurson the interior bedding
plane faults of the synclines, creatinga topographic high that coincides with
the synclinal axis. This is analogous to cuttingan onion in half along the long
axis, then squeezing perpendicular to the longaxis. The layer-parallel slip
causes the center sections to pop out. This type of topographic inversionis a
temporary function of the interaction of the growing folds withthe flat
Pleistocene erosion surface, and would not persistthrough continued long
term fold growth. Sidescan sonar images of these growingfolds reveal that, in
plan view, the flexural slip faultsconverge or diverge from the synclinal axes
depending on the plunge direction of the fold.Submersible observations of
the seafloor scarps from several localities indicatethat these submarine
features are better preserved than their landcounterparts. We observed
overhanging scarps in several locations, and moletracks in several others,
both geomorphic features that would havevery short life spans on land. Both
mole tracks and high-angle scarpswere observed to deform both the late
Pleistocene gray clay, and the overlying olive-gray Holoceneunconsolidated
silt, indicating movement younger than 6,000yrs.In several cases,
colonization of the fault scarps by burrowing and attachingmarine organisms
decreased toward the bottom of the scarp, suggesting thatuplift had occurred92
in multiple stages of fault movement. Inseveral instances, the lowermosttens
of centimeters were devoid of burrows,but we were unable to determineif
these scarps were being kept free of marinegrowth by bottom currents and
bottom fish that hide at the scarp bases,or if the faults had moved so recently
that they were not yet colonized. As mightbe expected, we were unable to
observe any indicators of slip directionon the exposed fault surfaces due to
the lack of consolidation of the sediments.The lack of slip indicators
prevented testing the hypothesis that suchstructures might accommodate
part of the arc-parallel component of obliqueconvergence by oblique slip as
suggested by Goldfinger and others (in press).
STRIKE -SLIP FAULTING
Detailed mapping of the Oregon continentalmargin (Goldfinger and
others, 1992a; Plate 1) has resulted in thediscovery of a number of previously
unknown strike-slip faults, and improvedour understanding of faults already
mapped. We find that strike-slip faultson the Oregon shelf can be generally
characterized as either margin-oblique faultsor margin-parallel faults.
Oblique Strike-Slip faults
Oblique strike slip faulting of the submarineCascadia margin is
reported in Appelgate and others (1992),Goldfinger and others (1992b), and
Goldfinger and others (in press). Further detailsof three left-lateral strike-slip
faults and newly mapped oblique faultsare given in Chapter 5. These
structures strike WNW and cut both the abyssal plainsedimentary section and
the underlying basaltic basement of the subductingJuan de Fuca plate as
well as the margin-parallel folds and thrust faultsof the accretionary wedge
(Appelgate and others, 1992; Goldfinger and others,1992b; Goldfinger and
others, in press). In May 1993,a SeaMARC 1A sidescan sonar cruise was
conducted with the purpose of investigating theseknown faults in greater
detail.In addition, we investigated other similarstructures along the Oregon-
Washington Cascadia margin.In September 1993, another sidescansonar93
cruise, using an AMS 150 kHz systemwas conducted on the Oregon upper
slope and shelf. A major aim of these investigationswas the documentation of
surface characteristics of strike-slip faultson the upper continental slope and
continental shelf previously mapped with seismicreflection profiles
(Goldfinger and others, 1992a). During theSeaMARC cruise, we located
three oblique strike-slip faults along the Washingtonmargin, three new faults
on the Oregon margin, and gathered additional dataon the three known faults
in central Oregon. Three of the six Oregonfaults have known left-lateral slip
based on offsets of submarine channels andsediment isopachs (Goldfinger
and others, in press; Chapter 5). These faultsshear and offset accretionary
wedge thrust faults and folds ina left-lateral sense on the continental slope
(Goldfinger and others, in press; Chapter 5). Thethree other Oregon faults
are suspected left-lateral faults, based on deformation front offsets,and
sigmoidal bending and offset of accretionary wedgestructures in the same
style as the known left-slip faults. In September,1993 we attempted to map
the landward extent of several of these faultsto determine their role in the
deformation of the shelf and coastal region. Theresults of that cruise are
presented in the following sections.
Wecoma Fault
The Wecoma fault, described in Goldfinger andothers (in press), was
re-surveyed in May, 1993 using SeaMARC 1A sidescansonar (Fig 5.3). The
survey was initiated at the seaward fault tip, andwe followed the structure
landward to the point that surface expressionwas no longer visible on the
sidescan record. Using high resolution AMS 150kHz sidescan sonar, we
surveyed the landward projection of this fault in September,1993, on the
outer shelf and were unable to locateany surface expression of faulting
landward of the 150 m contour. Transectsrun using DELTA show that the
bottom character of the outer shelf is sandy with welldeveloped sand waves
and ripple marks in this area. This evidence of activesediment transport
made the search for an active scarp along the Wecomafault problematic. We
did observe linear patterns of carbonate depositionon the seafloor sub-
parallel to the projection of the Wecoma fault, whichwas later confirmed by
submersible dives. These methane-derived carbonateshave been found
closely associated with active faulting bothon the shelf and in the accretionary94
wedge (Ku Im and Suess, 1990; this study, discussedbelow). The venting of
methane and CO2 charged fluidsoccurs along most active fault zones, with
the precipitation of carbonate at the seafloor. Thus,the carbonate deposits
located along the projection of the Wecoma faultmay be evidence of the
landward continuation of the fault higheron the shelf where preservation of a
scarp might not occur.
Daisy Bank Fault
The Daisy Bank fault (fault B)was also surveyed along all of its length
during the May, 1993, SeaMARC 1A cruise ata 5 km swath width (see Plate 1
for location, sidescan shown on Plate 3). Theupper slope and shelf portion
was imaged during the September, 1993 cruise ata 1 km swath width.
Sidescan sonar data from these two surveys provideda wealth of information
about current faulting and the structural style of the DaisyBank fault.
Sidescan images of the this fault zone show that it has seafloorexpression
extending from 12 km seaward of the deformation fronton the abyssal plain,
to the outer continental shelf.It may terminate at the outer shelf,or on the
inner shelf at Stonewall Bank. The fault is best expressedadjacent to a
structural uplift called Daisy Bank, on the outer shelf (Plate3). The bank is
one of a number of uplifted structural highlands (the othersare: Nehalem
Bank, Heceta Bank, and Coquille Bank) locatedon the middle to outer Oregon
shelf. Sidescan imagery shows that the Daisy Bankfault is a wide structural
zone, within which Daisy bank is a large horst uplifted between twostrands of
the main fault. The main fault zone is 5-6 kilometersin width northwest of
Daisy Bank, widening around the oblong bank, thennarrowing to a single
strand southeast of the bank.
Sidescan and submersible observations reveal multiplescarps, with
both up to the north and up to the south strands occurringsoutheast of the
bank. Northwest of the bank, two main strandsare evident, both up the north,
which is the motion sense observed in reflection profileson the abyssal plain.
Typical strike-slip morphology is evident in sidescan imageryand also at
outcrop scale. The traces of the multiple strands of the faultare straight,
implying a near vertical fault, and reversals of verticalseparation along strike,
a characteristic common only to strike-slip faults, are well imaged atmany
locations along the fault. Drag folding of Tertiary beddingtraces, with a left-95
lateral sense of motion, is visible southeast ofthe bank (Plate 3). Individual
bedding traces are truncated across the fault andhorizontally offset, although
we have not determined net slip because weare unable to match piercing
points across the fault. This supports the evidencefor left-lateral motion
inferred for this fault through stratigraphic offseton the abyssal plain (see
Chapter 5, Fig. 5.4) and structural offsets mappedon the upper slope
(Goldfinger and others, 1992a; Goldfinger andothers, in press).In
submersible observations, we found the individualscarps to range in height
from tens of centimeters to 47 m. The aggregatenet uplift of the southern flank
of Daisy Bank by both folding and faulting is about130 m. The main scarp is a
steep (25°-50°) debris covered slope, the debris typicallyconsisting of angular
mudstone blocks on the lower slopes, and angularto tabular carbonate
cemented mudstone debris on theirupper parts.
The close association of carbonate depositionand active faulting
(Ku Im and Suess, 1990) was observed atmost locations along the Daisy
Bank fault. Carbonate chimneys, donuts, and slabs,deposited as a result of
methane-rich fluid venting (Ritger and others, 1987;Ku 1m and Suess, 1990;
Sample and others, 1993), are commonly within 150-100m of the fault
traces; their occurrence decreases rapidly with distancefrom the fault (Fig.
4.3). This association helped us locate target featuresfrom DELTA, with its
limited visibility, and also enhanced the sidescansonar returns from faulted
areas. The main scarp southeast of Daisy Bank exhibited the largest
concentration of carbonate deposits yet foundon the Oregon shelf, with areas
encompassing hundreds of square meters covered withtabular carbonate
blocks. Near the top of the scarp slope, carbonate-bearingboulders up to 6
meters in the longest dimension arecommon. We observed that tabular
bodies 10-30 cm in thickness are acommon mode of carbonate occurrence
over wide areas of otherwise unconsolidated Holocene sedimentadjacent to
faulted areas. These slabs are often broken anddisrupted in a manner
similar to what occurs when a parking lot is excavatedby a bulldozer. The
slabs were commonly tilted up at odd angles,overlapping each other, and
split into pieces that could be fit back together. Wepresume that this pattern
of disruption is tectonic in nature, since itoccurs adjacent to major fault
zones, and also because we are unable to find an alternative explanation.
From DELTA, we directly observed breakage ofcarbonate bodies by bottom96
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Figure 4.3. DELTA video image of encrusting methane-
derived carbonate slabs along the Daisy Bank fault zone,
5 km northwest of Daisy Bank, central Oregon. Red dots
are lasers 20 cm apart.97
fishing trawl activity, but conclude that breakage of carbonates by this method
could not be responsible for the widespread and pervasive disruptionwe
observed. On close inspection, trawl marks could usually be distinguished
from tectonic disruption by their plow-like trails, and by the marks left by
dragging of carbonate slabs across the bottom. We speculate that the
widespread breakage occurs during the high ground accelerations that would
occur during large earthquakes. Further study of this phenomenon may lead
to an estimate of the accelerations required to produce the type of disruption
we have observed from the submersible.
From DELTA, we mapped one of the Daisy Bank scarps into an area of
low relief and flat-lying mud deposition. In this area, we observed a fresh
scarp striking 290° across the unconsolidated Holocene mud. This fresh
break averages 1 m in height, dips steeply south with its south side up, and
offsets gray late Pleistocene clays as well as olive-green Holocene muds (Fig.
4.4). Video images and photographs show that the scarp may represent
multiple late Pleistocene events, indicated by abrupt vertical changes in
oxidation color of the Pleistocene clay, and corresponding abrupt upward
increases in bioturbation on the scarp face.At the outcrop scale, we
observed both right and left stepping en-echelon morphology, although left-
stepping was dominant. Dominant left steps suggest a compressional
component of motion along the Daisy Bank fault, also suggested by the 80-
90° south dip observed on this segment of the fault.
Sidescan sonar imaged the Daisy Bank fault at the surface from 12 km
seaward of the deformation front on the abyssal plain, landward to about the
150 m bathymetric contour on the outer shelf. Landward of this position,the
fault may continue, concealed by active shelf sedimentation and erosion, or it
may die out. Stonewall Bank, which lies astride the landward projection of the
Daisy Bank fault at the 80 m contour, is itself uplifted in similar fashion to Daisy
Bank. The bank is divided into northern and southern halves, separated by a
fault controlled channel. The entire bank also displays a pervasive WNW
trending shear pattern parallel to the overall strike of the Daisy Bank fault
zone, and many of the individual fractures have a minor left-lateral separation
(Fig. 4.5). We speculate that the Daisy Bank fault probably extends as far
landward as Stonewall Bank, which may be located at the southeastern fault98
Figure 4.4. Active scarp within the Daisy Bank faultzone. Local
vertical component of motion is up to the south, the fault dips
steeply to the south. Olive-gray Holocene hemipelagic sediment
can be seen draping horizontal surfaces. Gray Late Pleistocene
clay is exposed in the scarp face. Red laser dotsare 20 cm apart.EAST DIPPING BEDDIN
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Figure 4.5. AMS 150 sonar swath over Stonewall Bank, Oregon continental shelf. Image shows
fault-controlled channel and NW trending fracture set. Swath width = 1 km; resolution = 0.4 m.100
tip, and that this uplifted central shelf bankmay be a terminal structure of the
Daisy Bank fault.
Heceta South Fault
The Heceta South fault isa WNW trending structure that truncates the
southern margin of Heceta Bank (Fig. 4.6;see Plate 1 for location).This fault
is blind near the bank, shown by reflectionprofiles, sidescan images, and
submersible transects over its trace.Nevertheless, it has a large offset, down
to the south, recorded by the downwarping ofa Pleistocene lowstand
shoreline described more fully in the nextsection. BS3 swath bathymetry
viewed as a perspective shaded reliefimage (Fig. 4.6) shows the shoreline
angle and an adjacent abrasion platformlocated seaward of the former
seacliff. The bathymetry data show thatthe shoreline angle at the southern
end of Heceta Bank is at a depth of 210m on the north side of the fault. Based
on the bathymetry image, we infer that the shorelineangle and abrasion
platform are downdropped to approximately500 m on the south side of the
fault.
We group this fault with the other obliquestrike-slip faults on the basis
of its similar strike, length, and morphologyon the continental slope, although
we do not have direct evidence of its slip directionas for the Wecoma fault and
Daisy Bank fault. The large vertical offsetat the south end of Heceta Bank,
assuming the above interpretation of theshoreline offset is correct, could be
due to pure dip-slip motion. With theavailable bathymetry data, which hasa
large noise component in that region,we are unable to resolve any horizontal
offset of the shoreline angle.
Arc Parallel Strike-Slip Faults
In addition to the oblique faults mapped inthis study, we investigated
several known and inferred arc-parallel faultson the Oregon shelf. These
faults are more difficult to investigate becausethey occur in areas where they
are nearly parallel to other structural trends. Because ofthis geometry, they
are less well known and may be under representedon the Oregon
Neotectonic map of Goldfinger and others (1992a).NORTH
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Figure 4.6. Shaded relief perspective plot of NOAA BS3 swath bathymetry, HecetaBank, Oregon
continental shelf. Shown are the Pleistocene lowstand ersosion surface and shoreline, and the
Heceta South fault. View is from the southwest; grid spacing= 100 m; no vertical exaggeration.
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Nehalem Bank Fault
The Nehalem Bank fault is located 25km west of the northern Oregon
coast, on the landward side of Nehalem Bank(Plate 1). The fault trends north,
gently curving southeastward toward thecoast at its southern end. This fault
is shown on a cross-section published byNiem and others (1990; Fault F)
which we correlate with Fault C of Niemand others (1992). Usinga magnetic
profile and co-located industry reflection profile,Niem and others (1992) have
interpreted the Nehalem Bank faultas the boundary between the Siletzia
terrane, (to the east) with a basement of earlyto middle Eocene oceanic
basalt, and Miocene and younger marinesedimentary rocks (to the west).
We infer right-lateral slip on the NehalemBank fault, which is vertical north of
Tillamook Head, flattening to moderate northeastdips as it bends
southeastward toward Netarts Bay wherewe infer the right-lateral fault
becomes a thrust. Alternatively, the faultmay dip to the west (Niem and
others, 1990), however we interpret thewest dips from Neim and others
(1990) as part of a larger flower structureassociated with the Nehalem Bank
fault. The southeastern projection of the NehalemBank fault coincides with
the northern margin of Netarts Bay, wherea late Quaternary WNW striking
thrust fault, named the Happy Camp fault, hasbeen mapped by Wells and
others (1992). The Happy Camp fault involvessouthward thrusting of
Miocene Columbia River Basaltover Pleistocene terrace or fluvial depositson
a northeasterly dipping thrust. Late Quaternary faultingon this structure is
clear, but Holocene motion has not beendemonstrated. Niem and others
(1990) show a section of a high-resolutionseismic profile over one strand of
the Nehalem Bank fault (their fault F) showingfolding and offset of Holocene
strata on the inner shelf. OSU single channelreflection profiles and 50 kHz
Klein sidescan records collectedover the Nehalem Bank fault in 1992 show
the fault zone to be a complex structuralzone developed in rocks ranging in
age from Holocene to Pliocene (Niem and others, 1990) at theseafloor. In
addition to the seismic profile shown in Niem andothers (1990), Quaternary
motion on this fault is suspected because the faultzone has a seafloor
expression of approximately 10-20 meters in waterdepths of 130-150 m,
estimated from the sidescan and seismic records.We infer the present
surface deformation would have been erodedduring the last Pleistocene103
lowstand, when the Nehalem Bank fault would havebeen located on the
abrasion platform seaward of the Pleistocene shoreline.
Fulmar Fault
Snavely (1987) has inferred thata major arc-parallel dextral strike-slip
fault, the Fulmar fault, underlies much of the Oregon shelf,and truncates the
seaward edge of the Eocene Siletz River volcanics, the oceanicbasalt unit
that forms the basement of western Oregon (Snavely, 1987).Based upon
industry test well biostratigraphy, he infers 200 km ofdextral slip on this fault,
mostly during the Eocene. Trehu (in prep.), using high-qualityseismic
refraction and reflection data along an E-W transectat approximately 45° 48'
N. latitude, has inferred the location of the western edge ofthe Siletz River
Volcanics in central Oregon based on velocity gradients.The Siletz River
basalts are apparently truncated vertically along the refractionprofile, with a
strong seaward decreasing velocity gradient. Overlying this locationis a
minor fault in the axis of a young anticline at the seafloorin Plio-Pleistocene
strata. We investigated this area using existing nearby reflectionprofiles, and
then at sea using the AMS 150 sidescansonar and DELTA to locate this
structure. We were unable to find any surface expression of thisstructure in
sidescan records, nor in nearby industry reflection profiles.We conclude that
the structure overlying the western edge of the SiletzRiver Volcanics is
probably a bending moment normal fault developingalong the axis of the
active anticline, rather that the Fulmar fault. We havenot found any evidence
for a throughgoing arc-parallel fault in Neogenestrata on the Oregon shelf,
and we conclude that the Fulmar fault is not currentlyactive in this part of the
central Oregon margin.
Coquille Fault
The Coquille Fault, located on the inner southern Oregonshelf, was
first mapped by Clarke and others (1985). Weinvestigated this structure first
in 1992 using an analog Klein 50 kHz sidescansonar, then again in
September, 1993 using the AMS 150 kHz digital system.We obtained
spectacular records of this major structure in water depthsof between 50 and
110 m, northwest of Bandon, Oregon. The rocks exposedat the surface in
this area are principally a siliceous diatomaceous unit of lateMiocene age,104
overlain unconformably by unconsolidated Pleistocene andHolocene sand
(Fowler and others, 1971). This unusual unitmay be in fault contact with
Jurassic-Cretaceous rocks in this area (Fowler and others, 1971),possibly
across the Coquille fault, which our records and a nearby Chevron
multichannel reflection record show to bea significant structure.Goldfinger
and others (1992a) infer approximately 3 kilometers of dextralslip on this
structure based on offsets of NE trending fold axes mapped from seismic
reflection records. Sidescan records of the Coquille fault (Figure 4.7)show a
structurally complex zone of primary and secondary faults and associated
folding. The main fault is composed of north-south strikingsegments in a left-
stepping pattern that has an overall NNW trend. The left steps strike E-W,
and extend 1-2 km from the main segments. Tight folds, with wavelengthsof
20-40 m, are also clearly visible, also striking E-W, slightlymore northerly
than the left-lateral faults. The folds have a seafloor expression of2-4 m. We
investigated the age of deformation in the Coquille faultzone by searching
the sidescan records for signs of deformed Quaternary strata andmaking
DELTA dives on sites of possible young deformation. However,we found in
both sidescan records and submersible dives that unconsolidated sediments
in this area (60-90 m water depth) are easily re-deposited and movedby
even mild wave action, thus no unequivocal evidence of recent deformation
of unconsolidated sediment could be found. Nevertheless, thedeformation of
the Miocene strata suggests that both faults and foldsare currently active.
The tight folds are well expressed at the seafloor and displayan unusual
morphology as seen from DELTA. The strata in the anticlinal hingesare
separating from underlying beds by "unfolding" along the bedding planes.
The upper bedding surfaces break off in tabular blocks thatwe observed in
the bottoms of the synclines. We infer that one of twoprocesses may be
occurring: 1) a form of exfoliation of sedimentary rocks not known in
subaerial settings, or 2) active folding, causing separation of theuppermost
beds which have no confining boundary. As thisarea was subjected to
extensive wave and subaerial erosion during the latest Pleistocene low-
stand, we believe that the observed seafloor expression of several meters
would not have survived in its present form. The seafloor folds probablyare
not the result of preferential weathering such as the case for hogback ridges.
We observed no variations in lithology that might result in hogback ridge105
Figure 4.7. Klein 50 kHz sidescan record of the Coquille fault zone
off Bandon, Oregon. En echelon main fault segments trend NNE,
while fault zone as a whole trends NNW. Subsidiary WNW trending
left-lateral faults are also visible, as are active folds, which establish
the direction of maximum compressive stress. Water depth 85 m.106
formation. We also believe that since the exfoliation observedon the
anticlines would rapidly subdue the topographic expression of thesefeatures
by eroding the anticlinal axes, active growth is required to maintainthe
observed topography.Despite the somewhat indirect nature of evidence for
late Quaternary deformation associated with the Coquille fault, deformation
of the marine terraces where the Coquille faultcomes ashore (discussed in a
later section) demonstrates clearly that this isan active structure.
OREGON'S SUBMARINE BANKS
The Oregon continental shelf includes three major submarine banks,
Nehalem, Heceta, and Coquille, separated by two interbank basins, the
Newport embayment and the Coos Basin (Fig. 4.8).Significant differences in
structure, morphology, uplift history, and surficial geology distinguish the three
banks from the interbank basins. Plate 1 illustrates the differences in fold
trends between the bank and interbank areas, particularly in the Newport
embayment, where fold axes strike WNW to NNW, while the northerly fold
trends predominate on Nehalem and Heceta Banks. A similar relationship
also occurs in Coos Basin, and the area south of Coquille Bank between
Cape Blanco and Cape Sebastian, although fold trendsare more variable
there. The banks are also distinct from the basins in that atnear surface levels
they are more highly deformed than the interbank basins. Basedon seismic
reflection profiles, we observe that folds are tighter, and wavelengths of
equivalent structures are shorter than in the two basins. Thisappears to be
the result of greater uplift of the banks, discussed below, which has brought
older, more deformed rocks to the surface. We also observe thatmany folds
cannot be traced across the seaward boundaries of the banks, thus the
bank/interbank boundary is in many locations a structural discontinuity. We
also note that the major oblique strike-slip faults that cut the Oregon slope and
outer shelf (Appelgate and others, 1992; Goldfinger and others, 1992b;
Goldfinger and others, in press; Chapter 5) either bound the northernor
southern flanks of the three banks, or are in one of the two interbankareas
(Plate 1; see also Fig. 4.6).107
Figure 4.8. Physiography and bathymetry of the Oregon continental
margin showing three major submarine banks. See text for discussion.108
The morphology of the shelf breakin Oregon also reflects the
differences between the bank andinterbank areas. The shelf breakvaries
greatly in distance from the coast,from 22 km in the Newportembayment and
37 km in the Coos Basin, to 68 kmat the seaward edge of HecetaBank, 62 km
at Nehalem Bank, and 34 km at CoquilleBank (Plate 1; Fig 4.8).
Ku Im and Fowler (1974) determinedthe paleodepth of deposition for
surficial samples from the Oregon continentalshelf and upper slope. The
three major submarine banks havebeen uplifted 200-1000m, mostly since
early Pliocene time, with 100-200m of subsidence since the Pleistocene.
During the same time period, littleor no uplift has occurred in the Coos Basin
and Newport embayment.
Vertical Tectonics of Heceta Bank
Heceta Bank is the largest of the threestructurally uplifted bankson
the Oregon shelf. The bankwas surveyed by NOAA using an experimental
shallow water swath bathymetry system(known as BSSS or BS3). Thedata
from this survey revealeda Pleistocene low-stand shoreline (Fig. 4.6)
rimming the bank that isone of a very small number of lowstand sea-level
indicators known from the world'scontinental shelves. The shoreline is
expressed as a seacliff thataverages 10 m in height, and a plainly visible
abrasion platform seaward of the seacliff.Despite nearly one kilometer of
post-Miocene uplift,the present elevation of this lowstandshoreline indicates
that much of Heceta Bank has undergonelate or post Pleistocene
subsidence. Similar observationswere made by Kulm and Fowler (1974)
based on coring and drilling of Pleistoceneshallow water deposits in present
water depths of 150-200 m. The depth ofthe shoreline angle is highestat its
northern end at 114 m. The depth of theshoreline angle increases to 210m
at the southern end of the bank, dueto overall tilting to the south. The depth
of the shoreline angle shown in Figure4.9 also reflects numerous local faults
and folds that deform the outer edge ofHeceta Bank, particularly at its
southern end near the Heceta South fault.The age of this shoreline is not
known, however its northern end is ata depth close to 120 m, frequently
reported as the depth of the 18 ka Pleistocenesea-level lowstand (Chappel0
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Figure 4.9. Elevation of the Pleistocene low-standshoreline angle at Heceta
Bank, Oregon. Variations in elevationare caused by deformation and tilting of
Heceta Bank. Data from NOAA BS3 swathbathymetry.
and Shackleton, 1986; Matthews, 1990; Fairbanks,1989).Alternatively, it
may be another lowstand of similar depth at approximately 135ka (Fairbanks,
1989), or an even older event. We made severaltransects across the
Pleistocene shoreline angle in DELTA inan attempt to recover datable
material, but were unsuccessful, and found theshoreline difficult to locate from
DELTA. The late Quaternary subsidence of HecetaBank is a reversal of the
long term vertical motion (uplift) of the bankas recorded in the biostratigraphy
of bank sediments, and suggests that the verticaltectonics of the Oregon shelf
are complex in detail.110
RELATIONSHIP OF ACTIVE SHELFSTRUCTURES
TO COASTAL DEFORMATION
We have found abundant evidence ofactive deformation in thenear
coastal region of Oregon continental shelf,suggesting to us that deformation
onshore should also be occurringon some of the shelf structureswe have
mapped that project to the coast. Offshorestructures are difficult to correlate
directly to coastal structures because seismicrecords in shallow water and
hard sand bottoms tend to reflect seismicenergy, resulting in poor seismic
penetration, and numerous water bottom multiplesthat obscure subsurface
relationships.In addition, topographic evidence of activedeformation on the
sea floor is continuously eroded by wave action at innershelf water depths.
Evidence for structural deformation onshorealong the Oregon coast is
found primarily in the Pleistocene marineterraces which are present along
most of the coast. Late Quaternary deformation ofterraces in southern
Oregon is well documented at Cape Blancoand the Coos Bay area (Kelsey,
1990; Mclnelly and Kelsey, 1990; Muhs and others,1990). Cape Blanco is
deformed by a WNW trending anticline that deformsTertiary strata and the
overlying marine terraces (Kelsey, 1990). We havemapped this anticline
offshore on the same trend to the seaward edgeof Coquille Bank, 34 km from
the coast (Plate 1; Goldfinger and others, 1992a).Coos Bay lies in the axis of
the Coos Bay syncline, whichcan also be traced offshore, along with several
adjacent folds. Marine terraces in the Coos Bayarea are offset by numerous
flexural-slip reverse faults ( Mclnelly and Kelsey,1989) which are also
observed in the reflection records NNW of CoosBay. We believe that active
folds and associated flexural slip faults alsoproject onshore near Tillamook,
Netarts, and Siletz Bays. At the mouth of the CoquilleRiver near the town of
Bandon, the Coquille fault offsets the lowest marineterrace (A.R. Niem, pers.
comm. 1993). Dips exceeding 45° can be observed in theterrace deposits
exposed in the seacliff. Althoughwe were unable to find definitive evidence
for late Quaternary deformation in the nearshorewaters, the terrace
deformation is clear evidence that this structure hasbeen active in latest
Quaternary time.
Along the central Oregon coast,we mapped Quaternary faults and or
folds seaward of Alsea, Yaquina and Siletz Bays.Alsea Bay lies between the111
landward projections of two normal faultsthat cut the seafloor 5 kmoffshore,
although H. Kelsey did not observe thesefaults in his mapping of the Florence
to Cape Foulweather section of the coast (H.M. Kelsey, pers. comm., 1992).
The lowest marine terrace andwave cut platform between Heceta Head and
Yaquina Bay is downwarped in the vicinityof Alsea Bay as noted by Kelsey
and others (1992). Oblique aerial photographsclearly show this
downwarping to be a long-wavelength fold, thestrike of which is not known
(C. Goldfinger, unpub. data).Yaquina Bay lies on the downthrownside of a
fault that has offset the 125 ka terraceapproximately 75 m (Plate 1; Kelsey
and others, 1992). Although the lowestmarine terrace appears to be
continuous from the south to the north sideof the bay, the lowest terraceson
each side are apparently not thesame terrace, based on soil chronology.
Minor deformation of this terrace andwave cut platform can be seen from the
beach between Jumpoff Joe and the NorthJetty in Newport and may be
associated with the Newport fault of Kelsey andothers (1992), which has not
been mapped directly.
Based on reconnaissance field mappingin 1992 by Goldfinger, and in
1993 by McNeill, the lowest marine terraceand wave cut platform are
deformed near Siletz Bay. The terrace andplatform dip gently north froman
elevation of 12 m (wave cut platform) at GovernmentPoint to 3 m at Fishing
Rock. The platform and terraceare faulted down to the north at Fishing Rock
and Fogarty Creek, and thewave cut platform is faulted and warped below
sea-level from Fishing Rock northward to Taftat the northern margin of Siletz
Bay. A peat interval in the terrace is tiltedto the vertical adjacent to the fault at
Fishing Rock, which faults the terrace depositsagainst Miocene Depoe Bay
basalt. The terrace dips northward from FishingRock to the southern end of
the Siletz Bay spit 3.5 km to the north. Northof Siletz Bay, between Taft and
the D River, the terrace strataare flat lying, and the underlying wave cut
platform is exposed in small creek beds just belowbeach level (L. McNeill and
C. Goldfinger, unpub. data). The terrace unitsexposed on either side of the
bay are apparently the same terrace (Komarand Shih, in press), unlike those
at Yaquina Bay. Based on the northward dips southof the Bay, and the
beach level exposure north of the bay,we estimate the wave cut platform
projects to a depth of 30 m belowsea level, adjacent to Siletz Bay. Goldfinger
and others (1992a) mapped an active NNE trendingsyncline, faulted at its112
northern limb that projects toward thecoast at the position of the Siletz Bay
entrance (Plate 1; the fold is shownas inferred, which refers to uncertainty
about its strike, not its existence). Theonshore deformation observed (L.
McNeill and C. Goldfinger, unpub. data) isconsistent with the asymmetric
faulted syncline observed offshore.
Quaternary mapping is somewhatmore sparse for much of the northern
Oregon coast, and is mademore difficult by the presence ofnumerous
basaltic headlands of Columbia River Basalt thatmake correlation of the
patchy intervening terraces difficult (Mulder,1992). The Happy Camp fault of
Wells and others (1992), discussed previously,is located at the northern
margin of Netarts Bay. The bay lieson the downthrown side of this fault which
thrusts Columbia River Basalt of middleMiocene age southwardover
Pleistocene marine terrace or fluvial deposits.We have tentatively correlated
this fault with the Nehalem Bank fault discussedpreviously, which projects
onshore at the northern margin of Netarts Bay.Along the northern margin of
Tillamook Bay, the Tillamook Bay fault,a WNW striking high-angle fault also
cuts Columbia River Basalt (Wells and others,1992). No exposure of terrace
strata with which to test for Quaternary deformationis found at the coastal
location of the Tillamook Bay fault. We havetentatively correlated the
Tillamook Bay fault with an unnamed faultmapped offshore (Plate 1;
Goldfinger and others, 1992a) that has beenactive in the late Quaternary.
The high-angle fault mapped from the middleshelf to the upper slope marks
the southern boundary of Nehalem Bank, andprojects toward the coast at the
position of Tillamook Bay. This fault offsets foldaxes left-laterally and has an
up to the north vertical component. Onshore, the TillamookBay fault is also
up to the north, steeply dipping, and has approximately thesame strike as the
offshore fault (Plate 1).The Tillamook Bay fault may offseta Columbia River
Basalt contact 12 km left-laterally (R. E. Wells,pers. comm. 1992).113
DISCUSSION
We find an abundance of evidencethe Oregon continental shelf has
been tectonically active in late Quaternarytime. We have mapped active
faults and folds over much of the shelfwith seismic reflection records, and
have investigated a number of thesestructures in detail using high resolution
sidescan sonar and direct observationsfrom submersibles. We find that the
Oregon shelf has deformed significantlysince the last Pleistocene sea-level
lowstand, as evidenced by therecency of motion on submarine faults, the
warped Pleistocene shoreline at HecetaBank, and the onshore deformation
of marine terraces observed by severalinvestigators. The investigation of
active structures on the Oregon shelf hasrelevance to the larger investigation
of seismicity of the Cascadia subductionzone in three respects: (1) The
importance of local deformation to theinterpretation of coseismically buried
coastal marshes; (2) The possible interplatetectonic role played by the
structurally distinct submarine banks; and (3)The relationship of forearc
deformation to the accumulation of elasticstrain energy required for great
earthquakes.
LOCAL STRUCTURES AND THE COASTALMARSH RECORD
Inasmuch as the principal evidence for seismicevents of any size is
found in intertidal marsh deposits alongthe coasts of California, Oregon and
Washington, a first order question whenconsidering the significance of these
marsh burial events must be whattypes of tectonic or non-tectonic eventsare
capable of generating the observed marshstratigraphy?Subsidence of
hundreds of kilometers of coastline inresponse to elastic strain release during
great earthquakes is one possibility. Ourinvestigations of active tectonics just
seaward of the marsh burial sites, combinedwith evidence of deformation of
marine terraces in Oregon, suggests thatmotion on upper plate faults and
folds may also be important. Marshstratigraphy is extraordinarily sensitive to
relative sea level changes, and the totalthickness of the Holocene marsh
sequence is very thin, 12-18 m, such that relatively minorupper plate faulting
could have a large impact on the Holocenestratigraphy found in coastal bays114
and estuaries. We findan apparent association between late Quaternary
faults and folds mapped onshoreand offshore, and bays andestuaries with
buried marshes.Buried marsh sites adjacent to Quaternaryupper plate
structures are found at the Coquille River(Coquille fault), Coos Bay (South
Slough syncline, Barview-Empire faultand other flexural slip faults),Alsea
Bay (offshore normal faults), YaquinaBay (Yaquina Bay fault), Siletz Bay
(Fogarty Creek and Fishing Rock faults,Siletz Bay syncline and unnamed
thrust fault), Netarts Bay (HappyCamp-Nehalem Bank fault) and Tillamook
Bay (Tillamook Bay fault). Motionon all of these structures wouldcause
relative downward motion of the adjacentcoastal marshes.
An important question for the interpretationof marsh stratigraphy is
whether or not the upper plate structuresmove in concert with, or independent
of, the subduction megathrust. Lowlevels of seismicity are observedfrom the
submarine forearc, possiblyon some of these structures (NOAA, unpublished
T-phase data; J. Nabelek, OSU,pers. comm., 1993), but at much lower rates
than expected (Acharya, 1992). TheCascadia subductionzone as a whole is
anomalously quiet in comparison to subductionzones worldwide by almost an
order of magnitude (Acharya, 1992). Thisrelationship holds even when
comparing Cascadia seismicity to "aseismic"subduction zones and modern
"seismic gaps". This can be interpreted intwo ways: The subductionzone is
completely locked, or some degree of aseismicslip is occurring. The
anomalously low seismicity of the forearc andthe subduction interfaceare
difficult to explain only in terms ofa locked plate boundary. We agree with
Acharya (1992) that the seismic sliprate in Cascadia is probably much lower
than the rate of plateconvergence, a ratio called the seismic slip coefficientby
Pacheco and others (1993), who foundvalues much less than 1.0 for most of
the 19 subduction zones studied in theirinvestigation. Thus the quiescence of
upper plate faults may not indicate that they onlymove during megathrust
events, but simply that they have long repeattimes. On the other hand,
investigations of upper plateresponse to subduction earthquakes indicate that
megathrust events often triggerupper plate faulting (see summary in Yeats
and others, in prep.).
We infer that the marsh stratigraphy probablyrecords a mixture of plate
boundary relaxation (large earthquakes) andupper plate fault slip and fold
growth (smaller earthquakes), regardless ofthe relative timing of these events.115
There may also be a record ofsome difficult to distinguish non-tectonicevents
(Nelson, 1987; 1992; Nelson andPersonius, in press). Discovery and
detailed investigations of the Seattle faulthave shown that an earthquakeon
an upper plate structure can and did result ina marsh stratigraphy
indistinguishable from that of buried marsheson the Washington and Oregon
coasts (Atwater, 1992; Bucknam and others,1992; Yount and Holmes, 1992).
An earthquake on this structure causedthe rapid submergence ofa high
marsh located on the downthrown blockabout 1100 years ago, and
generated a tsunami that depositeda layer of marine sand over the marsh
site.It is not clear whether or not thisevent coincided with an interplate
earthquake.It is reasonable to expect thatsome of the structures we and
others have mapped along the Oregoncoastal region have had similar
earthquakes, and that the burial of marshesand generation of local tsunami
resulted from some of these events,as occurred on the Seattle fault. We
suggest that the evidence for such eventsare included in the marsh
stratigraphic record throughout the Cascadiamargin.If this inference is
correct, vertical movements as recorded inmarsh stratigraphy may be used to
recognize earthquakes, but the magnitude ofvertical movements should be
treated with caution. Estimates of co-seismicvertical movement should be
considered suspect when used either to inferthe location of a zero isobase,
detect trends in earthquake characteristicsfrom bay to bay, or as input to
elastic dislocation models of interplate earthquakes(Yeats and others, in
prep.).
OREGON SUBMARINE BANKS AS ASPERITIES
We have briefly summarizedsome of the distinctive features of the
three major submarine banks in Oregon froma structural perspective. A
detailed analysis of the origins and significanceof these prominent features is
the subject of a future paper, howeverwe speculate here on the potential
importance of the banks to the investigation ofinterplate earthquakes on the
central Cascadia margin.Ku Im and Fowler (1974) note that Coquilleand
Heceta Banks are the centers of positive freeair gravity anomalies, while the
interbank areas are the centers of large negativeanomalies, indicating thick116
sections of low-density sedimentaryrocks. Nehalem bankcan be divided into
two parts, in inner half floored with probableEocene Siletz River volcanics
(Niem and others, 1992), andan outer half composed of Miocene and
Pliocene indurated sand and siltstonesdescribed by Niem and others(1992).
The division is a structuralone, occurring at the Nehalem Bank Fault.In all
three cases, the banks are composed ofhigher strength rocks than their
counterparts along the strike of the margin,and are separated from the
Pliocene and younger accretionarywedge at the shelf break bya major
structural and bathymetric discontinuity.Goldfinger and others (Chapter 5)
have estimated the geometry of the lockedplate interface on the basis of
thermal considerations, aftershock datafrom the comparable Nankai
subduction zone, and inferences drawnabout the nature of the Oregon
submarine banks. They have assumed thatthe majority of the accretionary
wedge is aseismic, and that the updiplimit of the seismogeniczone may occur
at the lithologic and strength boundarywe infer for the seaward flanks of the
major submarine banks. This is incontrast to Hyndman and Wang (1993)
who place most of the lockedzone within the accretionary wedge (see
Chapter 5 for a discussion of the two hypotheses).Between the banks, they
assume that the accretionary wedge is aseismic fromthe deformation front 60
km landward. This assumption is basedon the Washington seismicity
reported in Crosson and Owens (1987) andon the aftershock area of two
Nankai earthquakes in 1944 and 1946(Chapter 5).In both cases, the
seaward 60 km of the accretionary wedgeis essentially aseismic withrespect
to background seismicity (Washington) andgreat earthquake aftershocks
(Nankai). See Goldfinger and others (Chapter5) for a comparison of the
Nankai and Cascadia subductionzones. In Figure 5.9, which only considers
Heceta Bank and Nehalem Bank dueto the lack of thermal constraints south
of 44° 30' N, it can be seen that ifour assumptions are valid, the lockedzone
is either narrow or non-existent betweenHeceta and Nehalem Banks. The
importance of the submarine banks in thecontext of a locked plate interface is
apparent even if our chosen boundariesare shifted considerably seaward or
landward. We suggest that the banksmay represent asperities within the
locked zone, or if our updip seismicity limitis shifted slightly landward, they
may comprise the entire locked zone in central Oregon,with a 100 km gap
between Nehalem and Heceta banks.117
We have also noted that the major obliqueleft-lateral faults in Oregon
either bound the major submarinebanks, or are located between thebanks.
The Tillamook Bay fault, not includedin other discussions of obliquestrike-slip
faulting due to its more limited lengthand our more limited data, is locatedat
the southern flank of Nehalem Bank,supporting this observation. These
relationships suggest a tectonic frameworksimilar to that in the central
Aleutians as described by Geist and others(1988) and by Ryan and Scholl
(1993), in which the Aleutian forearc isdivided by oblique structural trends
that define rhomboidal rotating blocksdriven by oblique subduction of the
Pacific plate beneath the arc. Unlike Cascadia,the Aleutian blocks are well
defined by upper plate seismicity,bathymetric trends, and rupture limits of
major interplate earthquakes (Ryan and Scholl,1993). Nevertheless, the
similarities, if on a smaller scale,are apparent and warrant further
investigation.If the banks do represent high strengthasperities on the plate
interface, they may also be the nucleationsites of past and future subduction
earthquakes as is the case for the central Aleutianblocks (Geist and others,
1988; Ryan and Scholl, 1993).118
CONCLUSIONS
The Oregon continental shelf is characterizedby active deformation
subsequent to the latest Pleistocene loweringof sea-level at 18 ka. Active
folds, strike-slip faults, and flexural slip faultsoffset Holocene and Pleistocene
sediments in numerous locationsacross the shelf. We find an association
between the coastal bays/estuaries in whichco-seismic burial of marshes has
occurred, and late Quaternary faults and folds.In all studied cases wherea
bay/estuary system is adjacent toa mapped upper plate structure, the bayor
estuary lies either on the downthrown block ofa fault, or in the axis of a
syncline. On this basis, weargue for the importance of upper plate structures
in the vertical tectonics of the Oregon coast. Weinfer that the coastal marsh
stratigraphy observed by many investigators isprobably recording a mixture of
interplate, intraplate, and possiblysome non-tectonic events. Whether or not
these upper plate faults move in concert with,or independent of the
megathrust, the magnitude of vertical motion inferredfrom marsh stratigraphy
cannot be directly used to model the elasticresponse of the forearc to
subduction earthquakes. Theseare preliminary results and further
investigation of the nature and distribution of activefaults in the coastal areas
of the Cascadia margin is needed to test thehypotheses presented here.
The structural contrasts between the three Oregonsubmarine banks
and the interbank basins suggests that theymay be analogs to the high-
strength rotating blocks found in the Aleutianarc under similar conditions of
oblique subduction.If the analogy between the segmentedblocks of the
Aleutian arc and the Oregon banks is valid, thebanks, like the Aleutian blocks,
may act as asperities on the plate interface where subductionstresses are
concentrated and where nucleation of interplateearthquakes may occur.119
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ABSTRACT
The occurrence of great subduction zone earthquakes hasbeen linked
to properties of the subduction system such asconvergence rate, plate dip,
and plate age. On the basis of comparison of subductionparameters such as
plate age and convergence rate, investigators have inferred thatthe Cascadia
subduction zone is comparable to other subductionzones where great M >
8.2 have occurred in historic times. New comparisons of subductionzone
earthquakes show that forearc rheology, andconvergence rate are important
controls on the generation of great earthquakes in oblique subduction
settings. Significant rates of arc-parallel forearc deformationare negatively
correlated with M >8.2 earthquakes in subductionzones worldwide,
regardless of obliquity of subduction. We presenta summary of forearc
deformation in the Cascadia subduction zoneas mapped with seismic
reflection profiles, multibeam bathymetry, and sidescansonar. The Cascadia
forearc is deformed by numerous oblique strike-slip faults andfolds. We
calculate that the rate of deformation on these structures is sufficientto
accommodate all of the oblique component of plateconvergence in Cascadia.
The high rate of forearc deformation implies that the Cascadiaforearc may be
fully strain-partitioned, and may lack the rigidity to accumulatesufficient elastic
strain energy to generate M > 8.2 earthquakes.
Another problem not yet resolved in Cascadia is the size andlocation
of the seismogenic zone, and if and where itmay be segmented. We
approach this problem in two ways. First,we estimate the map pattern of the
locked and seismogenic zones using published dataon the thermal structure
of the forearc, although with different conclusions thanthe original authors.
We then compare our estimate of Cascadia seismogeniczone geometry to
data from circum-Pacific great earthquakes of thiscentury. We conclude that
rupture length is moderately dependent on downdip width of thelocked zone,
that is that the aspect ratio of the seismogenic plate boundaryhas an upper
limit. We estimate the maximum Cascadia ruptureto be 500 to 600 km in
length, with a 150-300 km rupture in best agreement withhistorical data.
Lastly, we also see striking heterogeneity in the OregonCascadia forearc in
terms of both uplift history of the submarine forearc, and the shortterm uplift of
the coastal region recorded by re-levelingsurveys. The heterogeneous126
nature of strain accumulation in Cascadia is observedon the short time scale
as highly variable uplift rates along the coasts of Washington,Oregon and
northern California, and on a longer time scaleas a highly variable uplift
history in the offshore forearc. The long term upliftvariations in the forearc in
some cases correlate with short-term uplift rates onshore. Weconclude from
the patchy distribution of short term uplift that modernstrain accumulation
occurs in a similarly discontinuous fashion. The correlation of shortand long
term uplift of some areas of the forearc suggests that theobserved short term
variations in uplift may have occurred throughmany strain cycles, resulting in
uplift of the submarine banks. From the apparentlydiscontinuous nature of
the plate interface, we conclude that Cascadiasubduction earthquakes are
likely to occur as moderate events in bothrupture length (150 -300 km) and
magnitude (M<8.2).127
INTRODUCTION
The possibility of great (M> 8) earthquakes on the Cascadia
subduction zone has sparked studies inmany fields aimed at the questions
that remain unanswered: how often?, and how big?The discovery of
coseismically buried marshes in the coastal bays andestuaries of Oregon,
Washington, and northern California provides directevidence of earthquakes,
but due to the presence of active upper platestructures in the forearc, the
vertical deformation from the marshes cannot beused to model the forearc
response to interplate strain accumulation (Yeats and others, inprep; Chapter
4). The marsh stratigraphy probably recordsa mixture of interplate and
intraplate events, regardless of whetheror not these events were
simultaneous (Chapter 4). Heaton and Kanamori (1984)compared
subduction zones worldwide in an attempt to characterizesubduction
earthquakes on the basis of plate age andconvergence rate. On this basis,
Cascadia was considered in the class of subductionzones capable of
generating very large (M 8.3-8.5) earthquakes. However,Cascadia has the
lowest seismic activity of all subductionzones by as much as an order of
magnitude, when considering all plate interfaceevents, or total arc-to-trench
seismicity at M 6-7 levels (Acharya, 1992). Seismicityin Cascadia is
significantly lower than in subductionzones considered to be "aseismic", and
lower than modern "seismic gaps" (Acharya, 1992).Only one plate interface
earthquake has occurred during recorded history, the1991 Mw 7.1 Petrolia
earthquake at the southern end of the subductionzone near Cape Mendocino
(Oppenheimer and others, 1993). This event occurrednear the Pacific-Gorda-
North America triple junction, andmay not be representative of the plate
boundary elsewhere. The extremely low seismicityrates have been attributed
to a combination of slow convergence, hightemperature of the young slab,
and a high ratio of aseismic to seismic slipon the plate interface (Acharya,
1992).
Recent work (McCaffrey, 1992; 1993) suggests thatfor many
subduction zones, convergence rate isan important factor, but that plate age
is a more complex influence. The buoyancyof a young slab, and the inferred
greater interplate coupling, are countered by the hightemperature profile of
the young crust, which has the effect of reducingplate coupling, and shifting128
the seismogenic zone seaward. McCaffrey (1993), usinga larger sample of
great earthquakes (40 events) than used by Heaton and Kanamori,and recent
slip vector data from the world's subductionzones, finds good correlation
between convergence rate and great earthquakes.In oblique subduction
settings, the angular difference between earthquake slipvectors and plate
convergence, termed the slip vector residual (Jarrard, 1986), is negatively
correlated with the occurrence of great earthquakes. Theslip vector residual
has been interpreted as a measure of the internal deformationof the forearc
(McCaffrey, 1993). In forearcs that are weak, muchor all of the oblique
component of convergence is taken up by forearc deformation, andthese arcs
are statistically unlikely to experience great earthquakes at better thana 1%
confidence limit (McCaffrey, 1993).
We summarize evidence for arc-parallel deformation ofthe Cascadia
forearc by strike-slip faulting in an effort to determine thedegree to which the
Cascadia forearc is deformed in the alongarc direction, and to determine the
amount of partitioning that occurs. We thencompare Cascadia to other
subduction zones with respect to partitioning, rupture lengths,and strain
accumulation to estimate its earthquake potential.129
OBLIQUE STRIKE-SLIP FAULTINGIN CASCADIA
A single oblique strike-slip fault, the Wecomafault, was discoveredon
the central Oregon abyssal plain in1986 using SeaMARC 1A sidescansonar
(L. D. Ku Im, unpublished data). This faultwas subsequently re-surveyed in
1989 as part of the site survey for Ocean DrillingProgram holes that were
drilled in fall, 1993. This fault proved to bea remarkable structure, cutting both
the Juan de Fuca plate and the overriding NorthAmerican plate, and
extending approximately 100 km from its northwesterntip 20 km west of the
deformation front (abyssal plain), to the outercontinental shelf (Goldfinger and
others, 1992b; Goldfinger and others, inpress).Detailed 144 channel
seismic reflection profiles (MacKay and others,1992) and modeling of deep
towed magnetic profiles revealed that this verticalfault cut the entire
sedimentary section on the abyssal plain,as well as the basaltic crust of the
downgoing plate (Appelgate and others, 1992;Goldfinger and others, in
press). The mechanics of plate interactionsin the Cascadia thrust/strike-slip
system are revealing of the nature of the locked plateinterface, but are
beyond the scope of this paper, in whichwe focus on the overall deformation
of the Cascadia forearc.
Two similar strike-slip faults were also discoveredin 1989, both with a
left-lateral sense of motion and striking 290-295°.These two faults, the Daisy
Bank fault and the Alvin Canyon fault (formerly faultsB and C), also cross the
plate boundary, and extendacross the continental slope to the shelf edge.
The Daisy Bank fault zone is the best expressedof the three faults on the
upper continental slope, and was the target of high-resolutionAMS 150
sidescan surveys in 1992 and 1993as well as submersible dives which
revealed the detailed structure of this fault (Chapter4).In May of 1993, we
investigated these and other suspected obliquestrike-slip faults using
SeaMARC 1A sidescan sonar and coincident Hydrosweepswath bathymetry.
These targets were originally mapped usingan extensive dataset of single
and multichannel reflection profiles, NOAA swathbathymetry, U.S.G.S.
GLORIA sidescan sonar (EEZ-SCAN 84 Scientific Staff,1988; Goldfinger and
others, 1992a; Goldfinger and others, unpublisheddata).In the following
sections we present new data from this investigationof oblique faulting in
Cascadia.130
WASHINGTON MARGIN FAULTS
Initially we had identified 5 targetson the Washington continental
slope, primarily on the basis of reflectionrecords alone since swath
bathymetry data for the Washington continentalmargin is still classified. Two
of these targets had previously beeninvestigated in a 1971 watergun seismic
reflection survey that focusedon one of the plain faults and associated
abyssal plain mud volcano (L. D. Kulm,unpublished data). At that time the
fault was mapped as a NNW trending featureon the basis of preliminary
academic swath bathymetry and Universityof Washington reflection profiles.
After the discovery of the Oregon obliquefaults, we re-interpreted thesetwo
faults as probable WNW trending strike-slipfaults similar to those mappedon
the Oregon margin. Our first twotargets, near a westward bend in the
deformation front at Barkley submarinecanyon proved inconclusive, we were
unable to confirm the presence of significantoblique faults on the abyssal
plain or lowermost slope at those two sites.The third and fourth targetswere
the above described faults first investigatedin 1971, and are described below.
North Nitinat Fault
The two prominent faults first investigatedin the 1971 survey are
named for the Nitinat submarine fan,on whose southern flank they arelocated.
(Fig. 5.1). We surveyed the North Nitinatfault using both 5 km swath (2.4m
resolution) and 2 km swath (1m resolution) SeaMARC 1A sidescansonar,
and simultaneously collected Hydrosweepswath bathymetry. The initial 5 km
survey revealed that this fault strikes 283°, extending 20 kmfrom the
deformation front into the abyssal plain of theJuan de Fuca plate.The mud
volcano targeted in the originalsurvey lies adjacent to the fault on its south
side, 1 km seaward of the deformation front.Another mud volcano straddles
the fault near a right-bending section of thefault and is centered 6 km
seaward of the deformation front. The 2 kmswath (Plate 4) revealed detailed
morphological and structural relationships whichwe describe below.
A late Pleistocene submarine channel parallelingthe base of the
continental slope on the abyssal plain is cut andoffset left-laterally1 31
abyssal plain
Figure 5.1. Preliminary tectonic map of central Washington continental slope
and abyssal plane. The three named faults, interpreted as left-lateral strike-
slip faults, are discussed in the text. Horizontal offsets of slope structures are
not shown. See Plate 1 for symbol usage.132
approximately 150 m by the N. Nitinat fault (Fig. 5.2).We estimate the age of
the offset channel wall to be 16-20 ka, spanning thelast Pleistocene lowstand
at 18 ka. during which turbidite activity and channeldowncutting were at a
maximum (Griggs and Ku Im, 1973; Nelson, 1968). Thistiming is consistent
with other submarine channelson the Cascadia margin, although minor
channel cutting continued into the Holocene ata greatly reduced rate (Nelson,
1968). The slip rate based on the observed offsetand inferred age is 8.3 ±1.0
mm/yr, the error range reflecting uncertainty in the timingof the channel
cutting episode.
The North Nitinat fault makesa gentle right-stepping bend, at which the
seaward of the two mud volcanoes is located (Plate3). Further evidence of
the left-lateral sense of slip on this fault is thepresence of the mud volcano at
this bend, which is compressional fora left-lateral fault. We infer that the mud
volcano is the result of extrusion of abyssal plainsediments caused by the
compressional fault geometry.
In order to get an independent estimate of theoverall net slip and slip
rate on this fault, we applied the geometric technique forrestoration of strike-
slip faults described by Goldfinger and others (inpress; Chapter 3) to the
available University of Washington airgun seismiclines. This method
depends on the geometry of trenchward thickeningabyssal plain sediment
wedges, and the availability of at leastone trench-parallel and two trench-
normal reflection profiles.In order to calculate the net slipon a fault nearly
normal to the trench, if the geometry of thepre-faulting trenchward thickening
wedges can be determined, retrodeforming thesedimentary section will result
in a match of isopachs deposited priorto faulting (see Fig. 3.13). We applied
this method to the 1971 watergun seismic lines in the vicinity of the North and
South Nitinat faults. Using this methodwe derive a net left-lateral slip of
2.2+0.3 km for the N. Nitinat fault, after trigonometriccorrection for the 283°
strike of the fault. An example of this methodis shown below for the Alvin
Canyon fault.
In a north-south crossing reflection line, theN. Nitinat fault is up to the
north throughout the sedimentary section. Similarto the stratigraphy of the
Wecoma fault (Goldfinger and others, inpress; Chapter 3), the syn-faulting
abyssal plain section shows growth-thickenedstrata on its downthrown side, a
relationship that terminates downsection at thepoint at which syn-tectonic133
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Figure 5.2. Interpretation of a part of Plate 2. N. Nitinat fault cuts a
late Pleistocene abyssal plain channel. We interpret the arcuate part
of the channel wall as a single event washout of the older channel
wall. The light colored, rough textured area adjacent to the arcuate
scarp is interpreted as a debris pile from the washout.1 34
deposition began. We estimate the age of this point in the sectionby
converting its depth in two-way-time to depth usingan average velocity of
1680 m/s calculated for the upper 400 m of the Nitinat Fan from ODPdrilling
and reflection data (Bobb Carson pers. comm. 1993; Hyndman andDavis,
1992; see Appendix B for details). The age is then derived by usingthe net
sedimentation rate of 100 cm/1000 yrs for the Nitinat Fan calculated fromthe
1993 ODP drill sites on the northern Nitinat Fan (Bobb Carsonpers. comm.
1993). By this method we deduce that the fault first movedat 397,000 ±44 ka,
giving a slip rate of 5.5+2 mm/yr (see Appendix B for slip rate calculations).
The higher late Pleistocene slip rate is expected, since the pointat which the
growth strata were measured, originally located at the fault tip, isnow 20 km
landward of the tip. Since slip rate decreases from the center ofa fault toward
its tip (Bilham and Bodin, 1992), the retrodeformation method usingthe entire
movement history includes low slip rates from the fault's early history. We
assume that the onset of vertical and horizontal motion on the N. Nitinat fault
(and the other strike-slip faults) were coincident.
The North Nitinat fault, like the three Oregon oblique faults,crosses the
deformation front and the continental slope. Its landward tipwas not observed
due to conflicts with fishing vessels on the outer shelf, butwas mapped from
the deformation front southeastward to the shelf edge, givinga total observed
length for this structure of 115 km. Like the Wecoma fault, the expression of
the North Nitinat fault on the continental slope was variable. We observed
regions of multiple parallel scarps, and commonly the faultwas also
expressed as sigmoidal bends and offsets in accretionary wedge thrust
anticlines.Analysis of net slip on the continental slope portion of the fault is
problematic, as we know of no datable piercing points. Basedon the
observation that net slip reaches a maximum at a fault's center (Bilham and
Bodin, 1992, Scholz and others, 1993), we infer the maximum horizontal slip
is larger than the 2.2 km slip observed near the seaward tip.Much of the data
is not yet processed however, and further analysis of the processed datamay
result in better estimates of slip from the continental slope.135
South Nitinat Fault
The South Nitinat fault (Fig. 5.1) is located nineteen kilometerssouth of
the North Nitinat fault, was also first discovered in the 1971 seismicsurvey by
the University of Washington (TT 063, line 32, 1971). The SouthNitinat fault
strikes 283°, extends 19 km seaward of the deformation fronton the abyssal
plain, and intersects the base of slope at a left step in the deformationfront.
The base of slope channel that is offset by the North Nitinat faultalso is
crossed by the S. Nitinat fault where its eastern bank is the seaward flank of
the first thrust ridge at the base of the slope. Wewere initially unable to
determine the offset of this channel by the South Nitinat fault, but further
processing of the sidescan sonar data may reveal this relationship.In seismic
section, the S. Nitinat fault is virtually identical to the N. Nitinat fault, showing
an overall down to the south vertical separation, and thickened growth strata
on the downthrown block in the syn-faulting part of the section. In the pre-
faulting abyssal plain section, the eastward thickening abyssal plain units thin
across the fault, indicating left-lateral slip on the S. Nitinat fault using the same
reasoning describe above. Using the above retrodeformation method,we
obtain a net slip for the South Nitinat fault of 2.0+0.8 km, the greater
uncertainty due to the somewhat poorer seismic record for that fault. The point
in the Nitinat fan section at which growth strata appearon the dowthrown side
of the fault is 302 mbsf, thus using the Nitinat Fan sedimentation rate of 100
cm/1000 yrs, the age of the fault is 302 ±40 ka. From thiswe derive a slip rate
of 6.7+3 mm/yr. for the S. Nitinat fault (see Appendix B for slip rate
calculations).
Quinault Canyon Fault
The Quinault Canyon fault intersects the deformation front at 46° 18' N,
8 km south of the outlet of Quinault submarine canyon onto the abyssal plain
(Fig. 5.1). This fault is one of 4 oblique faults mapped in this study that cut the
accretionary wedge but do not extend into the abyssal plain as detectable
surface faults. The seaward projection of the Quinault Canyon fault is crossed
4.7 km west of the deformation front by University of Washington reflection line136
TT 79-1, and shows no disruption of the abyssal plain section, confirmingthe
lack of lower plate involvement west of the plate boundary. On the
accretionary wedge, the Quinault Canyon fault is poorly expressedover much
of its length, but well expressed near its center, where it offsets left-laterallya
northwest trending slope channel approximately 900 m. The overall strike of
the fault is 280°. No age information is available for the channel, thuswe are
unable to determine a net slip, slip rate, or age for this fault.
OREGON MARGIN FAULTS
One of the primary objectives of the May 1993 SeaMARC sidescan
cruise was to survey the full length of the Wecoma fault and Daisy Bank fault
in order to determine their length, continuity, net slip, and possibly improveour
estimates of slip rate derived from the western tips of these two faults on the
abyssal plain.
Wecoma Fault
The Wecoma fault is described in detail elsewhere (Goldfinger and
others, in press; Appelgate and others, 1992: Goldfinger and others, 1992b).
We surveyed the entire length of the Wecoma fault using SeaMARC 1A ata 5
km swath width, covering the continental slope and outer shelf sections of the
fault that had not previously been investigated with sidescan sonar. The new
survey confirmed the continuity of the Wecoma fault on the slope as inferred
by Goldfinger and others (in press), and we were able to follow this fault to its
apparent eastern tip over a total length of 95 km. Figure 5.3 shows a portion
of the Wecoma fault zone on the upper continental slope. The location of the
eastern end of this fault is mapped where the surface trace died out on the
sidescan records. This area of the outermost shelf was covered with ripple
marks in unconsolidated sand, confirmed by DELTA submersible dives in
1992 and 1993. We also observed linear patterns of carbonate deposition
along the eastern projection of the fault landward of the last observed surface
trace.These carbonates were found on several DELTA dives to be similar to124° 52' 124° 50' 124° 48'
44° 56'
44° 55'
Figure 5.3. Portion of SeaMARC 5 km swath showing the Wecoma fault zone on theupper continental slope. Nadir
area (no data) is the dark band across the image center. Oblong feature at left center is a fault-bend fold developed
over a compresional segment of the fault. See Figure 3.22 for a seismic reflection profile over this structure.138
those associated with other active faultzones on the Oregon shelf. The
association between vent-derived carbonate depositionand active faulting is
strong on the shelf (Chapter 4). Thus we speculate thatthe Wecoma fault may
extend somewhat farther eastward than the mapping ofits surface trace
indicates.
We initially could not locate anynew piercing points to improve our
earlier slip rate calculations (Goldfinger and others, inpress), although further
analysis of these data may yield more information aboutthe net slip on this
fault on the continental slope.
Daisy Bank and Alvin Canyon Faults
We surveyed the entire length of the Daisy Bank fault(formerly Fault B)
using both SeaMARC 1A and AMS 150 sidescansonars (Chapter 4). As with
the Wecoma fault, we confirmed the continuity of this faultover the continental
slope from the abyssal plain to the shelf edge. Theeastern tip of the fault may
be near the shelf edge, or at Stonewall Bank, 10-12 km furthersoutheast. We
did not observe any surface faulting between Stonewall Bankand the shelf
edge, however Stonewall Bank is highly sheared by NW trendingfractures,
some of which have minor left separation.If the eastern tip of the Daisy Bank
fault is near Stonewall Bank on the inner shelf, the overall lengthof the fault is
98 km, similar to the length of the Wecoma fault.
We applied the retrodeformation technique for determinationof age,
slip sense, net slip, and slip rate of Goldfinger and others (inpress) to the
Daisy Bank fault and Alvin Canyon fault (formerly fault C). Wedetermined the
geometry of pre-faulting eastward thickening abyssal plain sedimentwedges
using OSU MCS line 08 for the Daisy Bank and Alvin Canyon faults(Fig. 5.4).
We then calculated whole sedimentation rates for the AstoriaFan at the two
faults using the sedimentation rate of 110 cm/1000yrs (Goldfinger and others,
in press), scaled to the slightly thinner fan sections at thetwo faults. The Alvin
Canyon fault is 60 km south of the Wecoma fault along the deformationfront,
thus some age error due to time transgression of the base of theAstoria Fan is
inherent in the age calculations below (the age of the base of the fanshould
decrease southward, away from its source to the north). Using the wedge1111111111111
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geometry determined from line 08,we calculate a net slip of 2.2+0.5 and
2.6+0.6 km respectively for the Daisy Bankand Alvin Canyon faults. We
determined the ages of these faults usingthe method described abovefor the
Washington faults. The position in thesedimentary section at which fault
related growth strata appears is determinedfrom OSU MCS line 37. This
depth in two-way time is convertedto depth using scaled sedimentationrates
and the Astoria fan velocity (assumedhere to be the sameas that of the
Nitinat Fan, see Appendix B) of 1680m/sec. By this methodwe obtain ages of
384 ka and 392 ka respectively for theDaisy Bank and Alvin Canyon faults.
These values result in slip rates of5.7+2 mm/yr and 6.6+2 mm/yr,respectively,
for the two faults (see Appendix B forslip rate calculations).
Heceta South, Coos Basin, and ThompsonRidge Faults
Three oblique strike slip faults in southernOregon mapped by
Goldfinger and others (1992a)were also investigated with SeaMARC 1A in
May, 1993. From north to south, theseare the Heceta South, Coos Basin,
and Thompson Ridge faults (Plate1; Fig. 5.5). The Heceta South fault is
observed in sidescan recordson the abyssal plain, while the Coos Basin
and Thompson Ridge faultsappear to be limited to the North American plate.
The Heceta South fault intersects thedeformation front at 44° 02' N, along
the north wall of a large slump. Theslump scar is cut bynumerous
lineations parallel to the main fault;we speculate that the slump failurewas
induced by weakening of the slope in theHeceta South fault zone. Based
on sidescan images, the fault extends 11 km intothe Juan de Fuca plate,
cutting the debris pile depositedon the abyssal plain by the large slump.
The Heceta South fault is poorly expressedas a surficial feature over much
of the continental slope, but is observableas a scattering of parallel small
scarps. Left steps or bends of north to northwest trendingaccretionary
wedge thrust ridges are apparent in theswath bathymetry data along the
trace of the Heceta South fault.At the shelf break, the Heceta South fault
sharply truncates the southwesterncorner of Heceta Bank, downdroppinga
Pleistocene low stand shoreline of unknownage more than 200 meters
(Chapter 4), down to the south (Fig. 4.6). Thestructural details of the Heceta1
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South, Coos Basin, and ThompsonRidge faults are not wellknown since they
are crossed by few seismic reflectionprofiles.In one multichannelprofile,
U.S.G.S. line WO 77-05, theHeceta South fault is blind inthe upper 2
seconds (twt) of data, and althoughthe fault is down to thesouth, some
stratigraphic units also thin to thesouth, indicatinga complex history of vertical
motion.
The Coos Basin fault intersectsthe base of slope ata 3 km left step in
the deformation front at 44° 04'N (Plate 1; Fig. 5.5). Noabyssal plain
extension of this faultwas observed in sidescan records, althoughnear-
surface faulting along the seawardextension of both the Coos Basinfault and
Thompson Ridge faults is observedon 2 channel seismic reflection recordson
the abyssal plain (EEZ-SCAN 84Scientific Staff, 1988; thesefaults are shown
on Plate 1 as inferred faults on the abyssalplain, since their strikesare not
well constrained). The Coos Basinfault at the surface isan approximately 7
km wide zone of deformation,the major elements of whichare visible in the
GLORIA sidescan atlas (EEZ-SCAN84 Scientific Staff, 1988).Multiple
surficial scarps offset anticlinalridges on the lower slope left-laterally,and the
broad zone is expressed bathymetricallyas linear trends striking 288°-293°.
The Thompson Ridge faultintersects the base of slope ata 5 km left
step in the deformation front, and, likethe Coos Basin fault, doesnot extend
into the abyssal plainas a surficial feature based on SeaMARC1A images.
The Thompson Ridge fault isthe best expressed bathymetricallyof any of the
nine Cascadia strike-slip faultsmapped to date (Fig. 5.6).It is clearly
observed as a pattern of disruptionof accretionary wedge thrustridges in
even low resolution bathymetry. Figure 5.6shows a perspective shaded relief
image of NOAA SeaBeam swathbathymetry data in the ThompsonRidge fault
area gridded to a100 m point spacing. Inmap view, a pattern of left steps and
sigmoidal bending of crossing foldssuggests left-lateral shear (Plate 1).Other
folds occur sub-parallel to the strikeof the fault zone. Crossingthrust ridges
Figure 5.6. Shaded relief plot ofNOAA SeaBeam swath bathymetricdata in the vicinity of the Thompson Ridgefault. Figure on nextpage. Grid spacing
100 m. Plot shows the bathymetrictrend of the Thompson Ridge faultacross the lower to middle continental slope,viewed from the southwest.THOMPSON RIDGE FAULT ZONE
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Figure 5.6, Continued.
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are also elevated over the faultzone, a distinctive morphology observedon
some of the other oblique faults. This elevationdifference, in thecase of the
Wecoma fault, is the result ofa compressional flower structure composedof
fault splays with a smallreverse component of motion basedon seismic
reflection records. We infer that muchof the bathymetric expressionof the
strike-slip faults observedon the slope is due to the superimpositionof flower
structures on the coeval or older thrust ridges.145
DISCUSSION
FOREARC DEFORMATION AND GREATEARTHQUAKES
The presence ofnumerous oblique faults, and associated foldsof late
Quaternary rocks on the Oregon continentalslope and shelf indicates that
deformation of the Oregon and WashingtonCascadia forearc is significant.
The oblique orientation ofmany of these structures implies thata component
of this deformation is parallel to thecontinental margin and thearc. Detailed
mapping of the Oregon (Goldfinger andothers, 1992a, Chapter 4) and
Washington (Goldfinger and others, unpublisheddata) margins, shows this
deformation is non-uniform in bothrate and distribution of activestructures.
This is true of both the outer forearc(continental slope) and of the inner
submarine forearc (continental shelf).
What does this distributed deformationtell us about the subduction
process and the question of great earthquakes inCascadia? Our general
conclusion that the Cascadia forearc isdeformed by strike-slip faulting, and
possible clockwise rotation (Goldfingerand others, 1992b) is important
because the capacity of a subductionzone to generate great earthquakes
must depend, at least in part, in the capacityof the forearc to store the
necessary elastic strain energy (McCaffrey, 1993).Several studies have
related earthquake magnitude to suchfactors as plate age, plate dip, and
convergence rate. However, these studies haveconsidered forearcs to be
uniformly elastic, and do not accountfor internal deformation of the forearc.
McCaffrey (1993) has studied the relationshipbetween forearc
deformation and great earthquakes fromthe perspective of plate motionand
earthquake focal mechanisms. Adiscrepancy between the calculated motion
of plate pairs and the slip vectors forrecorded plate interface earthquakes has
been observed in many oblique subductionzones (DeMets and others, 1990;
Jarrard, 1986; McCaffrey, 1993). Thisdiscrepancy, termed the slip vector
residual (Jarrard, 1986), has been attributedto deformation of the forearc in
oblique subduction settings. Deformationof forearcs has been observed in
the form of arc-parallel strike slip faults(Fitch, 1972; Beck, 1983; Jarrard,
1986), and rotating blocks bounded byoblique strike-slip faults (Geist and146
others, 1988; Ryan and Scholl,1993). These mechanismsare favored in
oblique subduction because thehigh angle faults concentratehorizontal
shear more effectively than thedipping subduction interface(Fitch, 1972).
McCaffrey (1993) has founda negative correlation between highlydeformed
forearcs (as indicated bya large slip vector residual) andgreat earthquakes.
He found that among obliquesubduction zones worldwide, fewif any
earthquakes of Ms > 8 occurred thiscentury in those oblique subduction
zones with large (> 23°) slip-vector residuals.He also found no significant
relationship between great earthquakesand plate age, plate dip,or obliquity
of subduction. The study did showa moderately strong relationship between
great earthquakes andconvergence rate, with few Ms > 8 eventsoccurring
where subduction ratesare slower than 40 mm/yr. McCaffrey(1993)
concluded that the larger the slipvector residual, the more the forearcmust be
deforming in the along-arc directionto accommodate the obliquecomponent
of subduction.If correct, the inverse relationshipbetween forearc deformation
and large magnitude earthquakessuggests that forearcs that deform
significantly in the arc-parallel directionare limited in their capacity to
accumulate elastic strainenergy by their inherent heterogeneity.
Cascadia has had onlyone interplate thrust earthquake (1991Petrolia
earthquake; Oppenheimer and others,1993) from which to derivea slip
vector, thus we cannot simply relateCascadia to McCaffrey's workdirectly.
However, we now havea growing body of evidence that the Cascadiaforearc
is deforming in the along-arcdirection. The set of left-lateralstrike-slip faults
we have mapped implies clockwise tectonicrotation of the forearc (Fig. 2.3).
Paleomagnetically determined clockwiserotations in coastal basalts in
Oregon and Washington suggestthat similar processes haveoperated
throughout the Tertiary, with MioceneColumbia River Basalts inwestern
Oregon rotated 10-30° clockwise (Wellsand England, 1991; Wells andHeller,
1988). These diverse data sets allindicate significant deformation of the
central Cascadia forearc thatwe attribute to the arc-parallel component of
oblique convergence. With the sliprates we have determined,we can
estimate total rates of forearc deformationin the arc-parallel direction, andby
inverting those results, estimate theslip vector and slip vector residualfor a
plate interface event in Oregon andWashington.In the following sections,we
estimate the net arc-parallel rate of deformation,and invert for the slip vector1 47
in order to compare the slipvector residual of a hypotheticalCascadia
interplate earthquake to the historicaldata on magnitudevs. slip vector
residual of McCaffrey (1993).
In Figure 5.5, we summarizethe slip data from the abovediscussion,
and add the slip rate determinedfor the Wecoma fault fromGoldfinger and
others (Chapter 3). Each left-slipfault has a component ofextension between
the two blocks as a result of left-lateralmotion. We calculate thenet extension
of the forearc due to the slipon the set of 9 faults, using the measuredstrikes
from Goldfinger and others (1992a)for the Oregon faults, and thisstudy for the
Washington faults. For the four faultswith no data we assigna value of 5.5
mm/yr, the slip rate of the AlvinCanyon fault, the lowest of thecalculated rates
among the other faults. The slip on each faultproduces a component of
extension of the forearc between eachpair of blocks parallel to thearc (see
Appendix B). The sum of thesearc-parallel extension values is17.4 mm/yr.
This represents the net extensionin this region of the forearcdue to the
clockwise rotation of the fault-boundedblocks (see Appendix B for
calculations). This value is comparableto the total along arc componentof
plate convergence of 18.8 mm/yrcalculated from the rotation polesof DeMets
and others (1990) at 45° N alongthe deformation front (plateboundary). A full
analysis of the kinematics of theforearc deformation due to thesefaults is
beyond the scope of thispaper, and will require a more detailed kinematic
model using the newly collected, butnot yet processed sidescansonar data
from the 1993 cruises.Nevertheless, even a simplisticcalculation such as
this suggests that all of the obliquecomponent of Cascadia-North America
convergence can be accounted for by obliquestrike-slip faulting of the forearc.
In order to estimate the expectedslip vector of interplate earthquakesin
Oregon, we invert the fault slip databy simply subtracting the forearc
extension vector (North, 17.4 mmfyr)from the JDF-NAM vector (062°,40
mm/yr). The resultant expected slipvector is nearly perpendicular to thearc
and plate boundary for the Oregonmargin. This suggests that theCascadia
forearc may be fully strain partitioned;the slip vector of a subduction
earthquake will be close to perpendicularto the deformation front, and thus
the slip vector residual (SVR) will beequal to the obliquity,or 28 degrees in
Oregon.In Figure 5.7 we addour predicted slip vector residual to the plot of
other subduction zones from McCaffrey(1993). The SVR of 28 degrees isCASCADIA
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Figure 5.7. Plot of slip vector residualvs. Ms magnitude of major earthquakes
this century, from the data of McCaffrey(1993). Hatched area represents
maximum slip vector residual envelope forearthquakes larger than Ms 8.0.
Cascadia slip vector residual, if forearc isfully partitioned, falls outside of the
hatched area.149
well outside the envelope ofSVR values observed for othersubduction zones
having historic great earthquakeslarger than Ms 8.0. On this basiswe
postulate that the Oregon Cascadiamargin is an unlikely candidatefor
earthquakes greater than this magnitude.An additional inhibiting factoris the
slow convergence rate in Cascadia,which, at 40 mm/yr, is at thelower limit of
the population of worldwidesubduction zones that havegenerated historic Ms
> 8.0 earthquakes (McCaffrey, 1993).
These two arguments suggestthat due to the slowconvergence rate,
and the incompetent nature of theforearc, Cascadia earthquakesmay occur
in limited rupture segments, possiblycontrolled or influenced by forearc
structures. The comparison of subductionseismicity by Acharya (1992)
suggests that if the very low seismicity inCascadia is due in part toa very low
seismic coupling coefficient (Pacheco andothers, 1993), the repeat timesof
these events will be quite long, consistentwith the 500-1000year intervals
suggested by the coastal marsh records(Atwater, 1987; Darienzo and
Peterson, 1990) and analysis of abyssalplain turbidites (Adams, 1990).
HETEROGENEITY OF MODERN AND LATEQUATERNARY FOREARC
DEFORMATION
In addition to the now abundantevidence summarized above for along-
arc deformation of the forearc, additional evidencefor the heterogeneous
nature of forearc deformation is availablein the published literature. Geodetic
leveling surveys of the coastalareas of California, Oregon, and Washington
have shed some light on the shortterm vertical deformation occurringover the
last 70 years.This work is presented in Mitchelland others (submitted)as a
contour plot of absolute rate of tectonic uplift(see Plate 1 and Fig. 5.8; the
contours differ slightly due to the inclusionof data from the Willamette Valley
in the plot shown in Fig. 5.8). Thiswas accomplished by tying leveling
measurements to tide gauges at several pointsalong the coast and removing
the effects of the eustaticsea level rise.The contours show that shortterm
uplift rates along the Cascadia marginare highly variable. Rapid uplift is
occurring in southern Oregon,up to 4 mm/yr centered near Cape Blanco,
more moderate uplift of 2 mm/yr in northern Oregonand northern Washington,150
Figure 5.8. Map showing locked (hatched)and transition (shaded)zones on
the Cascadia plate interface, projectedto the surface. The boundary between
the locked and transitionalzones occurs at the 350° isotherm of Hyndman and
Wang (1993). Dashed line landward of thetransition zone is the 450°
isotherm from Hyndman and Wang (1993).Onshore contours are absolute
tectonic uplift rates in mm/yr, from Mitchell andothers (submitted). Onshore
contours differ somewhat from those shownon Plate 1 due to the inclusion (on
this figure) of data from the Willamette valley,from Mitchell and others
(submitted).151
and two regions of nearzero tectonic uplift are found in central Oregon
centered near the Lincoln City/SiletzBay area, and in Washington, centered
in the Willapa Bay area. The short-termrates of uplift determined from
leveling in southern and northern Oregonand northern Washingtonare
significantly greater than the long termrates of uplift determined from coastal
marine terrace heights (Mclnelly and Kelsey,1990). This discrepancy has
been attributed to the difference betweeninterseismic strain accumulation
(recorded by the re-leveling surveys) andpermanent deformation (recorded
by the marine terraces; Mitchell and others,submitted). Assuming that the
geodetic rates are representative of theinterseismic period, there isno known
alternative to this explanation, andwe accept it as direct evidence of
interseismic strain accumulation that will bereleased in an earthquakeor a
number of earthquakes. However, thenon-uniformity of the uplift pattern
shown in Figure 5.8 suggests that theaccumulation of elastic strainenergy is
also non-uniform. The contours intersectthe coast at high angles inmost
locations, suggesting a highly heterogeneousupper plate response to
subduction stresses.
Goldfinger and others (Chapter 4) discussthe nature of the three
submarine banks in Oregon and the structuraldifferences between the banks
and interbank basins. They conclude thatthe banks represent structurally
distinct domains that can be defined bybathymetry, structural trends, and toa
lesser degree, gravity data. Theysuggest that the uplifted rocks of the banks
represent structurally distinct embeddedzones within the forearc that may act
as asperities on the subduction interface. The banksalso are bounded in
some cases by the oblique left-lateral strike-slip faultsdiscussed in Chapters 2
through 5. We postulate that this configurationis similar to, but on a smaller
scale than, the structurally segmentedAleutian forearc in which clockwise
rotating blocks have been defined byseismicity, bathymetry, and reflection
profiles (Geist and others, 1988; Ryan andScholl, 1993). The strong contrasts
between the banks and interbank basinsindicates that the overall deformation
of the Oregon forearc is highlyheterogeneous; like the strong variations in
tectonic uplift rates, we suggest that thecontrasting styles of forearc
deformation represent contrasts in theupper plate response to subduction.152
COMPARISON OF RUPTURE ZONE GEOMETRYFOR RECENT GREAT
EARTHQUAKES TO POSSIBLE CASCADIA EARTHQUAKES
Data on earthquake rupture areaare available for a number of
subduction zones in which great earthquakes haveoccurred in historic times.
We can use the known rupture geometries forthese events to evaluate
possible rupture scenarios in Cascadia. We firstestimate the width of the
Cascadia locked zone from published thermalconstraints and dislocation
modeling of interseismic uplift, using the Nankaisubduction zone as a model.
Estimate of the Extent of the Locked Zone in Cascadia
Although interplate seismicity is virtually unknownin Cascadia,
estimates of the extent of the lockedzone have been made on the basis of
thermal data, supplemented by dislocationmodeling based on the pattern of
uplift and subsidence derived from re-levelingsurveys (Hyndman and Wang,
1993; Dragert and others, 1994; Mitchell and others,submitted). These
studies place much of the lockedzone in the young accretionary wedge,
contrary to observed aseismicity of the accretionarywedges in other
subduction zones (Byrne and others, 1988). Wemodify the geodetic and
thermal models using the model of Byrne andothers (1988), and the Nankai
subduction zone as an analog, to estimate thedimensions of the locked zone
and possible rupture zones in Cascadia.
Hyndman and Wang (1993) used seafloorheat flow measurements to
define the 350° and 450° isotherms (Fig. 5.8),considered to be the downdip
limits of the unstable sliding (seismogenic)zone and the transition (to stable
sliding) zone, respectively, below whichonly stable sliding occurs. Hyndman
and Wang (1993) argue that unlikemost subduction zones where the
subducted slab is cooler than the overridingplate, the youth of the hot
subducted slab and thick (2-3.5 km) insulatingsedimentary cover in Cascadia
result in a reversal of the usualtemperature distribution. This is supported by
measured high heat flow at the sediment surface(Hyndman and Wang, 1993),
and by downhole measurements in ODP site888 on Nitinat Fan, which yielda
geothermal gradient of 68°/km (Bobb Carsonpers. comm. 1993). The updip153
(seaward) limit of seismicity inmany subduction zones correspondsto the rear
of the accretionary wedge (Byrneand others, 1988). Thewedge itself is too
weak to deform elastically and theplate boundary strengthcontrast is too
great to nucleate earthquakes. Hyndmanand Wang (1993)argue that the
high temperature of the slabat the sediment/basalt contact (250°C) causes
rapid dewatering of the accretedsediments, indurating and increasingthe
competency of these sediments to thepoint where the wedge is capableof
nucleating earthquakes. On this basisthey position the updip limit of
seismicity approximately 5 km landwardof the deformation front offVancouver
Island, Washington, and Oregon.However, this argument shouldalso apply
to the Nankai subductionzone, where heat flow at the trench is similarto that
in Cascadia, 130-150 Mw/m2 (Shiono,1988; Hyndman and Wang, 1993).In
the 1944 and 1946 Nankai earthquakes,the seaward edge of therupture
zone was 60-90 km landward of the deformationfront, consistent withmany
studies showing accretionary wedgesto be largely aseismic (e.g. Byrneand
others, 1988). A similar updip cutoff ofbackground seismicityoccurs in
Washington (Crosson and Owens, 1987)at about 60 km from the trench,
although without a great earthquake, it isunclear if this would also applyto
rupture of the plate boundary.
Based on the known rupturecharacteristics of the Nankai subduction
zone, a good Cascadia analog (see below),we reject the argument of
Hyndman and Wang (1993) which placesmost of the locked zone within the
seawardmost accretionary wedge. We adopta distance of 60 km, from the
deformation front as the seawardrupture limit for Cascadia earthquakesfor
purposes of comparison in the following section.60 km is the distance from
the trench to the seawardmost aftershocksrecorded in the 1944 and 1946
Nankai earthquakes. The reasoningfor this lies in Cascadia's similarityto
Nankai with respect to most subductionparameters. The Philippine Sea Plate
being subducted at the Nankai troughhas a thick sediment sectioninsulating
the young (15-30 Ma), shallowly dipping(10-15°) slab (Shiono, 1988), hasa
similar convergence rate (45 mm/yr; Senoand others, 1993), and similar
obliquity 15-30 degrees (Seno and others,1993). Where the continental shelf
edge extends closer to the deformationfront, we use the shelf edgeas the
seaward edge of the lockedzone. In these areas, at the seaward boundaries
of the three major Oregon submarinebanks, the shelf breakrepresents a154
strength and velocity boundary betweenthe young accretionary wedgeand
older rocks of the banks whichare underlain by older accreted sedimentsor
oceanic crust of the Siletz River Volcanics(Chapter 4; Trehu and others,
1992). We adopt as the downdiplimit of the rupture zone the 420°isotherm
interpolated from Hyndman and Wang(1993). The transitionzone between
the 350° and 450° isotherms isthought to be capable of sustainingsome
brittle rupture, but not capable ofnucleating interplate slip. Weestimate the
downdip rupture limit by examining thecharacteristics of upper plate
seismicity from Crosson and Owens(1987). Their trench-normal profileof
seismicity in central Washington showsthat upper plate seismicity doesnot
occur below 25 km, and that this cutoff shallowswestward. The lower
boundary of upper plate seismicity istemperature related, and thus isa good
indicator of the depth of rupture thatmight be expected on the subduction
interface (Dragert and others, 1994).We infer that the downdip edgeof the
rupture zone will probably coincide with thepoint at which the subducting slab
reaches 25 km. This depth roughlycorresponds to the 420° isotherm of
Hyndman and Wang (1993), and is ingood agreement with the slabgeometry
modeled by Trehu and others (1992)based on velocity modeling ofa recent
reflection refraction experiment incentral Oregon.
The maximum width of the potentialseismogenic (locked plus
transition) zone thus determined variesfrom 60 km in central Oregonto 100
km at its widest in Washington. The350° isotherm (Figure 5.8) showsthe
landward estimate of the lockedzone of Hyndman and Wang (1993). Figure
5.8 shows that the width of the lockedzone varies considerably, from only 13
km for an area from 44° 37' Nto 45° ar N latitude in central Oregon,to a
maximum of 42 km in Washington,due to the shallower plate dipthere.
These results have largeerrors due to the assumptions built into thethermal
models (see Hyndman and Wang,1993, for discussion), and the lowrates of
seismicity used to determine the updipand downdip limits of seismogenic
behavior. Nevertheless, the resultingestimate of the size of the seismogenic
zone is within an acceptable range in comparisonto the rupture widths of
other subduction zones shown inFigure 5.9. We note that themaximum
rupture width implied by Hyndman andWang (1993) is 180 km,some 40 km
wider than the Chile 1960 event, thelargest earthquake ever recorded.This,
and the above discussion of theaseismic nature of accretionarywedges,155
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Figure 5.9. Effective rupture widthvs. rupture length for great circum-Pacific
earthquakes this century. See Table 5.1 fordata and sources.
implies to us that Hyndman and Wang'sthermal analysis overestimates the
width of the seismogenic zone in Cascadia.
The inferred locked zone shown in Figure5.8 has two significant
implications. First, if correct, the lockedzone and the potential centroid of
moment release are closer to the coast thanmany previous models have
suggested (Hyndman and Wang, 1993; Dragertand others, 1994; Mitchell
and others, submitted), and second, the widthof the locked zone is very
narrow, perhaps absent in two locations. In the followingsection we use the
estimated width of the potential rupturezone in Cascadia as a basis for
estimating rupture length basedon a comparison to other subductionzones
that have had historic great earthquakes.156
Potential Rupture Length of CascadiaInterplate Earthquakes
Kelleher and others (1974) founda general relationship between the
downdip width of the seismogenic plateboundary at subductionzones and
the rupture length for large subductionzone earthquakes. We update this
concept using new data on the rupturegeometry of great earthquakes from
seven circum Pacific subduction zones. Ourpurpose is to first determine if the
relationship inferred by Kelleher remainsrobust in light of thenewer data, and
then to compare these results to Cascadia.Kelleher and others (1974) plotted
rupture length vs. width for a number of subductionzones based on aftershock
distribution. We use more recent data fromPacheco and others (1993)on the
downdip extent of the seismogenic plateinterface, with a variety ofsources for
rupture lengths for great subduction earthquakesin this century. The
compiled data and sources are summarizedin Table 5.1. Figure 5.9 shows
the plot of this data, which is similarto the result of Kelleher and others (1974).
Our results differ in that the downdip widthsare significantly less than the
earlier study, and a significant outlier, the1957 Andreanof earthquake,now
plots with many of the other events afterrevision of the rupture length of this
event. The narrower widths obtained by Pachecoand others (1993) are due
to the use of a more limited set of aftershocks thatexcludes all but shallow
thrust events on the plate interface. The1200 km rupture length for the 1957
Andreanof event used by Kelleher andothers (1974) was basedon a 22 day
aftershock distribution as reported in Sykes(1971). Ruff and others (1985)
calculate that virtually all of the resolvableseismic moment was releasedon a
600 km rupture, and the large aftershockarea is explained by either extremely
low moment release on the rest of thefault, or slow stress diffusion into the
rest of the aftershock area overa period of weeks to one year.
We derived the effective rupture widthsfrom data on downdip width
mostly from Pacheco and others (1993),with other sources noted in Table 5.1.
We use slip vector residuals fromMcCaffrey (1993) to correct from downdip
width to the width in the slip direction, sincethis is the relevant value when
considering the development of forearcdecoupling structures discussed
below.
Figure 5.9, shows considerable scatter, butthe envelope of aspect
ratios of known rupture geometries has welldefined limits. The scatter is duetrench* date Mw/Mslatitude °longitude °dip °downdipSVR °obliquity °effective rupture width length
width (km) width (km)length (km)referencereference South America
27 22-May-609.5/8.5 -38.01 -74.79 12 140 8.7 21.9 144 920 1 19 6-Apr-438.2/7.9 -30.13 -72.41 24 88 9.5 17.3 88.8 240 2 9 11-Nov-228.3/8.1 -27.47 -71.75 24 88 12 26.7 91 420 2 3
Mid-America
13 3-Jun-328.2/8.0 18.35 -104.71 21 65 2.6 1.3 65 190 2
Aleutians
15 10-Nov-388.2/8.3 54.26 -156 25 95 2.6 1.3 95 400 2 40 7-May-868.0/7.7 50.52 -174.5 25 95 9.1 27.1 100 220 2 24 9-Mar-579.1/8.1 50.29 -176.68 25 95, 83 7.9 36.5 108 600 2, 5 30 4-Feb-658.7/8.2 50.33 -162.98 18 75 22.3 49.9 85 500 2
Kuriles
10 3-Feb-238.3/8.35324 162.72 32 75 3.3 4.7 75 280 2 26 4-May-598.2/7.7 52.59 161.86 32 75 1.9 5 75 165 2 3 23 4-Nov-529.0/8.2 51.81 161.08 32 82 2.2 9 83 450 2 3 28 13-Dec-638.5/8.1 43.94 150.41 22 82 6.1 23 86 280 2 3 25 11-Nov-588.3/8.1 43.37 149.41 22 82 10.6 20.9 83 180 2 3 33 11-Aug-698.2/7.8 42.78 148.42 22 82 5.8 23 86 165 2 3 22 4-Mar-528.2/8.3 40.84 144.93 22 82 1.8 15.6 84 280 2
Nankai
20 7-Dec-448.2/8.1 32.44 136.27 70 1.6 ***45.3 70 130 7 21 20-Dec-468.5/8.1 31.73 134.29 **95 6.2 14.7 95 310 7
Solomon
14 18-Jul-34??/8.1 -12.56 165.8 32 107 10.9 8.5 107 250 2
' Numbers used by McCaffrey (1993), shown forcross referenc ng.
** Average over two segments of different widths.
Probable error in McCaffrey (1993).1
Table 5.1. Earthquake andsubduction parameter data usedin Figure 5.9. Mw/Ms= moment magnitude/surface wave magnitude; SVR= slip vector residual (in degrees). Effectiverupture width is the downdip widthacross the seismogenic zone, in the slip direction.References: 1= Cifuentes (1989);2 = Pacheco and Sykes (1993); 3= Kelleher (1972); 4= Kelleher (1973); 5 = Boyd and Nabelek (1986);6 = Wu and Kanamori (1973); 7= Ando (1975).158
to errors in earthquake locations and depths,as well as variability of the
natural systems. Considering thatmany of the subduction zones represented
have gone through one or more completeearthquake cycles, we find Figure
5.9 to be reasonably representative of rupturegeometries for great subduction
earthquakes, although we cannot assignerror statistics to these data. The
data define a range of known rupturearea geometries with which we may
evaluate possible rupture scenarios in Cascadia.
Using the maximum effective rupture width forCascadia of 98 km
derived above, we infer that the maximumrupture length based on historical
evidence would be 500-600 km, witha range of 150-600 km. The total length
of the Cascadia subductionzone, and thus the maximum possible rupture
length, is 1400 km. However, faults of alltypes seldom rupture the entire fault
length, instead they rupture in segmentsor patches, the individual offsets of
which make up the observed net offset (Bilhamand Bodin, 1992, and
references therein). Sequential rupture ofa number of segments over a span
of a few years, days, or even hours is also possibleand has been observed in
other subduction zones (Yeats and others, in prep.).It is apparent that a
scenario involving a single rupture of the Cascadiaplate boundary along its
1400 km length would be unprecedented basedon the available data. The
only earthquake that has approached that lengthof rupture is the 1960 Chile
event (960 km), which has a much wider (140 km)downdip extent than
postulated for Cascadia.
The two very narrow or non-existentzones of locking in central
Oregon and southern Washington indicate thatat least for the present strain
cycle, the Oregon and Washington Cascadiamargin may effectively divided
into several segments. If the locking width isdependent on the configuration
of the outer edge of the backstopas we have suggested, this may be a long
term feature of this part of the margin. The longestsegment in the present
strain cycle is approximately 280 km, from the projectionof the subducting
Blanco Fracture Zone to the low upliftzone in central Oregon (Fig. 5.8).
From this comparison to known rupturegeometries, we conclude that
the range of rupture lengths in Cascadia ison the order of 150-600 km. If the
present segmentation of uplift shown in Figure 5.8 isrepresents a typical
pattern of strain accumulation in Cascadia, rupturesegments may be limited
to a 300 km maximum. Many investigators havereported marsh burial events159
at about 300 years before present from VancouverIsland to Cape Mendocino,
a much greater distance.If these reported eventsare from a single event, the
rupture length and aspect ratio of the rupturearea of that event would have
been well outside the bounds of availabledata on subduction earthquakes
elsewhere as shown in Figure 5.9. Thecorrelation of radiocarbon dated
marsh burials however have at best decadesof unresolvable error unless
they are correlated with dendrochronology(tree ring matching). This leaves
two possibilities for the explanation ofa widespread 300 year event: Avery
long rupture (apparently unlikely),or a sequential rupture of severalor many
segments spanning the required lengthover a few years or decades. A
sequential rupture of several segmentsover a period of a few years or
decades can satisfy the marsh data withoutrequiring individual ruptures to
have unprecedented rupture lengths withrespect to historical data. This type
of rupture has occurred atmany subduction zones, and is a commonly
observed mechanism by which seismicgaps are filled (Thatcher, 1989).160
CONCLUSIONS
The Oregon and Washington Cascadia forearc is undergoinga
significant degree of along arc deformation in the form of oblique strike-slip
faulting and folding.The cumulative extension of the forearc by the nine
strike-slip faults we have mapped is similar to the totalarc parallel component
of plate convergence, and thus the Cascadia forearcmay be fully strain
partitioned.By comparison to other oblique subductionzones, using the data
of McCaffrey (1993), we conclude that Cascadia is unlikely togenerate
earthquakes greater than magnitude 8.2 because the forearc is not capable
of storing the required elastic strain energy.
Using published data on the seismicity, velocity structure, geodetics,
and thermal signature of the Cascadia margin, we estimate that the width of
the seismogenic (locked plus transition) plate interface varies in width from 60
to 100 km in the central Oregon-Washington part of the margin. Furthermore,
the pattern of modern strain accumulation along the coast is heterogeneous;a
large area in central Oregon and another in southwestern Washingtonare
apparently accumulating little or no elastic strain energy. This suggestsa
locked zone consisting of a number of asperities, and twoareas of poor
coupling in the current strain cycle.
Finally, comparison of rupture geometry for historic great subduction
earthquakes shows that the maximum rupture lengths are dependenton the
downdip width of the locked plate interface. Historical data suggest that the
maximum rupture possible in Cascadia is 500-600 km, far greater than the
length over which an event has been reported to have occurred 300years
ago. A sequential rupture of the segmented plate boundary over several
years or decades is a common mechanism for seismic gap filling, and can
account for the observed similarity in marsh burial ages along the margin,
without requiring unprecedented rupture lengths and earthquake magnitudes.161
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DETAILED EXPLANATION OF MAP SYMBOLSON PLATE 1
CONTOURS OF GEODETIC UPLIFT RATE
Absolute coastal uplift ratesare in mm per year and are relative to an
unchanging far field reference surface, approximatelyequivalent to the geoid.
Data are from Clifton E. Mitchell and Ray WeldonII of the University of Oregon
and are a modification of very similarcontours presented by Mitchell and
others (1991), based on analysis of benchmarksresurveyed over a 70-year
time span and on changes in the monthlymean records of sea level from tide
gauges. Note that eustatic (global) sea level rise is approximately1.8 mm per
year, so these uplift rates provide a guide to coastalareas that are rising or
falling relative to global sea level rise. The upliftrates are additional evidence
of ongoing strain in the North American Plate thatmay be related to a locked
interface on the Cascadia subductionzone. The uplift contours were
contributed by Ray Weldon Ii and Clifton Mitchell of theUniversity of Oregon.
STRATIGRAPHIC COLUMNS SHOWING SALTMARSH BURIAL EVENTS
Stratigraphic columns from representative samplesites at salt marshes
in each bay show dark stripes that are believed torepresent the depths to the
tops of peaty layers that are buried salt marshes Thesepeats are overlain by
muds typical of salt water bays and indicate episodic,virtually instantaneous
inundation of the marshes by sea water, the inundationpersisting for tens or
hundreds of years after each submergence. Somepeat layers are overlain by
sandy sediment (sediment capping layer) possibly depositedby a seismic sea
wave (tsunami) arriving shortly after submergence. Those peats witha
sediment capping layer have a symbolicwave symbol on top of the stripe.
Peats buried by bay mud are considered good physicalevidence that the
coast may have experienced great (M 8-9) subductionzone earthquakes that
are commonly associated with instantaneous coseismic subsidenceor uplift of
coastal areas. Data sources and other detailsare given in the footnotes
Where available, some representative radiocarbonages (in radiocarbon182
years) for uppermost and lowermost buriedpeat layers are listed. The salt
marsh subsidence data were contributed by CurtPeterson and Mark Darienzo
of Portland State University and Wendy Grantof the U.S. Geological Survey.183
DESCRIPTION OF NEOTECTONIC MAP
DATA COLLECTION AND SOURCES
The neotectonic map of the Oregon continentalmargin represents the
compilation and interpretation of about 30,000 km of seismicreflection
profiles, Sea Beam swath bathymetry, and side-scansonar mosaics of the
seafloor morphology. The primary data sets used inconstructing the map
include: (1) single-channel sparker and airgun reflectionprofiles shot by
Oregon State University and the University of Washington;(2) single and
multi-channel airgun profiles shot by the U. S. GeologicalSurvey; (3) migrated
multi-channel airgun reflection profiles shot by Digiconfor Oregon State
University; (4) single-channel sparker profiles made byShell Oil Corporation;
(5) single and multi-channel profiles acquired by ChevronOil Co (mostly shot
by Gulf Oil); (6) Sea Beam swath bathymetry obtainedby NOAA/National
Ocean Survey and Oregon State University; (7) GLORIAlong range side-scan
sonar acquired by the U.S. Geological Survey; (8) 50 kHz Klein sidescan
sonar and associated DELTA submersible observations; and (9) SeaMARC
1A high-resolution side-scan sonar acquired by OregonState University.
Several of these data sets were used in conjunction withone another to
identify and map the active structures of the continentalmargin (shelf and
slope) and adjacent abyssal plain. Table A.1 lists thesources and navigation
methods for the various data sets (see also discussionbelow). Plate 2 shows
the locations of ships tracks for the data used in thisstudy.
Seismic reflection profiles made on the Oregon marginand abyssal
plain were acquired using a variety ofsources, including various sized air gun
and sparker arrays, and a variety of digital and analogrecording systems.
The single- and multi-channel seismic reflection datavary widely in type of
source signal, record quality, depth of penetration, and navigationalaccuracy.
They include unmigrated single-channel sparker recordsnavigated with
Loran-A and Loran-C, as well as migrated 144-channel digitalprofiles
navigated with GPS (Global Positioning System). Somemulti-channel
reflection profiles were navigated with GPS, and the positioninformation from
these lines is used as the datum for mapping that portion ofthe study area.184
Navigational accuracy was more variable with oldersingle-channel seismic
profiles. Loran-A navigated profiles have maximumerrors about 1-3
kilometers, Loran-C errors are approximately 0-1.5 km,and Transit satellite
errors range from near zero up to several hundred meters. An exceptionis the
Shell Oil Company lines. Although these profileswere shot in 1961-62, their
navigational accuracy rivals the TRANSIT navigated linesdue to the use of a
company SHORAN radio navigation system. Horizontalerrors with this
system are approximately 50 meters. The densecoverage of reflection
profiles allowed readjustment of older lines wherecrossed by satellite-
navigated lines.
Data Source
U.S.G.S MCS/GLORIA
OSU-U/W Sparker SCS
OSU/Digicon MCS
NOAA/NOS Multibeam
OSU Multibeam
OSU 50 kHz sidescan
OSU Sea Marc 1A
Chevron Oil MCS
Shell Oil Sparker SCS
Navigation System
Transit/Loran C
Loran A
GPS
ARGO
TRANSIT/GPS/Loran C
GPS
TRANSIT/GPS/Loran C
Transit/Loran C
SHORAN
Approx. Nay.Error
0-500m
1000-3000M
100m
50 m
100 m
100 m
100 m
0-500m
50 m
Table A.1. Data sources used in this study and approximatenavigational
accuracy. MCS = multichannel seismic profiles, SCS= single channel
seismic profiles, Multibeam =SeaBeam swath bathymetry.
The SeaBeam bathymetric survey system isa 12 kHz multibeam echo
sounder developed by the General Instrument Corporationto produce near-
real-time high-resolution contoured swath charts of thesea floor morphology.
Full coverage digital SeaBeam swath bathymetrywas acquired on the
abyssal plain and continental slope from water depths extendingfrom about
3,000 m to about 200 m on the upper continental slope by NOAA/NOS.These
bathymetry data were contoured at a 20 m interval and usedas a base map
for the Oregon neotectonic map. The bathymetry isaccurate to within 1% of
the water depth across the swath. The NOAA/NOS multibeamsurveys were
navigated with an ARGO system which was placed in towerspositioned along185
the shoreline; navigational accuracy is 50m. The partial coverage academic
Sea Beam surveys completed in 1987 and 1988were utilized initially in this
study before the NOAA/NOS datawere declassified by the U. S. Navy in 1991.
The academic Sea Beam surveyswere generally navigated with a
combination of GPS and Transit satellite navigation,with Loran-C tracking
used between satellite fixes.
The regional seafloor morphology of the abyssalplain and continental
slope was imaged with the GLORIA system,a side-scan sonar instrument that
uses a frequency of 6.8 kHz on the port side array and 6.2 kHzon the
starboard side array.It images a 45 km swath width (i.e., 22.5 kmeither side
of the ship's track), with spatial resolution of about50 m in the across-track
direction and 125 m in the along-track direction (seeEEZ-SCAN 84 Staff,
1986 for details). This relatively low-resolution GLORIAsystem is designed to
image the relatively large-scale features of the seafloor,such as mid-ocean
ridges, fracture zones, abyssal hills and ridges,deep-sea channels, and
lineaments. Higher resolution side-scansonar data were collected with a
SeaMARC 1A deep-towed vehicle, whichuses a frequency of 27 kHz on the
port array and 30 kHz on the starboardarray.It is capable of imaging a 2 km
or a 5 km swath width (i.e., 1 km and 2.5 km on either side of theship's track,
respectively), with spatial resolutions of 1 and 2.5meters, respectively (see
Appelgate, 1988 for details). The side-scansonar surveys were navigated
with a combination of GPS and Transit satellitenavigation, with Loran-C
tracking used between satellite fixes. Navigation of thedeep-towed
SeaMARC-IA side -scan fish was done by the methoddescribed by Appelgate
(1988). Where spatial misfits occur,we have adjusted the side-scan and
single-channel seismic reflection data to best fit the TRANSITand GPS
navigated multi-channel seismic reflection linesor the Sea Beam bathymetry
where appropriate. The highest resolution side-scansonar data were
collected with a Klein 50 kHz sidescansonar unit on the Oregon Shelf in
July/August 1992. This system imaged details of shelffaults with 30 cm
resolution. Ten areas of particular interestwere surveyed, and dives were
made with the submersible DELTAon active shelf faults to ground truth the
sonar data.186
MAPPING PROCEDURES
The Neotectonic map of the Oregon continentalmargin was
constructed in a Geographical Information System (GIS)fashion with several
layers consisting of the different data sets. The GLORIAside-scan sonar
mosaics were used as a base layer at a scale of 1:500,000.Large features
such as the major submarine channels, the Blanco FractureZone and the
deformation front were mapped primarily from this dataset. The GLORIA side-
scan mosaics were selected for the base map because of its widecoverage of
the Exclusive Economic Zone (EEZ) off the PacificNorthwest. At the time this
mapping project was initiated in 1990, full Sea Beamcoverage was not yet
available for the Oregon margin from NOAA/NOS. (SeaBeam bathymetry
coverage remains classified for the entire Washington margin and abyssal
plain, where a new neotectonic map is being compiledby us in the same
manner as described here.) Preliminary copies of the Sea Beam swath
bathymetry charts were provided by NOAA/NOSas soon as they became
available, and were scaled to 1:500,000on transparent media. Together,
these contour charts and GLORIA mosaicswere used to map faults and fold
axes between seismic reflection profiles, allowing nearly continuousmapping
of individual structures from the abyssal plain to theouter continental shelf.
The accurately navigated Sea Beam bathymetry providedanother means of
correcting position information from older Loran-A navigatedseismic profiles,
structural information from which was shifted to match thehigh-resolution
bathymetry as needed. In the Coos Bay area,our mapping is modified from
Clarke and others (1985), who mapped the structures of CoosBay basin
using closely spaced and well navigated single channelreflection profiles.
We incorporated and modified this earlier mapping usingSea Beam
bathymetry and industry reflection profiles. Asa convention used in this map,
we show offsets across faults only where they can be demonstrated with
existing data. Other offsets that might be expected, but havenot been
demonstrated, are not shown. This may causesome ambiguity where
seafloor features are most probably offset bya fault, but do not appear so on
this map. We considered this preferable to the greater ambiguitycaused by
inferring offsets where insufficient data exist.187
We emphasize young structures (i.e., those that offsetand/or deform the
seafloor) on the neotectonic map in order to evaluateregional structural
trends under the present oblique subduction environment.Young structures
are also the easiest to map as they generally deform the seaflooror appear in
the more easily interpretable uppermost portion of seismicreflection profiles.
We used a color coding scheme to represent the estimatedage of youngest
demonstrated activity on folds and faults. Structures active inthe latest
Pleistocene and Holocene are shown in red, structures activein the Pliocene-
Pleistocene are shown in purple, all older structuresare shown in blue.
The youngest estimated age of continuous structuresmay vary along strike,
this is represented on the map by along-strike color changes.A color change
on the map could indicate either an actual along-strike change in the motion
history of a structure, or it could be an artifact created by thevariability in
quality or distribution of the seismic data. Insome areas, younger structures
can be seen to overlap older (usually NE trending) structures.This occurs
where erosional unconformities vertically juxtapose structuresof widely
differing ages. In some cases the older structural trendshave remained active
despite unfavorable orientation in the present stress field.In a few cases,
coeval structures cross each other. Theseoccurrences are associated with
active strike-slip faults cutting other, sometimes activestructures. Some of
these faults have associated flower structures and fault-parallelfolding that is
active while other folds of different orientations also remainactive. This can
occur because both sets of structures are compatible with a single greatest
principal stress orientation. Age determinations for structures otherthan
active structures that cut or deform the presentsea floor generally have a
large and undefined error bar, and should be considered relativeages for
general use. Active structures are difficult to confirm inareas of older surface
exposure, thus some active fault have probably been missed in theseareas
(i.e. inshore areas of southern Oregon south of Coos Bay and inshoreareas
between Cape Falcon and Cape Foulweather). Structures in theseareas that
are shown as active have generally been confirmed as active by sidescan
sonar imaging or submersible dives. A number of other suspected active
structures have been ground truthed in this manner. Agesare constrained by
biostratigraphy in industry drill holes, Deep-Sea Drilling Program (DSDP) drill188
holes, dart cores and dredges from sedimentary rockoutcrops on the seafloor,
and piston and gravity cores from unconsolidatedsediments.
DISCUSSION OF MAP FEATURES AND SYMBOLS
The physiography of the Oregon margin and abyssalplain is shown in
Figure 4.8 to show the relationship of the structures to themain physiographic
features of the region. The continental shelf extends from theshoreline to the
shelf break (i.e., a significant increase in bottom slope),at a water depth from
180 to 200 m. The shelf break is highly sinuous in Oregonand its distance
from the coast varies from 25 to 75 km. The widest shelfareas correspond to
Nehalem, Heceta, and Coquille submarine banks. The continentalslope
extends from the shelf break to a water depth of about 3,000m, seaward of
which is the relatively flat abyssal plain of the Juan de Fuca Plate.In northern
and central Oregon, the slope is further subdivided morphologicallyinto an
upper and lower slope based upon the occurrence of upper and lower
structural terraces, respectively (see below). Various named andunnamed
submarine channels are indicated on the continental slope andabyssal plain.
On the abyssal plain, most of these channelsare distributary channels of the
Astoria submarine fan, the apex of which is at the mouth of Astoriacanyon in
the northwestern quadrant of themap. The Blanco Fracture Zone, a transform
fault, connects the southern end of the spreading Juan de FucaRidge with the
northern end of the spreading Gorda Ridge. The Juan de. Fucaplate is
converging with the North American plate off central Oregon alonga vector
oriented at 062° and at a rate of 40 mm/yr (calculated from thepoles of
DeMets and others (1990) at 45° 00' N latitude along the deformationfront).
The neotectonic structures of the Oregon margin, abyssal plainand
Blanco Fracture Zone are shown on the accompanyingmap. A brief
description of the structure is presented here to acquaint the readerwith the
main structural elements. The reader is referred to the following publications
for a detailed description of these structures: Appelgate and others(1992);
Goldfinger and others (1992b, in press); and MacKay and others (1992).
Additional background information on the structural and tectonic setting ofthis
portion of the NE Pacific Ocean is given in Cited and Related References.189
The primary structural feature is the North American-Juande Fuca plate
boundary at about 3,000 m water depth. The deformationfront is
characterized by a seaward-vergent thrust fault from theGorda plate off
northern California north to 44° 51' N latitude off southernand south-central
Oregon. North of 44° 51' N latitude into Washington, the basalthrust is
landward-vergent, with one minor exception (Goldfinger andothers, in press).
The plate boundary is complex in detail, highly sinuous inmany seaward-
vergent areas, offset by oblique structures, and commonly distributedover
many splay thrusts. Many small and several large slumpsare mapped on the
lowermost slope and abyssal plain, notably avery large debris pile and
arcuate scarp at 44° 00' N and a smaller one at 45° 21' N latitude.
In central and northern Oregon, the continental slope ischaracterized
by upper and lower terraces separated bya major landward-dipping thrust
and a coincident break in slope (labeled SB for slope breakon the map) at
about 1,000 meters water depth. Seaward of this fault, thrustsand folds of the
accretionary wedge trend north-south, sub-parallel to the continentalmargin.
Landward of the fault, folds of the upper slope and shelf trendmostly north-
northwest to west-northwest, oblique to the margin. In southernOregon, the
terraces become one steep escarpment and this boundary becomes
indistinguishable as a bathymetric feature, but the two domains ofstructural
orientations remain distinct south into California (Clarke andCarver, 1992).
Thrust faulting within the accretionary wedgeoccurs in both landward and
seaward vergent styles, with landward vergencecommon off northern Oregon
and rare off southern Oregon. Out ofsequence thrusting follows a similar
pattern, being common, if not typical, in the north and lessso in the south.
Many second order features of particular tectonic significanceare also
apparent on the map. On the continental slope and abyssal plain of northern
and central Oregon, detailed investigations using sidescansonar surveys,
Sea Beam bathymetry and single/multichannel seismic recordsshow three
confirmed and three probable WNW- trending left-lateral strike-slipfaults
between 43° 20' N and 45° 12' N latitude. The three northernmoststructures
(Wecoma fault, faults B, and C) between 44° 40' N and 45° 12' Nlatitude
offset the basaltic crust and overlying sedimentary section (Goldfingerand
others, 1992b, in press; Appelgate and others, 1992). The best knownfault
(Wecoma fault) extends 18 km seaward of the deformation front, offsetssub-190
bottom reflectors and basaltic basement approximately 100m (NE block up).
Late Pleistocene to Holocene seafloor channels are offset 150-400m in a left-
lateral sense. Strike-slip faulting is also indicated by flower structures,
mismatched stratigraphy, and reversals of vertical separation along trend.
These structures are inferred to be active from direct ALVIN submersible
observation of bedding attitudes, fresh scarps and fluid venting (Tobin and
others, 1991). Faults B and C are associated with left offsets of the
deformation front and/or left offsets of fold axes on the continental slope. Fault
B intersects the base of the continental slope at 44° 51' N latitude, the pointat
which regional thrust vergence reverses, being seaward-vergent to the south
and landward-vergent to the north. On the continental slope, these structures
are characterized by deformation zones composed of WNW-trending linear
scarps, en-echelon NW- to WNW-trending folds, and left-stepping and
sigmoidally bent folds. Oblique folds are commonly fault-propagation and
fault-bend folds developed above high-angle faults. Some of these active
NNW to WNW striking faults and folds are re-folding somewhat olderor coeval
north- and NNE-trending folds. Deformation in these zones is consistent with
a left-lateral sense of shear (see Goldfinger and others, 1992b, in press; and
Appelgate and others, 1992, for a detailed discussion of these structures).
Detailed mapping and submersible observations of fault B in thearea of Daisy
Bank confirmed the presence of the active left-lateral fault there, and suggest
that Daisy Bank itself may be a pressure ridge uplift across a compressional
step in fault B. We have added selected Quaternary and suspected
Quaternary structures mapped onshore by other investigators that are
probable correlatives of offshore structures, including the following: South
slough syncline and other Coos Bay area structures from Mclnelly and Kelsey,
(1990) and references therein; Cape Blanco anticline and Port Orfordarea
faults from Kelsey (1990); Yaquina Bay fault from Kelsey and others (1992);
Happy Camp fault and other Netarts Bay area structures from Parker (1990)
and Wells and others (1992); Tillamook Bay fault from Wells and others
(1983).191
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APPENDIX B:SLIP-RATE CALCULATIONS FOR OREGON AND
WASHINGTON MARGIN STRIKE-SLIP FAULTS
The slip rate calculations presented here are dependent sedimentation
rates and velocity structure of the Astoria and Nitinat Fans. These values are
derived from Ocean Drilling Program logging and previous coring studies of
sedimentation rates. For both Washington and Oregon faults we use a
velocity of 1680 m/s. This is derived by integrating an average of multiple
velocity curves derived from sonic logs and seismic interval velocities from
ODP site 888 on the Nitinat Fan and empirical modeling.Integration for an
average velocity for the upper 400 m in site 888 results in a velocity of 1680
m/s. The sedimentation rate for the Nitinat Fan is from Bobb Carson (pers.
comm.) and the Astoria fan rate is from Goldfinger and others (in press; and
references therein).199
WASHINGTON FAULTS
North Nitinat Fault
Age:
Depth of disappearance of growth strata: 0.44 sec below sea floor twt.
Fan thickness: 0.63 sec twt.
Velocity used: 1680 m/s
Depth of disappearance growth strata: 397 mbsf.
Sedimentation rate for Nitinat Fan at from ODP site 888: 100 cm/1000 yrs.
Age of disappearance of growth strata: (397 m/1.0 m/1000 yrs) = 397 ka.
Net Slip:
Eastward thickening abyssal plain sedimentary unit is expressed as a percent
per kilometer of total section thickness.
Lower abyssal plain wedge angle = 3.9%/km
Observed thinning across fault: 8.6%
Net Slip: 2.20 km.
Slip Rate:
Slip Rate = 2200 m/397 ka = 5.5 mm/yr
South Nitinat Fault
Age:
Depth of disappearance of growth strata: 0.36 sec below sea floor twt.
Fan thickness: 0.74 sec twt.
Velocity used: 1680 m/s
Depth of disappearance of growth strata: 302 mbsf.
Sedimentation rate for Nitinat Fan at from ODP site 888: 100 cm/1000 yrs.
Age of disappearance of growth strata: (302 m/1.0 m/1000 yrs) = 302 ka.
Net Slip:
Eastward thickening abyssal plain sedimentary unit is expressed as a percent
per kilometer of total section thickness.
Lower abyssal plain wedge angle = 3.9%/km
Observed thinning across fault: 8.0%
Net Slip: 2.05 km.
Slip Rate:
Slip Rate = 2050 m/302 ka = 6.7 mm/yr200
OREGON FAULTS
Wecoma Fault
Age:
Depth of disappearance of growth strata: 0.85 sec below sea floor twt.
Velocity used: 1680 m/s
Depth of disappearance of growth strata: 714 mbsf.
Sedimentation rate for Astoria Fan from Goldfinger and others (in press):
110 cm/1000 yrs.
Age of disappearance of growth strata: (714 m/1.0 m/1000 yrs) = 649 ka.
Net Slip:
From Goldfinger and others (in press):
Net Slip: 5.5 km.
Slip Rate:
Slip Rate = 5500 m/649 ka = 8.5 mm/yr
Daisy Bank Fault
Age:
Depth of disappearance of growth strata: 0.43 sec below sea floor twt.
Fan thickness: 0.90 sec twt.
Velocity used: 1680 m/s
Depth of disappearance of growth strata: 361 mbsf.
Scaled sedimentation rate inferred for the Astoria Fan at Alvin Canyonfault:
94 cm/1000 yrs.
Age of disappearance of growth strata: (361 m/.94 m/1000 yrs) = 384ka.
Net Slip:
Eastward thickening abyssal plain sedimentary unit is expressed as a percent
per kilometer of total section thickness.
Lower abyssal plain wedge angle = 2.3 % /km
Observed thinning across fault: 5.0%
Net Slip: 2.2 km.
Slip Rate:
Slip Rate = 2200 m/384 ka = 5.7 mm/yr201
Alvin Canyon Fault
Age:
Depth of disappearance of growth strata: 0.37 sec below sea floor twt.
Fan thickness: 0.75 sec twt.
Velocity used: 1680 m/s
Depth of disappearance of growth strata: 310 mbsf.
Scaled sedimentation rate inferred for the Astoria Fan at Alvin Canyon fault:
79 cm/1000 yrs.
Age of disappearance of growth strata: (310 m/.79 m/1000 yrs) = 392 ka.
Net Slip:
Eastward thickening abyssal plain sedimentary unit is expressed as a percent
per kilometer of total section thickness.
Lower abyssal plain wedge angle = 2.3%/km
Observed thinning across fault: 6%
Net Slip: 2.6 km.
Slip Rate:
Slip Rate = 2600 m/392 ka = 6.6 mm/yr
Sedimentation rates for these three faults are scaled from the value of
110 cm/1000 years determined in Goldfinger and others (in press: Chapter 2)
because the fan thins to the south (called scaled sedimentation rates below).
Some unknown amount error due to time transgression of the Astoria fan base
is not accounted for.202
SUM OF ARC PARALLEL COMPONENTOF SLIP FROM
STRIKE -SLIP FAULTING, OREGONAND WASHINGTON
FAULT STRIKE SLIP-RATEARC-PARALLEL
SLIP
N. Nitinat 283° 5.5 1.24 mm/yr
S. Nitinat 283° 6.7 1.51 mm/yr
Quinault Canyon280° 5.5* 0.96 mm/yr
Wecoma 292° 8.5 3.18 mm/yr
Daisy Bank 292° 5.7 2.13 mm/yr
Alvin Canyon 292° 6.6 2.47 mm/yr
Heceta South 292° 5.5* 2.06 mm/yr
Coos Basin 282° 5.5* 1.14 mm/yr
Cecile 300° 5.5* 2.75 mm/yr
TOTAL 17.4 mm/yr
* No data; value assigned from lowvalue among calculated rates.
Table B.1. Sum of arc-parallel slip ratescalculated from strike and slip rate of
individual strike-slip faults. Strike of marginin Oregon averages N-S.
Washington coast and shelf strike 348°, whiledeformation front strikes 338°
due to northward widening of accretionarywedge. The volcanic arc maintains
a northerly strike almost tothe Canadian border.If we use 348° as the strike
of the Washington margin for slipcalculations on the N. Nitinat, S. Nitinat and
Quinault Canyon faults, the arc-parallel componentincreases to a total of 20.9
mm/yr.